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LOBBYING IN THE NONPROFIT SECTOR:
A STUDY OF PRACTICE AND VALUES

Larry A. Buzas, D.P.A.
Western Michigan University, 1996

Executive directors of nonprofit organizations were interviewed to determine
their lobbying practices. Direct lobbying and grassroots lobbying, as defined by P. A.
94-455 were studied. Independent variables include: (a) formal organizational support,
(b) organizational affiliation, (c) organizational characteristics, and (d) the executive
directors' perceptions and demographic characteristics.
Data were collected during semi-standardized interviews. A random sample of
50 executive directors of nonprofit organizations in Michigan was selected. The research
shows that executive directors of nonprofit organizations do lobby policy makers at the
local, state, and federal levels using the following techniques: (a) face-to-face visits,
individually or with coalitions, including providing oral and written testimony at hearings;
(b) telephone calls; (c) letters and facsimile transmissions; (d) special events at the capi
tal; and (e) coalition meetings in the community. Respondents reported value conflicts
in lobbying related to personal versus organizational positions and the selective use of
information. Executives advised that it is critical to establish relationships with policy
makers long before they are asked for anything. It is also important to create and maintain
credibility by being knowledgeable in the field, providing education, information, and
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services in a professional and timely manner, being visible, and keeping commitments.
Ten independent variables did not have a statistically significant association with any
lobbying techniques. Among these ten independent variables are: (a) age, gender,
educational level, and time in position o f the executive director; (b) the organization as
a sole provider o f service; (c) age of the organization; (d) the field o f the service o f the
organization; (e) board member participation in lobbying; (f) the size o f the organization’s
budget; and (g) the legislative or political action committees o f the board.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There is some agreement regarding the extent to which executive directors of
nonprofit organizations should engage in political activities, lobbying among them.
Pawlak and Flynn (1990) surveyed fifty-seven directors of nonprofit organizations and
found diversity of opinion about the type and scope of appropriate political activity. They
discovered that executive directors o f nonprofit organizations participate in a variety of
political activities and have a variety of reasons for doing so. However, they emphasize
the importance of being aware o f the legal constraints as well as the politics pertinent to
their positions and their respective organizations. Their research also emphasizes the diffi
culty of interpreting federal and state regulations governing political activity, including
lobbying, by employees of nonprofit organizations and organizations receiving state and
federal tax dollars.
The topic of this research is the lobbying activity of executive directors of charit
able nonprofit organizations. The Internal Revenue Code defines charitable nonprofit
organizations in section 501(c)(3):
Corporations, and any community chest, fund or foundation, organized and oper
ated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, liter
ary or educational purpose, or to foster national or international competition (but
only if no part of its activities involve the provision o f athletic facilities or equip
ment), or the prevention o f cruelty to animals, no part o f the net earnings of
which inures to the benefit o f any private shareholder or individual. No

1
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substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise
attempting to influence legislation, and which does not participate in, intervene
in (including the publishing or distribution of statements), any political campaign
on behalf of (or in the opposition to) any candidate for public office.
There are other designations of nonprofit status in the Internal Revenue Service
Code that have not specifically prohibited lobbying to the extent that section 501(c)(3)
does; however, organizations without 501(c)(3) status are not considered charitable
organizations. Many o f these other nonprofit organizations are advocacy groups that
engage in lobbying, but they are typically not service providers. The definition does not
specifically mention health care which accounts for half o f the expenditures and the
employees of the entire nonprofit sector (O'Neill 1989).
Lobbying activities tend to expand when resources are limited as service providers
are compelled to petition governmental agencies to maintain funding levels for services.
(Wolman & Teitlebaum, 1985). The status of service provider demands an advocacy pos
ition, particularly in times of scarce resources (Hansman, 1980, Roberts-Degennaro,
1986). Efforts to obtain support for the specific population served by each nonprofit
organization intensify as nonprofits build community awareness o f their mission.
Many nonprofit organizations are recipients o f federal and/or state tax dollars.
Salamon and Abramson (1982) found that in 1980 private philanthropic giving in the
nonprofit sector totaled more than $47.7 billion. Of this, $22 billion went to churches,
synagogues, and mosques, and other religious congregations, mostly for sacramental reli
gious purposes, which left $25.5 billion for other types of nonprofit organizations. During
the same year these other types o f nonprofit organizations had expenditures of
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approximately $116 billion. O f this sum the federal government contributed $40 billion,
or thirty-four percent o f the expenditures of these types o f organizations.
The federal government's share o f domestic spending in the last decade has been
greatly reduced for health and human services programs, the arts, research, and other
activities of the nonprofit community (Dolbare 1986, O'Neill 1989). In addition, there is
a clear trend in shifting responsibility for funding o f health and human service programs
from the federal level to state and local government (Jacobettii 1988, O'Neill 1989).
During this same period there has been an increase in social problems addressed
by the nonprofit community including: homelessness, chemical dependency, children bom
into poverty, and illiteracy, and the demand for services has continued to rise (United
Way of America, 1992). Correspondingly, the need for advocates o f nonprofit health and
human services programs has increased substantially, especially in the public policy devel
opment process (Jones, 1984), an activity that until recently was, in part, restricted by
the definition o f a charitable nonprofit organization in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Thus, the role of nonprofit service provider organizations, funded by a
mix of government resources and philanthropy, has become more vital to the public pol
icy debate, particularly in regard to policies affecting the delivery o f health and human
services. Given the contractual relationship in purchase o f service contracting between
government and nonprofits, the threats to funding for nonprofit organizations, and the
increase in the demand for services, several questions about 501 (c) (3) organizations
emerge.
The overall research questions can be stated as follows: Do executive directors
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o f local charitable nonprofit organizations lobby? If they do engage in lobbying, what
types of approaches are used? What value issues might they encounter? If they do not
engage in lobbying, what are the factors that influence their decision? The research is not
extended to questions o f the effects o f lobbying or outcomes related to the behavior in
question. Examining the impact of lobbying efforts o f executive directors o f nonprofit
organizations is beyond the scope of this study.
In this chapter, discussion of nonprofit lobbying begins by examining factors that
may influence awareness by executive directors of recent changes in the lobbying law.
The federal regulations concerning lobbying by local charitable nonprofit organizations
are also presented. To enhance the readers understanding of the role o f nonprofits in
America, a brief discussion of the roots o f nonprofit organizations as interest groups is
provided. The need for nonprofits to lobby policy makers demonstrated by examining the
current relationship between government and the nonprofit sector, particularly purchase
of service contracts. The overall nature and scope of the nonprofit sector are described
as well to indicate the importance o f nonprofits both as interest groups and service pro
viders.

Factors Influencing Awareness

In August of 1990, fourteen years after the enactment of P. A. 94-455, the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) issued final regulations under the 1976 lobby law. Section 1307
identified lobbying as an appropriate and acceptable activity of nonprofit organizations.
The intervening fourteen years, particularly the latter four, were peppered with debate
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regarding the provisions of the final regulations. When the final regulations were
announced in The Nonprofit Times (October 1990) they were reported not as the cover
story, as one might expect, but rather in a short article approximately one page in length
beginning on page three with its remaining parts distributed in the 47 page publication.
The extent to which the formative debate about and the substance of the 1990
regulations have been a part of the operating consciousness of nonprofits at the local
community level is not known, however there are several reasons for suspecting that non
profit executive directors are unaware of recent changes in the regulation of lobbying
activity by the IRS and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) policies.
The identity of nonprofits is typically linked with the particular professional ser
vice that they provide. For example, they view themselves as substance abuse treatment
agencies, adoption agencies, and foster care agencies. Moreover, nonprofit organizations
attend to the specialized literature o f the field in which they provide services, they are
members o f field specific organizations, and they are likely to attend conferences and
seminars that specifically relate to their area o f service delivery. For example, the philoso
phy and contributions of Murray Bowen, a noted family therapist, are much more likely
to be known and appreciated in a nonprofit organization that provides family counseling
services than are the philosophies and contributions of Brian O'Connel, President of The
Independent Sector. Thus, executives may not be involved in the network of regulatory
administration and may be unaware o f changes in the regulatory environment.
Some executive directors of nonprofit organizations are more attentive to internal
organizational operations and the immediate and daily pressures o f delivering direct
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services than they are to lobbying and the political process. Nonprofit organizations at
the local service delivery level, particularly those involved with meeting basic human
needs such as food, shelter, and medical care, are under heavy pressure to meet the cur
rent needs o f clients and have little time or energy for system-level problem solving.
Identity as a nonprofit is important in these matters: fundraising, capital expendi
tures, and property taxes. When nonprofit organizations solicit funds the issue o f tax
deductible contributions is important. However, even in these situations the primary
emphasis is on the emotional appeal of supporting a worthy cause such as the prevention
of child abuse or the support of cancer patients and their families. Nonprofit organiza
tions are exemption from payment o f sales taxes on purchases and from the payment o f
property taxes.
Given these conditions, several questions arise. Is it possible that executive direc
tors of nonprofit organizations are not aware o f the regulations regarding their lobbying?
If so, what factors influence their level o f awareness, and what is the relationship between
knowledge of the legal issues and the actual lobbying practices o f these individuals? Has
been a paradigm shift among the members o f the nonprofit community away from the
perception o f lobbying as substantially prohibited activity toward lobbying as an activity
that is encouraged under the current regulations. Finally, does lobbying by executive
directors o f nonprofit organizations lead to conflicts between an individual's personal
values and actions that are perceived to be in the best interest o f the organization? These
are some o f the questions that this research seeks to address.
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7
The Regulatory Environment

The 1976 Lobby Law: P. A. 94-455

The regulations governing lobbying by nonprofit organizations, are documented
in Section 501 (c)(3) o f the Internal Revenue Service Code, OMB Circular A -122, and
the Hatch Acts. The most relevant to the purposes o f this research is Section 501 (c)(3)
which has been in existence since 1934, and it's important revisions in the Tax Reform
Act o f 1976, often referred to as "the lobby law". This Act clarified and expanded the
allowable lobbying activity for nonprofit organizations.
Lobbying is dearly defined as a legal activity under P. A. 94-455, however specific
spending limits on lobbying are provided for in the Act. The lobby law allows nonprofits
to spend up to twenty percent of the organization's first $500,000 o f annual exempt pur
poses expenditures on lobbying, fifteen percent o f the next $500,000, ten percent o f the
next $500,000 and five percent o f the remaining exempt purchases up to a total o f one
million dollars. In no case may the total lobbying expenditures exceed $1,000,000. For
example, a nonprofit organization with exempt purchases o f $250,000 is allowed $50,000
in lobbying expenses, however an organization with exempt purchases o f $5,000,000 is
allowed $1,000,000 in lobbying expenses. Exempt purchases are generally all those
expenditures the nonprofit organization pays in the course o f carrying out its mission with
the exception of certain fundraising costs paid to a separate fundraising unit, capital
expenses, and any unrelated business income. Where there is no expenditure o f money
by a nonprofit organization for lobbying purposes, there is in effect, no lobbying under
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the 1976 law. Thus, the effort of volunteers to influence legislation where they are not
reimbursed for their efforts is not considered lobbying.

Direct Lobbying

The 1976 law defines lobbying activity and divides it into two general categories.
The first category is direct lobbying. Direct lobbying is described as any attempt to exert
influence on legislation through communication with a member or employee o f a legisla
tive body or with any government official who may participate in the formulation o f the
legislation. Types of direct lobbying include contacting a policy maker on behalf o f speci
fic legislation and in so doing taking a position on the merits of the proposed legislation.
Direct lobbying also applies to communications an organization may have with its own
members in an attempt to influence legislation. A nonprofit organization may spend luu
percent o f the allowable amount on direct lobbying.

Grassroots Lobbying

The second category of lobbying is called grassroots lobbying. Grassroots lobby
ing is defined as any attempt to influence legislation through an attempt to affect the opin
ions of the general public or any segment thereof. Grassroots lobbying primarily occurs
when organizations reach out beyond their members to the general public and encourage
them to take action on specific issues, particularly by contacting their legislators. There
are three essential elements to grassroots lobbying under the law: (1) communication to
the general public, (2) reference to specific legislation and a view of its merits, and (3)
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encouragement of the general public to contact legislators. A nonprofit organization may
spend only 25 percent o f the allowable amount on grassroots lobbying.

OMB Circular A-122: Cost Principles for Nonprofit Organizations: Restrictions
on Nonprofits That Lobby and Receive Federal Funds

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-122, Cost Principles
for Nonprofit Organizations, requires nonprofits to make sure that their funds from fed
eral sources are not used for lobbying, as defined by OMB. Nonprofits covered by these
regulations include those that receive direct grants or sub-grants and operate primarily
for charitable, service, education, scientific or similar purposes that are in the public inter
est, and are not organized primarily for profit; the net proceeds o f which are used to
maintain and provide or expand their operations. Colleges and universities are not cov
ered by these regulations, neither are hospitals that are covered under a separate U.S.
Department o f Health and Human Services document.
Only lobbying at the state and federal levels are covered under Circular A-122;
local lobbying is not effected by these regulations. Direct and grassroots lobbying are
defined by OMB in much the same manner as they are in P. A 94-455 (the "Lobby Law").
OMB defines direct lobbying as any attempt to influence the introduction o f federal or
state legislation or the enactment or modification o f any pending federal or state legisla
tion through communication with any member or employee o f Congress or state legisla
ture (including efforts to influence state or local officials to engage in similar lobbying
activity), or with any government official in connection with a decision to sign or veto
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enrolled legislation. Grassroots lobbying is defined as any attempt to influence the intro
duction o f federal or state legislation, or the enactment or modification o f any pending
federal or state legislation by preparing, distributing, or using publicity or propaganda or
by urging members of the general public or any segment thereof to contribute or partici
pate in any mass demonstration, march, rally, fundraising, lobbying campaign, or letter
or telephone campaign.
OMB regulations do not include in the definition o f lobbying such activities as
providing technical and factual presentations directly related to the performance o f a
grant through hearing testimony, letters to Congress or a state legislature or cognizant
staff members. Also excluded from the definition o f lobbying provided by OMB are
attempts to influence state legislation in order to reduce costs or avoid material impair
ment of the grantee's ability to perform contracted services. As long as none o f the lob
bying is funded by federal money OMB places no restrictions on the amount o f lobbying
that occurs. Nonprofits are, o f course, required to maintain adequate records of the
expenditures related to all activities including lobbying.

The Hatch Acts

On October 6, 1993, President Clinton signed into law PL. 103-94, The Hatch
Act Reform Amendments of 1993. The law does a number o f things that, for the most
part, loosen the restrictions on the political activities o f federal employees (Ponessa,
1993). Congress had been trying for nearly two decades to amend and simplify the Hatch
Act that governs the political activity of approximately two million federal employees.
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The Hatch Acts (1939, 1940, 1993) were enacted by Congress to protect government
employees from partisan political pressures relating to their jobs. Further the Acts sought
to limit political contributions and subsequent spending. The 1940 Act revisions applied
similar limitations to employees o f state and local governments who were participating
on projects supported by federal funds. The 1993 amendments tighten on-the-job restric
tions on political activity for federal employees, however, the constraints on off-duty
behavior have been relaxed.
In the most recent revisions, federal employees are encouraged to participate fully
and freely in the political process without fear of reprisal. Federal employees should also
not have to fear reprisal for not participating in political activities. The law defines federal
employees generally, as any individual other than the president or vice president, or Gen
eral Accounting Office workers, employed or holding office in an executive agency, or
in a competitive civil service position that is not in an executive agency. Postal workers
are included as federal employees under the law. The constraints o f the Hatch Act may
apply to some employees of nonprofit organizations where there are positions that are
solely funded by federal dollars.
One of the possible ways which the changes in the Hatch Act may positively sup
port the lobbying of nonprofit organizations has to do with the off-duty political activity
of federal employees, an area that is less restricted by the 1993 amendments. There are
approximately 3 million federal employees. It is possible that some o f these individuals
are board members of nonprofit organizations. Federal employees may be desirable board
members for nonprofit organizations because they have the ability to influence the
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bureaucracy, personal relationships with policy makers important to the nonprofit organi
zation, and access to information. The revisions enable federal employees as board mem
bers to engage in lobbying on behalf of the nonprofit.
Off-duty federal employees are now allowed to manage a political campaign or
take an active role in political parties. Other allowable off-duty activities mentioned in the
legislation include: (a) seeking and holding positions in local and national political parties;
(b) stuffing envelopes, organizing and participating in phone banks and voter registration
drives; (c) carrying posters at a political rally, distributing campaign materials, and solicit
ing votes off the job; (d) organizing and participating in political meetings; (e) endorsing
candidates publicly; and (f) soliciting contributions for a political action committee o f a
federal employees' organization from other members o f that organization who do not
work under the person soliciting the funds.
The 1993 revisions retain some limits for both off-duty and on-duty political
behaviors of federal employees. These include: (a) running for partisan political office,
(b) interfering with or affecting the result of an election by the use o f their official author
ity, and (c) interacting with persons who have business pending before the employees
office in an encouraging or discouraging manner. Examples o f this type of business
include: grant applications, requests for rulings, licenses, certificates and permits. This
last provision could be interpreted to assist in removing one type of potential barrier to
successful nonprofit lobbying, that being inappropriate encouragement or discouragement
of the lobbying activity on the part of a key federal employee. The IRS Section 501 (c)(3)
regulates organizational lobbying o f nonprofits by the amount of dollars spent and the
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message communicated. Whereas the Hatch Act regulates the behavior of individuals
who are directly employed by the federal government.
In order to take advantage of the provisions of the lobby law, the governing body
o f a nonprofit organization must vote, "elect" in IRS terms, to be subject to the law and
file IRS form 5768. If nonprofits choose not to be subject to the provisions o f the lobby
law they are subject to the vagaries of what is known as the "insubstantial rule". The
insubstantial rule refers to the original language o f section 501(c)(3) which states:
No substantial part of the activities o f which is carrying on propaganda, or other
wise attempting to influence legislation, and which does not participate in, inter
vene in (including the publishing or distribution o f statements), any political cam
paign on behalf o f (or in the opposition to) any candidate for public office.
Smucker (1990) reports the following history o f legal challenges and court deci
sions that have addressed the definition o f insubstantial with mixed results. In 1955 the
Sixth Circuit Court o f Appeals effectively ruled that attempts by nonprofits to influence
legislation that constitute five percent or less of the total activities o f the organization are
not substantial. The five percent benchmark was challenged by a Tenth Circuit Court of
Appeals decision in 1972. In that case the court used a "facts and circumstances" test.
Further, the court stated that a percentage guideline was inappropriate for determining
when lobbying activities were substantial for an individual nonprofit organization. The
court generally called for case by case decisions based on the stature and prestige o f the
organization as a measure o f the potential to influence legislation.
A local, single unit nonprofit organization with few resources could attempt to
influence legislation and be "out lobbied" by a well funded and politically connected
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national office o f a major nonprofit network such as the American Red Cross, even if
both organizations were operating under the "five percent rule". The benefits and logic
of electing to be subject to the 1976 lobby law seem indisputable, given the risk of the
loss of nonprofit status as a penalty for violating an insubstantial rule that remains very
much open to interpretation.
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CHAPTER n

LITERATURE REVIEW

Interest Groups and Pluralism

The concept of pluralism is pervasive in scholarly and casual discussions o f poli
tics and democracy in the United States. For the purposes o f this research, however, the
concept of pluralism is not only a general underlying foundation o f the area o f this study,
it is a key concept in the developing theory of nonprofit lobbying. The basic constructs
of the theory are: (a) that nonprofit organizations are legitimate interest groups, (b)
interest group lobbying provides an important balance to majority rule in pluralist democ
racies, and (c) lobbying is an appropriate activity for nonprofit organizations. In this sec
tion the roots of nonprofit organizations as interest groups in a pluralist society are dis
cussed.
Pluralism's roots can be traced to Aristotle, in The Politics, where various forms
o f government and constitutions are discussed in light of the principles o f justice and "the
good". At the heart of Aristotle's theory is the concept that to obtain justice and political
stability a society must allow for representation o f all the major groups within it. Further,
the strength of this representation must be such that each group believes that its interests
are protected against the possibility o f abuse by others. It is in Madisonian pluralist
theory that the nonprofit sector in the United States discovers its roots, as well as its
15
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constitutional claim on the legitimacy o f engagement in the practice of lobbying, and it
is Tocqueville who describes the uniqueness and pervasive nature o f voluntary associa
tions in the American landscape.

James Madison and the Federalist Papers

Nonprofit organizations are just one of the thousands o f interest groups in the
United States. Discussion of the existence o f interest groups and their relationship to the
legislative process in the United States dates back to the writings o f the founding fathers.
James Madison articulated concern about the influence of interest groups in the Federalist
10. The Federalist papers were, in essence, a massive propaganda effort launched by
Alexander Hamilton with the assistance o f James Madison and John Jay. Hamilton and
Madison carried the burden of writing The Federalist.
Publishing under the pen name o f "Publius", the three authors produced a series
o f eighty five papers discussing various critical issues o f the function and form of govern
ment. There are five principal themes in the Federalist Papers: (1) federalism, (2) checks
and balances, (3) separated powers, (4) pluralism, and (5) representation. It is the discus
sion o f pluralism that is most relevant to the focus o f this research.
In Federalist 10. Madison developed the relationship between factions, or interest
groups, and the republican form of government. The ability of a well constructed republi
can union to moderate the influence o f factions is argued by Madison to be one o f the
strongest advantages of this form o f government. Madison defined faction as "....a num
ber of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or minority of the whole, who are united
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and actuated by some common impulse o f passion, or o f interest, adverse to the rights
o f other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests o f the community."
(Madison, in Wills ed. pg. 43)
While this definition appears to view factions as a negative force in society, indeed
Madison refers to the "mischief1that they create, factions are considered to be fundamen
tal to a free society. Madison talks o f two societal responses to reduce the influence o f
factions, removing the cause of the faction, and controlling its effects. In addressing the
causes of factions, a government has the choice o f destroying liberty, an essential element
to the existence o f factions, or eliminating factions by making their views the view o f
every citizen. However, abolishing liberty as a means o f eliminating factions would be a
grave mistake, as liberty is essential to democratic political life.
Further, Madison asserts that factions have and will persist forever, for as long
as there is more than one circumstance of person there will be more than one opinion. As
long as individuals are influenced in their reasoning by their personal needs and benefits,
there will be factions. The relationship between property and faction is not insignificant
in Madison's view. Economic interests or differences in property or wealth and the poten
tial to accumulate the same as a function o f various laws and regulations o f government
are inevitable effects o f democracy. Furthermore, it is one o f the primary functions of
government to insure the protection of individual rights o f property. Therefore, it may
be that factions are inevitable in a democratic society as a direct result o f the underlying
purpose of that form of government.
Also discussed in Federalist 10 is the futility of expecting that elected officials and
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other statesmen will be able to control the competing interest o f factions to the extent
necessary to minimize the damage done to the public good. This is a fundamentally false
expectation because these individuals are not without economic interests o f their own.
In an almost prophetic way Madison cites the influence o f indirect and remote considera
tions which may exert more influence on factions than domestic forces. A contemporary
illustration of this point may well be the Organization o f Petroleum Exporting Countries'
(OPEC) influence on the domestic economy since the oil crises o f the late seventies.
Madison concludes that the causes o f factions cannot ever be removed and gov
ernment must therefore turn its attention to the means o f controlling the effects o f fac
tions. The most difficult situation in which to protect the public good is when the opin
ions o f a faction that are contrary to the public good are held by the majority. The poten
tial to do damage to society is great in this instance. Madison argue* that the role o f gov
ernment is to override the view of the majority in the event of the alignment o f the major
ity with a self-injurious viewpoint. Furthermore it is a republican form o f government that
alone has the unique capacity to carry out such a role. Republican governments have the
capacity to express the best interests o f the people in those cases where the passionate
viewpoints so often attributed to factions, or interest groups, may become the opinion o f
the majority and thus become more popular than a more objective and reasoned view
point that holds as its priority the protection o f the public good. In other words, repub
lican governments are of value because o f the capacity to counter act the propensity o f
human beings to place immediate personal gratification ahead o f long term benefit and
the public good.
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Alexis de Tocaueville’s Democracy in America

Baron Alexis de Tocqueville was a French nobleman who, along with his compan
ion Gustave de Beaumont, came to America in May o f 1831. They departed for France
just nine months later having toured the new land extensively. Tocqueville's impressions
and analysis o f the politics and passions of the Americans were set down in his
Democracy In America (1835). No small part of Tocqueville's work was concerned with
what can easily be identified as interest groups, which are arguably the forerunners o f
contemporary nonprofit organizations. Tocqueville discussed in some detail the ease with
which Americans formed associations, and the multiple purposes for which they were
formed. He claimed that "..in no country in the world has the principle of association been
more successfully used, or applied to a greater multitude o f objects than in America." (pg.
95).
Tocqueville defined associations as the public acknowledgment o f certain doc
trines or principles given by a group of individuals who also engage to promote the wide
spread proclamation o f these same philosophies. In writing specifically about political
associations he described three means of operationalizing such associations. They are, in
increasing order o f influence: (1) through publication in readily accessible print, (2)
through the power o f meetings, and (3) through associations in electoral bodies with
political ends. In the first case, the association is between individuals who are of the same
opinion. Thus, the tie among them is primarily intellectual or philosophical in nature. In
the second case, centers o f activity are established and the opinions are strengthened and
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maintained through the development o f personal relationships with a vigor that cannot
be approached in printed material. In the third case, a political party or coalition is in
essence formed.
In writing on the use of public associations in civil life, Tocqueville observed that
Americans o f all ages, conditions, and dispositions are constantly forming associations.
He noted the American proclivity to make associations not only for commercial and man
ufacturing concerns, but also to give entertainment, found seminaries, churches, libraries,
hospitals, prisons, and schools. These associations may be o f a religious or moral nature,
serious or futile, general or restrictive, enormous or diminutive. In short there was no end
to the variety o f purposes and forms o f associations that Tocqueville identified in early
America. The single common characteristic o f all o f them, however, was their voluntary
nature. Tocqueville admired the skill with which the early Americans could rally a great
many people to achieve a common purpose. This was their identifying characteristic and
the heritage o f the infant country. Tocqueville remarked:
I have often seen Americans make great and real sacrifices to the public welfare;
and I have remarked a hundred instances in which they hardly ever failed to lend
faithful support to each other. The free institutions which the inhabitants of the
United States possess, and the political rights o f which they make so much use,
remind every citizen and in a thousand ways, that he lives in a society.... Men
attend to the interests of the public, first by necessity, afterwards by choice: what
was intentional becomes an instinct; and by dint o f working for the good o f one's
fellow citizens, that habit and taste for serving them is at length acquired (p. 197).
Tocqueville also remarked on the mutually supportive role of democratic governments
and free associations. Here, in Tocqueville's writing, is the beginning of an understanding
not only o f the associations that were the forerunners of contemporary nonprofit
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organizations, but also of the role of lobbying, or influencing the legislative process for
nonprofits.

Contemporary Pluralist Writings

Chandler and Plano (1986, pg. 85) define pluralism as "a model of political deci
sion making in which multiple and competing elites determine public policy through a
process of bargaining and compromise". Their definition further describes three elements
of government in the United States that encourage a pluralist reality: (1) separation o f
power among the legislative branch, the executive office and the judiciary; (2) federalism,
the separation o f national, state, and local government bodies; and (3) strong and active
participation of individual citizens in voluntary associations. Bealy (1983) describes two
types o f pluralism. One type is the pluralism o f the political scientist that is concerned
with the situation in which associated groups and political parties have sufficient freedom
to lobby, or "bargain and appeal for support". Social pluralism, on the other hand, has a
broader connotation, referring to the diverse interests in a society. Social pluralism
becomes political pluralism when groups have the capacity to engage in political action.
Baskin (1971) also lists three concepts central to pluralistic political structures:
(1) social diversity and balance, (2) separation o f powers, and (3) subsystem autonomy.
One of the underlying concepts of pluralism is the belief that the most appropriate policy
decisions are a product of free and open debates among competing interest groups, pro
viding that a balance o f power can be maintained. There are several other assumptions
of classical pluralist theory, one of which is that of equal capacity and interest in engaging
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in politics by every member of the society.
This idealized state assumes that all members o f a society would have the neces
sary prerequisite skill, interest, and time to participate in the policy making process. This
could never be the case. However, it may be argued that voluntary associations, or non
profit organizations, play a mediating role for those individuals who lack either the time,
talent, or other resources to participate in policy making. Examples o f this are found in
the many nonprofit organizations that take an advocacy role for special populations, such
as the Association for Retarded Citizens, which advocates for persons with developmen
tal disabilities; the American Cancer Society, which works to, among other things, bring
resources to bear to assist persons suffering from cancer; and Camp Fire for Boys and
Girls, one o f many organizations whose members represent the concerns o f children.
Olsen (1982) raises interesting questions in his writings on participatory pluralism
in which he describes two types o f power equalization. The first has to do with equal
opportunities and the second has to do with equal outcomes. Olsen seeks a reconciliation
between the two with the concept o f acceptable ranges o f outcomes. Olsen further inte
grates a theory o f participatory democracy with a theory of social political pluralism. He
defines participatory democracy as that system in which the fullest participation by all
individuals in public decision making is supported, and this leads to full citizen control
of the entire political process. Sociopolitical pluralism, on the other hand, is based on the
belief that only through collective action through voluntary interest associations can indi
vidual citizens have significant influence on the political process and policy decisions.
Another assumption of pluralist theory is the existence o f overlapping interests
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among various groups in society so that there exists forces encouraging the establishment
of coalitions with mutual benefits resulting from policy outcomes. While this may hold
true in some cases, the coalitions that form may do so with respect to economic stratifica
tion and thus support the legitimacy of the theory o f a handful of power elites controlling
the policy process (Mills, 1956; Neustadt, Scott, & Clausen, 1991).
Bealy (1988) recognizes three levels o f organization of interest groups: local,
regional, and national. He further identifies "promotional groups" that exist to publicize
a cause for the purpose of either initiating executive action or stopping it. Etzioni (1985)
makes a similar distinction between special interest groups and constituency representa
tion groups claiming that the benefits attributed to the former can be shown to come pri
marily from the latter, in terms of a pluralist policy structure. He also argues that special
interest groups cannot be eliminated and are not likely to contain each other, in the
absence of sufficiently strong pro-community forces.
Thus, the need for a variety of influential interest groups that represent the needs
of disenfranchised segments of the population, including those who lack economic power,
becomes more evident. Here is where the nonprofit sector plays an important role by giv
ing access to the policy making process to those who would otherwise not be able to par
ticipate. This role is not equally shared among all nonprofit organizations but is particu
larly evident in the case of those nonprofits that provide health and human services. Com
mercial nonprofit organizations, on the other hand, such as the Home Builders Associa
tion, play a significantly different role.
Health and human service nonprofit organizations provide an important advocacy
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service for populations not able to perform as successful self-advocates, such as persons
with developmental disabilities (Association for Retarded Citizens), older adults (Ameri
can Association for Retired Persons), children (The Children's Defense Fund) and those
with debilitating diseases (the Alzheimer's Association, American Cancer Society, The
National Kidney Foundation). The nonprofit sector functions to promote the values and
serve the needs of individuals and groups that are not adequately served by either the
government or the private sector. Thus, the nonprofit sector may be legitimately seen "as
a powerful force for pluralism, providir.0 the kind o f safety net that compassionately
responds to societies otherwise neglected needs (Van Til, 1990, p. 8).
Some effective tools o f interest groups in influencing policy have been shown to
be lobbying and the effective use of the media (Horowitz, 1979, Smucker, 1991). As non
profit organizations engage in lobbying for public policy changes they act as interest
groups in the American pluralist democracy. It is therefore appropriate that the IRS has
enacted changes in lobbying regulations for nonprofit organizations so as to enhance the
ability o f these groups to participate in the policy formulation process, particularly in their
surrogate citizen role.

Government and the Nonprofit Sector Interdependency

Across America, the image o f nonprofit organizations typically involves the char
acteristics o f localness, voluntary action, neighbor to neighbor support and community
responsiveness (Bellah, 1985). There is evidence to suggest that the actual state o f the
nonprofit sector is changing in ways that run contrary to these images, largely due to the
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growing interdependence of government and the nonprofit sector.
Salamon (1987) suggests a partnership orientation in discussing the relationship
between nonprofit organizations and government, claiming that the mutual reliance is
beneficial to both parties. He identifies a set o f mutual dependencies that exist between
government and nonprofit organizations. Gronbjerg (1987) places the relationships
between government and the nonprofit sector in four analytical types: cooperation, as in
child welfare services; accommodation, as is the prevailing pattern in health care; compe
tition, as is the case in education; and a symbiotic relationship as illustrated in the field
o f housing and community development.
Lipsky and Smith (1990) suggest that the increased influence of government over
the nonprofit sector tends to threaten the civic virtues o f the sector, such as citizen partic
ipation, localness, and voluntarism. They further describe several responses to the
increased influence of government. Prominent among these responses is the tendency of
nonprofits to force social problems into the policy agenda at both the state and federal
level. The authors further assert that, in many cases, governments have acknowledged the
need for public action only after nonprofit advocates effectively lobbied their specific
cause. Van Til (1988) best describes the relationship between nonprofit organizations and
government as acted out in matters o f policy when he says, "Organized lobbying and
advocacy is a central focus of third sector organizations, a mediating force of considera
ble importance in the sustenance o f American democracy in an era of dwindling voting
rates and a pervasive arrogance of governmental power." (p. 119).
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26
Purchase o f Service Contracting

Viewed through the lens of the purchase o f service contracts, an image o f non
profit organizations as a type of third party government becomes apparent. This third
party government role of the nonprofit sector enables additional public action to address
public needs without an accompanying growth in public bureaucracy.
Purchase of service contracting (POSC) has been defined as a legally binding
agreement between a government contracting agency (with responsibility for serving a
specific population and the resources to serve them) and a contractor (with the appropri
ate capability to provide the service) in which the contractor provides care or services to
the clients of the government contracting agency in exchange for funds or other resources
(Kettner & Martin, 1987). Evidence of POSC has been traced to colonial times. The
practice of POSC is founded in the belief that there are some things that private sector,
charitable and nonprofit organizations can do better than government. Cost and quality
of service have both been key factors in the POSC equation.
The use o f POSC grew with the advent o f the Great Society programs o f the
1960s. The war on poverty and other programs o f the Kennedy/Johnson administrations
were fertile ground for POSC, in part because of the emphasis on public/private partner
ships, and in part because the innovative character o f the program initiatives demanded
more responsive administrative structures than government was capable o f providing at
the time (Kettner & Martin, 1987). Further, the political climate of the time lacked both
philosophical and financial support for increasing the government bureaucracy.
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Purchase of service contracting has been a major force in the developing relation
ships between nonprofit organizations and government (Van Til and Gurin, 1990). The
nonprofit sector has maintained momentum as an important part o f the American welfare
state in large part due to the extensive reliance o f government on nonprofit organizations
to deliver services that are publicly financed. For example; in the case o f social services
and health care, nonprofit organizations deliver a larger proportion of services financed
by government than do government agencies themselves. (Salamon, 1987).
One might ask, given the depth and scope o f the mutually dependent relationship
between government and nonprofit organizations, what is the nature o f the influence of
the nonprofit sector on the policy making processes o f government? Van Til and Gurin
(1990) provide a succinct analysis o f the ties between the nonprofit sector and gov
ernment:
1. Existence - through granting, withholding, or withdrawing tax exempt status.
2. Funding - through tax policies that effect incentives for voluntary giving and
through contracts, grants, and purchase of service.
3. Programs - through making available government money that may or may not
coincide with the organization's mission.
4. Operational costs - through mandates to comply with an increasing range of
laws and regulations, such as equal opportunity, age discrimination, affirmative action,
and occupational safety and health.
5. Constituency - through grants in aid programs for college students and health
insurance programs.
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Kettner and Martin (1989) also identified political influence as an important factor
in determining POSC decisions. Weisbrod (1977, pg. 65) described nonprofit organiza
tions as "mini governments" possessed of coercive and compulsive powers. They are cap
able o f providing social pressure and opinion that has a policy formulation role to play
in government. Clearly, the role of the legislature is central in the development and main
tenance of the government/nonprofit partnership, spanning issues o f mission, funding,
program, regulations and legitimacy. Thus, nonprofit executives must address this part
nership, which among other things includes lobbying.

Nonprofit Lobbying Theory

The statements below reflea the author's assumptions about the status o f execu
tive directors o f nonprofit organizations with respect to the issue o f lobbying and public
policy. They summarize the theoretical foundations on which the research is based.
1. Interest group lobbying provides an important balance to majority rule in the
policy making process.
2. Nonprofit organizations are legitimate interest groups.
3. Lobbying is appropriate for nonprofit organizations.
4. Lobbying is an appropriate professional activity for executive directors o f non
profit organizations.
5. There are a number of factors that influence the extent to which executive
directors of nonprofit organizations engage in lobbying.
Smuckefs (1991) authoritative work on the topic of nonprofit lobbying covers the
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1976 lobby law as well as the 1990 changes in the IRS regulations. Smucker (1991 pg.
105-106) describes six general categories o f highly effective lobbying techniques for non
profits: (1) site visits by legislators; (2) personal visits by constituents; (3) spontaneous,
individually composed letters from constituents; (4) telephone calls from constituents; (5)
articles in major daily newspapers; and (6) editorials in major daily newspapers.
Smucker emphasizes that a professional or full time paid lobbyist is not an essen
tial ingredient for success for nonprofit organizations. Several aspects o f interpersonal
style and problem solving skills are described as basic to successful lobbying. Smucker
(1991, p.9) states that competent nonprofit lobbyist must understand the following:
The basics o f the legislative process and the key committee members or other
legislators who have either jurisdiction or influence over the legislation or can
effect its movement.
The details o f the bill the nonprofit is supporting and why its provisions are
important to the legislator's constituents and to the nonprofit organization.
The organizational structure o f the nonprofit group and how it communicates with
its grass roots.
Motivation, focus, and organization are described as essential elements o f attempts
to influence public policy (Eisnagle, 1990). Litch (1990) describes the increasing ten
dency toward public and private partnerships in addressing difficult and complex policy
issues. The most successful lobbyists appear to be characterized by a strong task orien
tation. Lamont (1988) also recommends coalition building as an effective technique. The
importance of actively tracking legislation from introduction through the committee pro
cess and amendments to floor votes was identified by Wise (1989) as a technique essen
tial to effective lobbying.
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Some of the differences between public and private sector lobbyists are that public
lobbyists do not contribute to political campaigns, host social events, or take legislators
to dinner (Abney, 1988). In addition to understanding the legislative process, Davis
(1998) adds (a) bipartisanship, (b) the ability to communicate, (c) the ability to compro
mise, (d) a good sense of humor, and (e) timely use o f information to the list of essential
skills for lobbyists.
Smucker also emphasizes that interpersonal relationship skills are the most essen
tial element for a successful lobbyist. While the specific techniques can be easily taught
to most individuals, the ability to use them effectively throughout the lobbying process
is highly dependent on the lobbyist's ability to relate to and work effectively with the vari
ety of personality types that one is likely to encounter. Since a basic goal of the lobbying
efforts of nonprofit organizations is to effect social change, these efforts have a tendency
to strain the relationship between the established and prevailing conservative element of
the power elites, in both government and society at large.
These relationships are particularly sensitive in that both groups of elites are
potential sources of funding for nonprofit organizations. Funding for nonprofits proceeds,
on the one hand, from governmental elites through the budgetary process. On the other
hand, funding for nonprofits proceeds from non-governmental elites through individual
and collective philanthropic efforts. This risk o f alienation is a double edged sword that
appears as nonprofit advocates attempt to be effective proponents of the specific con
sumers of their services, while at the same time maintain a relationship with the power
elites in government and non-governmental sectors that are current or potential sources
o f funding for the nonprofit sector.
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CHAPTER m

STATE OF THE NONPROFIT SECTOR

A National Perspective

The size and scope o f the nonprofit sector have become a subject of academic
research only as recently as the past twenty years (O'Neill 1989), while the history of
nonprofit organizations predates colonial times (Wilson, 1991). Still, the diversity o f the
sector and the voluntary nature of the organizations in it have made it difficult to describe
in a complete and comprehensive manner (Hodgkinson, 1989).
Nonprofit organizations weave in and out of the fabric o f traditional data bases
used by government, public and private sector researchers as they attempt to describe
American life in terms of economic and demographic variables. Defining the inputs, pro
cesses and products of the nonprofit sector has posed major challenges even for Indepen
dent Sector, the premier national association o f the nonprofit community, and an organi
zation that is considered by many to be a leading facilitator o f research of nonprofit
organizations in the United States.
Hodgkinson and Weitzman (1989) provide the following capsule summary
descriptions o f the nonprofit, or "independent" sector. The terms "independent sector"
and "nonprofit sector" are for all practical purposes, synonymous. However "independent
sector" meaning the entire population o f nonprofit organizations should not be confused
31
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with "Independent Sector" a national membership organization o f nonprofit organiza
tions. This statistical profile is the third in a series o f reports produced by Independent
Sector and is considered the authoritative single source for compiled national statistics
for the nonprofit sector. The capsule descriptions are provided below.
In 1987, the ^dependent sector was estimated to comprise 907,000 organiza
tions. Included in these are tax exempt voluntary and philanthropic organizations,
including schools, hospitals, social service organizations, advocacy organizations;
civic, social, and fraternal organizations; arts and cultural organizations; founda
tions; and religious institutions, such as churches, synagogues, and mosques. The
independent sector represented 4.2 percent o f all institutional entities in 1987, a
decline from 4.6 percent in 1977 (p. 4).
The independent sector had 7.4 million paid employees in 1987 (p. 10)
Total wages and salaries in the independent sector were $116 billion in 1987, 5.3
percent of the total wages and salaries for all employees on nonagricultural pay
rolls (p. 10).
The per capita expenditures o f nonprofit organizations in constant (1982) dollars,
which adjusts for both population and price changes, increased 71 percent
between 1960 ($524) and 1987 ($896). Adding the value of volunteer time to this
figure increased the per capita expenditures o f nonprofit organizations by 35 per
cent in 1987 to $1,298 (p. 5).
In 1987, the independent sector had annual funds totaling about $327 billion from
the following sources: private contributions, 27.3 percent; dues, fees, and
charges, 38.6 percent; other receipts, including endowment and investment
income, 7.9 percent; and government, 26.1 percent (p. 6).
Government provided about 26 percent o f total funds for the independent sector
in 1987, down from a high o f 27 percent in 1982 (p. 6).
Between 1977 and 1987 total annual funds increased 186 percent from $114
billion to $327 billion (p. 6).
In 1987, the total support for the independent sector was almost $414 billion,
$86.5 billion representing the assigned value of volunteer time contributed to the
work o f nonprofit organizations (p. 6).
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It is interesting that the nonprofit sector grew faster than the private sector or
government between 1977 and 1982. During this time the total national income that orig
inated from the nonprofit sector increased 85 percent in current dollars, from $84.4 bil
lion to $155.8 billion. During the same time period total national income from the private
sector increased 62 percent and from the government, 65 percent (Hodgkinson 1989).

Nonprofit Organizations in Michigan

A comprehensive description of the size and scope o f the nonprofit organization
industry in Michigan was recently developed by Wilson in the State of Nonprofit
Michigan Report (1991). Wilson described the nonprofit sector in terms of six organiza
tional service categories: (1) recreational and amusement services, (2) health services,
(3) education services, (4) social services, (5) membership organizations, and (6) an
"other" category. Table 1 (Wilson, 1991 p. 4) depicts Wilson's comparison of United
States and Michigan nonprofit employment data.
Recreational services include camps, recreation clubs, fairs, theaters, museums
and art galleries. Health services include medical and dental clinics, nursing and personal
care provider organizations, hospitals, and other health services. Educational services are
defined as libraries, vocational schools, and other educational services. Social services
include child day care, individual and family services, job training services, residential
care, and other social sendees. Membership organizations business associations, civic and
fraternal associations, professional organizations, and other organizations. Wilson has
grouped legal aid, research and development and management services into the sixth
category, which he labeled simply "other nonprofit services".
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Table 1
Nonprofit Employment by Activity, U.S. and Michigan, 1987

United States
Michigan
Number Employed % Number Employed %
Recreation and Amusement Services
Camps
Recreation Clubs
Fairs
Theatres
Museums/Art Galleries
Health Services
Medical/Dental Clinics
Nursing and Personal Care
Hospitals
Other Health Services
Education Services
Libraries
Vocational Schools
Other Education Services
Social Services
Child Care
Individual/Family Services
Job Training Services
Residential Care
Other Social Services
Membership Organizations
Business Associations
Civic/Social/Fratemal Associations
Professional Organizations
Other Organizations
Other Nonprofit Services
Legal Aid
Research and Development
Management Services
TOTAL

253080
16957
121423
6084
56494
52104

3.75
0.25
1.80
0.09
0.84
0.77

8676
694
4633
130
1643
1576

3.33
0.27
1.78
0.05
0.63
0.60

4648435
85671
371497
3964109
227158

69.00
1.27
5.51
58.85
3.37

189472
4917
11750
165941
6864

72.70
1.89
4.51
63.67
2.63

49278
13217
10202
25859

0.73
0.20
0.15
0.38

964
59
273
632

0.36
0.02
0.10
0.24

1109536
155402
312711
238195
240530
162698

16.48
2.31
4.64
3.54
3.57
2.42

43182
3522
11743
10525
12380
5012

16.57
1.35
4.51
4.04
4.75
1.92

538868
87454
322933
49279
79202

8.00
1.30
4.79
0.73
1.18

15424
2327
10475
1226
1396

5.92
0.89
4.02
0.47
0.54

137491
16191
107800
13500
6736670

2.04
0.24
1.60
0.20
100.00

2897
479
2114
304
260615

1.11
0.18
0.81
0.12
100.00

Source: United State Bureau of the Census, Census o f Services 1987 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1990).
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Wilson's data base is the 1987 United States Bureau o f the Census. Thus, his
description of the size of the nonprofit sector is based on the number of employees work
ing in the various categorical service sectors. Health services are by far the largest service
category comprising 69% of the national total. Social Services is the next largest category
with slightly less than 16.5%, followed by membership organizations, recreation and
amusement services, the "other" nonprofit service category and educational services, in
descending order of employees.
Wilson reports that Michigan has over 40,000 nonprofit organizations, but fewer
than 3,000 employ one or more persons. There are literally thousands of nonprofit organ
izations with highly specialized purposes and equally limited memberships. Being pri
marily voluntary associations, many o f the small nonprofit organizations have extremely
minor or nonexistent financial resources. These two characteristics, lack o f money and
lack of staff make these organizations statistically invisible. They have little, if any, need
to register at the local, state, or national level, and therefore elude traditional survey
research. Thus, those organizations that appear in Wilson's analysis are mainly those that
employ workers.
The report cites 1987 United States Bureau o f the Census data stating, in that
year, there were 6,205 nonprofit organizations that employed 260,615 workers. The pay
roll for this population reached nearly $11 billion. Employment in the nonprofit sector in
Michigan represents 5.8% of the state's work force. Michigan is believed to account for
3.87% o f the national nonprofit work force and has the eighth largest nonprofit work
force in the country.
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For the same year, 1987, Michigan Employment Security Commission data
showed a nonprofit labor force of 185,420 workers, or 4.3% o f the state work force. As
recently as 1990 these numbers had increased to 241,373 and 5.1%, respectively. In the
three years between 1987 and 1990 the nonprofit sector in Michigan had grown by
almost 33 %. This compared to the rate o f growth in government o f 21.7 % and 6.1 %
in the private for-profit sector. Wilson computed the average size of a nonprofit organ
ization in Michigan to be 136.1 employees in 1987 and 103.1 employees in 1990. This
average figure is high and reflects the weight of large health care organizations in arriving
at the average.
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CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH DESIGN

Dependent Variables

The purpose of the research is to identify the lobbying practices executive direc
tors o f nonprofit organizations and the potential values conflicts that may be experienced
by the executives while lobbying. Lobbying is the dependent variable. Two general cate
gories o f lobbying have been identified in the IRS code. They are:
1. Direct Lobbying, defined as any attempt to exert influence on legislation
through communication with a member or employee o f a legislative body or with any
government official who may participate in the formulation o f the legislation.
2. Grassroots Lobbying, defined as any attempt to influence legislation through
an attempt to affect the opinions o f the general public or any segment thereof.

Independent Variables

Nonprofit lobbying is an emerging issue in the scholarly journals in social science
and political science. A computer aided literature search using the key words nonprofit,
lobbying, resulted only in citations of articles discussing P. A. 94-455, during its formula
tion and after its passage. Using the key words, interest groups and lobbying resulted in
a great deal more citations. However the foci o f these studies were primarily private
37
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sector associations acting on the national level, whereas the focus o f this research is com
munity based nonprofit organizations. With the exception o f Smu deer's (1991) technique
manual on nonprofit lobbying, and Pawlak and Flynn (1990), nothing substantive was
found in the literature about structural, funding, or other characteristics of community
based nonprofit organizations or their executive directors with respect to lobbying.
Given the absence of an established body o f knowledge on nonprofit lobbying,
independent variables presumed to have an effect on the lobbying behavior o f nonprofit
executive directors have been selected for this exploratory research.
Listed below are the independent variables selected for this research on the lobby
ing activity o f executive directors of community based charitable nonprofit organizations.
Examples of these types of organizations include food banks, shelters for the homeless,
and residential treatment programs for adolescents, family counseling agencies, and shel
tered workshops. Following this list is a brief discussion o f the specific interview guide
questions corresponding to the dependent and independent variables.
1. The existence of legislative or political action committees of the nonprofit
organization.
2. The lobbying conducted by members o f the board o f directors.
3. The support for executive director lobbying provided by the board of
directors.
4. Lobbying for the organization as a formally stated element o f the executive
director’s job description.
5. Participation in local coalitions that lobby.
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6. Organizational affiliation with a state or national association.
7. The amount and percent of income received from governmental sources.
8. The nonprofit organization's status as the sole provider of a specific service.
9. The field of service of the nonprofit organization.
10. Age o f the organization.
11. The percent o f the total agency budget spent on lobbying.
12. The executive director’s perceptions of the relative importance of lobbying in
comparison to other responsibilities as the leader o f a nonprofit organization.
13. Age o f the executive director.
14. Gender o f the executive director.
15. Years o f experience o f the executive director.
16. Educational level of the executive director.
17. Executive director’s awareness of the lobbying law.
18. Value conflicts experienced by executive directors while lobbying.

Formal Organizational Support Variables

The first four variables focus on the perceived value o f lobbying to executive
directors and boards. Smucker (1991) asserts that a strong government relations com
mittee can add greatly to the impact of a nonprofit organization's lobbying efforts. How
ever, boards and executive directors are not always in agreement on lobbying. There may
be situations where the executive director does not value lobbying but is compelled to
lobby by the board, whether or not it is formally stated in the executive's job description.
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Conversely, the board may not value lobbying but the executive director may feel
strongly about the importance of lobbying and find ways to pursue it through direct or
grassroots action. A conflict may occur between the official position of the agency and
the personal beliefs o f the executive director.
Do executives have political action or legislative committees on their boards? If
they do, how does the existence of these committees relate to the lobbying activity o f the
executive director? Board members may serve as intermediaries for the executive direc
tor. Pawlak and Flynn (1990) reported the use o f intermediaries in political activities by
executive directors of nonprofit organizations. Is it the case that politically active exec
utive directors also have active board members working in committees or would active
committees function to reduce the individual efforts o f the executive director? It may be
that organizations with political action committees have executive directors who lobby
differently than executives whose organizations do not have political action committees.
It may be that executive directors focus on other issues and leave the lobbying to
the committee members. One could also argue that an executive director might actually
lobby more when the organization has a political action committee by virtue of providing
a model of behavior for the committee or as a member o f the committee. Another pos
sibility is that organizations with political action committees devote more o f their overall
resources to attempting to influence legislation. Examining the relationship between
board legislative or political action committees and the lobbying activity o f the executive
director will assist in understanding how nonprofit organizations lobby.
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Organizational Affiliation Variables

Participation in Local Coalitions That Lobby

There is some evidence to suggest that lobbying in coalitions is an effective
approach (Lamont, 1988; Smucker, 1991). Coalitions sometimes form around general
services that meet a need for a broad range o f citizens such as transportation or libraries.
They may also form around meeting the needs o f a specific population such as teenage
single mothers, the homebound elderly or other interest groups. However, it may also
be the case that executive directors prefer to engage in these activities by themselves for
reasons o f personal preference, ease o f scheduling, or lack of available and concerned
individuals to assist with lobbying.

Oreanizational Affiliation With a State or National Association

It is not unusual for local nonprofit organizations to hold memberships in state or
national associations of service providers with similar missions. For example, the 14 Area
Agencies on Aging in Michigan formed a statewide association that supports several staff
members who are registered lobbyists with the state o f Michigan. These individuals work
to further the goals of the Association, primarily through lobbying. This association pro
vides advocacy and education services on behalf of its members and is an important force
in lobbying the Michigan legislature. Another similar type of state association is Big
Brothers/Big Sisters in Michigan. This organization is composed o f the 15 local Big
Brother/Big Sisters Chapters and has recently developed strategic goals that include
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advocacy or lobbying. Several similar organizations exist on the national level, such as
the Gerontological Society o f America and Goodwill Industries o f America.
One of the services that is often provided by these associations for their members
is directly lobbying policy makers at the Federal level along with a range of activities that
support lobbying by member agencies. Some o f these types o f services include issuing
legislative calls to action that urge members to lobby at the federal and state level, provid
ing information and training about the legislative process to member agencies, and work
ing in coalitions with other associations. What are the implications for lobbying by local
nonprofit organizations who belong to these associations? Affiliation with a state or
national organization may have an impact on the lobbying activity o f local nonprofit
organizations.

Other Organizational Variables

The Amount and Percent of Income Received From Governmental Sources

It may be that there is a relationship between the size o f the organization's total
budget and the amount o f lobbying that occurs. Do smaller organizations lobby less if
they are less dependent on state or federal funding to support their services? Or do smal
ler organizations lobby more in an attempt to obtain any state or federal funding?
Is there a relationship between the mix o f funding from county, state, and federal
levels and the amount of lobbying that occurs? Is there any pattern in the lobbying efforts
o f executive directors of nonprofit organizations based on the mix o f funding the
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organization receives? For example, if an agency receives a large portion o f its budget
from the state, will its lobbying efforts be directed at state government?
If the state dollars are actually distributed by a county level agency, as is often the
case with Community Mental Health programs in Michigan for example, will there be
more lobbying directed at those policy makers at the local level who make distribution
decisions, or will there be a significant amount o f lobbying directed at policy makers in
state government who make allocation and other policy decisions department wide?
These are the questions that this research seeks to answer.

The Nonprofit Organization's Status as the Sole Provider o f a Specific Service

It could be argued that a community based nonprofit organization that was the
sole provider of a specific service in a given area would not be required to lobby as much
as those organizations who were not. The absence o f competition for funds might be a
factor affecting how much a nonprofit lobbies. They might also take on the status of
"expert in the field" more easily in cases where their opinion might not be challenged
because they are the sole provider and this might also reduce the apparent need to lobby.
On the other hand, sole providers may be required to lobby more because they are the
only ones advocating for that specific service or the population being served. For these
reasons the relationship between being a sole provider o f a service and lobbying activity
is important to consider.
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The Field o f Service o f the Nonprofit Organization

The phrase field o f sendee refers to the six organizational service categories for
the nonprofit sector described by Wilson (1991). These categories are: (1) recreational
and amusement services, (2) health services, (3) education services, (4) social services,
(5) membership organizations, and (6) an "other" category. Are there differences in the
lobbying activity of the various types o f organizations? For example one might expect
that due to the complexity and scope o f health services executives representing these
organizations might lobby more actively that executives who lead recreation and amuse
ment services. Perhaps field of service is not relevant at all. One could argue that it is not
field o f service alone that influences nonprofit lobbying but the existence o f legislative
issues for a particular field of service at any given moment in time.

Age o f the Organization

Is the age of the organization a factor that influences executive director lobbying?
It may be that older organizations have established relationships with key policy makers
who chair important committees that relate to the mission of the organization. They may
have well-developed grassroots lobbying networks and have some political currency to
spend. Whereas younger agencies may not have these types of resources. On the other
hand one could make the case that younger agencies would have more of an active lobby
ing component as they work to develop the relationships, skills, and knowledge necessary
to become effective lobbyists.
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The Percent o f the Total Agency Budget Spent on Lobbying

Is there a relationship between the percentage o f the agency's budget spent on
lobbying and lobbying activity? Can anything be predicted by examining this figure?
Moreover do agencies even identify and record lobbying expenditures as part o f their
budget. P. A. 94-455 sets specific guidelines for lobbying expenditures. Examining this
issue will shed light on how nonprofits treat lobbying expenditures.

Executive Director’s Perceptions and Demographic Characteristics

The Executive Director's Perceptions o f the Relative Importance.ofLobbving in Comparison to Other Responsibilities as the
Leader o f a Nonprofit Organization

Executive directors of nonprofit organizations wear many hats. They are program
managers, provide leadership to staff manage relationships with policy boards and advis
ory committees, market, do fund raising, and help coordinate agency services in the com
munity, manage agency budgets and contracts, and plan for the long term survival o f the
agency, to name just a few of the roles. With so many activities competing for the execu
tive's time and attention, what relative importance does lobbying hold for them? Do
executives make planned and conscious choices about lobbying, or does it more or less
occur on a crisis or reactive basis? What priority does lobbying hold among all the re
sponsibilities o f the executive? It may be the case that while executives perceive lobbying
to be important their actual lobbying may not match with the level o f importance they
attach to it.
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Age of the Executive Director

Similar to the age of the organization, is the age o f the executive a factor in the
lobbying activity o f nonprofit organizations? One could argue that the older executive
would have well-established ties and relationships with policy makers and would engage
in more lobbying or lobby differently from younger executives. For example the older
executives may have access to higher levels o f influence in the policy making structure
o f local, state or federal government.
Younger executives may not have these advantages or liabilities. Is it possible that
younger executives are more likely to work in smaller agencies and as a result have to
work more diligently than older executives to influence policy makers? Given that policy
makers whom are elected officials change as the voters express their preferences, are the
younger executives on relatively equal footing with older executives in terms o f establish
ing and maintaining relationships with policy makers? By examining the relationship
between the age of the executives and lobbying activity, some light may be shed on these
questions.

Gender o f the Executive Director

Are there any gender related differences in the manner in which executives lobby?
Are men or women more likely to engage in lobbying, or lobby differently from one
another? A comparison of lobbying techniques for men and women will help to answer
these questions.
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Years o f Experience o f the Executive Director

Similar to the age o f the executive, is the number o f years o f experience o f the
executive a factor in the lobbying activity of nonprofit organizations? One could argue
that the more professionally experienced executives lobby differently as a result o f this
experience. For example, the more experienced executives may have developed particu
larly effective lobbying techniques, these executives may have access to higher levels o f
influence in the policy making structure of local, state or federal government. They may
prefer to use grassroots o f direct lobbying techniques based on previous experience. The
career record o f older executives may, depending on specific circumstances, support or
detract from their lobbying activity, depending on how successful they have been in estab
lishing credibility with policy makers.
Executives with less experience may be less committed to certain lobbying tech
niques and more open to trying new lobbying techniques or using a variety of techniques.
For example they may be more likely to use computer assisted lobbying techniques for
grass roots lobbying or video and satellite technology to lobby with groups or individuals
in remote locations. By examining the relationship between the years of experience of
the executives and lobbying activity some light may be shed on these questions.

Educational Level o f the Executive Director

Do executives with different levels o f formal education lobby differently? One
could assume that there are differences between the way a non-degree director of a
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nonprofit organization would lobby and the type o f lobbying conducted by director with
aPh.D. For example, one might expect that those with a higher level of education may
use more research reports and technical writing to support their lobbying efforts. Another
supposition could be that those with less education engage in more grassroots lobbying
whereas those with higher levels of education would engage in more direct lobbying o f
policy makers. Perhaps education does not influence lobbying at all, however, one might
expect that the advanced education would correlate with more sophisticated verbal skills
and reasoning abilities that are helpful in preparing and acting out lobbying strategy.

Executive Director's Awareness of the Lobbying Law

For many years lobbying has been a substantially prohibited activity for nonprofit
organizations operating with 501(c)(3) status. The extent to which Public Law 94-455
influences executives is not known. Do executives have knowledge o f the new regula
tions? To what extent is there a relationship between having or not having knowledge of
the lobbying regulations and lobbying activity. It may be that some executive directors
know very little about the law and consequently do not lobby at all because they assume
that there are strong prohibitions against lobbying by nonprofits stili in effect. It may be
that others have limited knowledge o f the law but lobby aggressively with a passionate
approach to advocacy. Is there indeed any relationship between knowledge o f the lobby
ing law and lobbying activity on the part of executive directors o f nonprofit organi
zations?
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Value Conflicts Experienced bv Executive Directors While Lobbying

Lobbying by executive directors o f nonprofit organizations may lead to conflicts
between an individual's personal values and actions that are perceived to be in the best
interest of the organization. O'Neil (1988) points out that nonprofit organization mana
gers, like their counterparts in public and private organizations, have a responsibility to
act morally in helping the organization meet its goals. Chandler (1988) describes several
ethical pitfalls for public servants that may well apply to nonprofit executive directors and
a code o f ethical behavior or guidelines for addressing these pitfalls. It is also possible
that the values of the nonprofit organization may be in conflict with the prevailing values
o f the community in which it operates. Denhardt (1981 p. 83) describes how conflicts
arise when individual values clash with organizational requirements. Opportunities arise
for these conflicts to occur related to the nature of the service provided by certain non
profit organizations, for example, Planned Parenthood or gay and lesbian rights organi
zations.
Similarly, opportunities for conflict may arise from differences in beliefs about the
role government should play in regulating and funding nonprofit organizations. Another
potential area for value conflicts to arise in lobbying is the selective use o f information
about program operations, client needs, policy impacts and other issues. Thus, value con
flicts related to lobbying behavior are important to consider.
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Major Research Questions

The overall research questions can be stated as follows:
1. Do executive directors o f local charitable nonprofit organizations lobby?
2. If they do engage in lobbying, what types o f approaches are used? What value
issues might they encounter?
3. I f they do not engage in lobbying, what are the factors that influence their
decision?
Examining the impact of lobbying efforts o f executive directors o f nonprofit
organizations is beyond the scope of this study.

Specific Research Questions

Lobbying, as defined in the Internal Revenue Service Code, is an important and
appropriate activity for executive directors o f nonprofit organizations. However,
questions exist regarding a number of personal, organizational, and environmental factors
that influence the extent to which nonprofit executive directors engage in lobbying. The
intent o f the questions contained in the interview guide is to develop information about
(a) the lobbying behavior of executive directors o f nonprofit organizations, and (b)
characteristics o f the organization and the individual that may influence this behavior. The
questions have been crafted to elicit responses about the type of lobbying activity, the
level o f policy maker to which lobbying is directed, and the frequency o f lobbying. These
questions are listed categorically below.
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Funding Questions

1. Is there a relationship between the size o f the organization's budget and lobby
ing activity?
2. Is there a relationship between the percentage o f state and federal tax dollars
in the organizations budget and lobbying activity?
3. Is there a difference in lobbying activity o f nonprofits that are the sole provider
of a service and those that are not?
4. Do nonprofit organizations identify the amount o f resources spent on lobby
ing?
5. Is there a relationship between the amount o f money spent on lobbying and
lobbying activity?

Demographic Questions

6. Is there a relationship between age o f the executive director and lobbying
activity?
7. Is there a relationship between gender o f the executive director and lobbying
activity?
8. Is there a relationship between the executive director's perception o f the rela
tive importance o f lobbying and lobbying activity?
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Professional Status Questions

9.

Is there a relationship between the years in position o f the executive director

and the amount o f lobbying activity?
10. Is there a relationship between the level o f education o f the executive director
and lobbying activity?
11. Are executive directors o f nonprofit organizations aware o f the more liberal
definitions o f lobbying activity allowable under the 1990 IRS regulations?
12. Do executive directors o f nonprofit organizations who engage in lobbying
experience value conflicts relating to this activity?
13. Is there a relationship between having lobbying as a specific job requirement
of the executive director and lobbying activity?

Organizational Questions

14. Is there a relationship between having legislative or political action committees
and lobbying activity?
15. Is there a relationship between participating in local coalitions and lobbying
activity?
16. Is there a relationship between the age of the organization and lobbying
activity?
17. Is there a relationship between affiliation with state and national organizations
and lobbying activity?
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18. Is there a relationship between the level o f board support for executive direc
tor lobbying and lobbying activity?
19. Is there a relationship between the level of board participation in lobbying and
lobbying activity?
20. Is there a relationship between the field of service of the nonprofit organiza
tion and lobbying activity?
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CHAPTER V

METHOD

The Grounded Theory of Glasser and Strauss (1967) is an investigative approach
applicable to the model proposed and the research questions described herein. In
grounded theory, the researcher generates conceptual categories and/or their properties
from the evidence collected. Developing grounded theory is a means of moving from the
general to the specific through the identification o f common elements. Generating
grounded theory requires joint collection, coding, and the analysis of data. Berg (1989)
suggests seven major elements possible in content analysis: words, themes, characters,
paragraphs, items, concepts and semantics. From these findings a theory o f variables
influencing the lobbying activity of nonprofit organizations will hopefully emerge.

Data Collection

Data collection took the form of semi-standardized interviews (Berg, 1989) con
ducted face-to-face with the directors. The semi-standardized interview approach is char
acterized by the use o f a number of predetermined questions or special topics. An inter
view guide with 145 items was constructed for this research for the purpose o f eliciting
information regarding both the respondent's experience and beliefs about lobbying. The
interview guide was developed over several months and revised after field testing with
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five nonprofit organizations that conduct business outside o f the area from which the
research respondents were drawn. The research protocol was reviewed and approved
by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board o f Western Michigan University.

Sample

Executive Directors o f nonprofit organizations operating in Kent and Ingahm
Counties in Michigan were selected as respondents. Kent and Ingham counties are simi
lar in many ways but have clear differences. Both counties have a mix o f urban and rural
areas. Both counties are influenced by the presence o f colleges and universities. Both
counties have a well-developed nonprofit sector, although Kent County has a somewhat
larger nonprofit employment base when major health care institutions are included in the
figures (Wilson, 1991).
The counties are closely ranked (Slater & Hall, 1992) in terms o f per capita ex
penditures of local government dollars with Kent spending $1,036 and Ingham spending
$1,462, and they are almost identical in per capita income with Ingham at $11,747 and
Kent at $11,883. Similarly, federal per capita expenditures were $1,022,400 in Ingham
and $1,151,240 in Kent county (Slater & Hall, 1992). The unemployment rate is one indi
cator o f the potential need for services provided by charitable nonprofit organizations.
The unemployment rate for the same period (1988) as the financial data listed above was
6% for Ingham county and 6.1% for Kent.
There are some notable differences between the two counties. The 1990 U.S.
census data indicate that the population of Ingham county is about half (56%) that of
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Kent County. Lansing, the state capital, is located in Ingham County. The proximity of
state policy makers might suggest somewhat different lobbying opportunities for
executive directors o f nonprofit organizations in Ingham County.
A random sample o f 50 executive directors o f nonprofit organizations was drawn
from a data base o f 96 agencies, 48 United Way member agencies in each county.
Twenty-five organizations per county were selected for a total o f 50. These areas were
selected for their well-established nonprofit sectors (Wilson, 1991) and accessibility for
research. Although there is variability in the size o f United Way funded agencies, they
all have met certain standards in order to receive United Way funding.

Research Interviews

The process to complete the research interviews included the following steps.
First, a letter was mailed that described the research and solicited participation in the
interview (Appendix A). The prospective respondents were contacted by telephone to
confirm their interest in participating and to schedule the time and place of the interview.
The third step was actually conducting the interviews. Twenty-five executive directors
were interviewed from each county. Executive Directors who worked less than full-time
and/or in a volunteer capacity did not participate in the research. Replacements were
drawn on a random baas for those in the first sample set who were unable to participate
in the interviews.
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SI
Setting

Data collection occurred during June, July, and August of 1993. Interviews
occurred primarily at the executive's place of business. Three o f the interviews occurred
in other less formal settings at the request o f the interviewee, such as a park or restaurant.
Interviews were audio taped with the approval o f executives. None o f the directors
refused to have the interview taped. All o f the directors were allowed to have the tapes
turned off at any time during the interview, and several took advantage o f this oppor
tunity during some of the more sensitive questions regarding value conflicts. Precautions
were taken to ensure an uninterrupted and concentrated interview session. Executives
were guaranteed the confidentiality of their remarks.
Interview tapes were transcribed shortly after each of the interviews. As the tapes
were transcribed the data collection sheets were also checked for accuracy. Tapes were
erased after they were transcribed. A pamphlet distributed by Independent Sector con
taining a summary of the new lobbying regulations was made available to the executives
following the interview as a means of thanking them for their participation.

Data Analysis

The interview guide was designed to elicit qualitative and quantitative information
from the executives. The quantitative information was coded as nominal level data for
most o f the one hundred and forty-five items. A few of the interview items allowed for
responses to be placed on an ordinal scale. Quantitative data collected during the inter-
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views was analyzed using SPSS.
The interview guide allowed the interviewer to probe for detailed information on
a number o f items and thereby generate qualitative data about the respondents' experi
ences, motivation, and decision making processes about lobbying practices and beliefs.
Using grounded theory, conceptual categories were developed by moving between gen
eral and specific frames of reference through the identification o f common elements. In
conducting a content analysis o f the transcribed audio tapes, words, themes, characters,
concepts and semantics used by the executives were studied.
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CHAPTER V

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Profile o f Respondents

Executives' Characteristics

Fifty executive directors of nonprofit organizations were interviewed; they will be
referred to as executives, directors, or participants to avoid the monotony o f repeated use
one referent. Table 2 describes the characteristics of these executives.

Age o f the Executives

Forty-four percent of the executives were 40 years o f age or younger. Fifty-two
percent were between the ages of 41 and 60. Two percent were older than age 61. Only
one subject refused to provide this information describing it as discriminatory.

Gender

Twenty-seven (54%) executives were female and twenty-three (46%) were male.
Although nonprofit organizations tend to employ more females than males, the leadership
in such organizations generally is more balanced between males and females. Some
organizations, by virtue of the nature o f their mission and services are more inclined to
be led by males or females such as boy scouts, girl scouts and domestic violence shelters.
59
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Table 2
Characteristics of Executives

% o f Executives

Characteristic

Gender
Female
Male

54
46

Associate Degree or Less
College Graduate
Graduate Degree
No response

12
32
54
2

0 - 5 years
6 - 1 5 years
16 or more years

68
24
8

Caucasian
Native American
African American
Hispanic

90
4
4
2

0 - 4 0 years
4 1 - 6 0 years
61 or more years
No response

44
52
2
2

Level of Education

Time in Position

Race

Age

Race

Caucasians comprised 90% (45) o f the executives, 4% (2) were Native
Americans, 4% (2) were African Americans, and there was one (2%) Hispanic.
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Time in Position
Sixty-eight percent (34) of the executives had been in their positions for less than
five years at the time of the interview. Twenty-four percent (12) had been in their posi
tions between five and fifteen years. Eight percent (4) had been in their positions sixteen
years or more.

Level o f Education

Fifty-four percent (27) of the executives had obtained a master's degree or higher.
Thirty-two percent (16) had obtained a bachelor's degree. Twelve percent (6) held Asso
ciate degrees or high school diplomas. One executive refused to answer the question
describing it as elitist.

Profile of Respondents' Organizations

Organizational Characteristics

Field of Service
Executives were asked to identify their organizations categorically by the type of
service the organization provides. Social service agencies comprised 54% (27) o f the
organizations led by those executive directors participating in the research. Executive
directors of health organizations represented 14% (7) of the executives as did executive
directors for organizations providing educational services. Membership organizations
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comprised 8% (4) of those participating in research. Membership organizations represent
business, professional, labor, civic and religious groups. Some examples include chamber
of commerce, fraternal order of police, and home builder's association. Six percent (3)
described their organization as providing something other than one o f the five categories
described by Wilson (1991). Four percent (2) of the executives led organizations that
pro vide recreational and amusement services.
There are some differences between the characteristic o f this sample o f nonprofit
organizations and that reported by Wilson (1991) for Michigan and the United States.
Table 3 shows that the social service and health care categories are the two largest in the
nonprofit sector. In the sample o f respondents for this research social services is the
largest and health services is the second largest category. Wilson's data for the Michigan
and the United States shows health care as the largest category and social services as the
second largest category. The differences exist primarily because Wilson's study included
major hospitals, medical and dental clinics in the health care category, whereas this study
did not.

Funding Levels and Sources

A description of the sources o f funds and approximate funding levels o f the
organizations participating in the research is found in Tables 4 through 8. The data in
these tables indicate approximate funding levels for fiscal year 1993.
The total budgets of each organization as indicated in Table 4 are estimates o f
agency resources and are the figure most often cited by executives in discussing their
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Table 3
Distribution of Executives Among Fields of Service in the Nonprofit Sector

Field o f Service

Sample
Number
Percent

Percent in
Michigan

Percent in
U.S.

Social Services

27

54

17

16

Health Services

7

14

72

69

Education Services

7

14

<1

<1

Membership Organizations

4

8

6

8

Other

3

6

1

2

Recreational & Amusement

2

4

3

4

Total

50

100

100

100

agencies. During the interviews the executives could easily report their total budget, but
most required some time to estimate the breakdown between local, state, federal and
"other" sources. Many of the executives could only provide an estimate during the time
allowed for the interview. Some o f the directors were somewhat frustrated by the ques
tion, indicating that their bookkeeping did not follow this breakdown in funding but that
they were more familiar with the program by program funding breakdowns.
The agencies participating in this study reported total budgets ranging from
$27,700 to $8,000,000. For the sample as a whole, 5% was local funding, 25% was
State funding, 36% was federal funding, and 34% of the funding was from other sources.
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Table 4
Total Amount of Funds for Executives' Agencies
Agency

2
13
25
16
49
1
30
18
21
31
11
47
50
20
48
22
37
46
24
32
9
8
26
19
28
4
34
15
29
3
7

Amount

Rank

$27,700
$47,000
$66,000
$70,000
$78,500
$89,900
$104,000
$141,000
$190,000
$195,000
$196,000
$200,000
$230,000
$240,000
$240,000
$278,000
$280,000
$300,000
$302,402
$326,000
$365,855
$385,000
$416,000
$450,000
$450,000
$499,900
$500,000
$540,000
$550,000
$639,000
$850,000

50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
36
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
26
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
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Table 4—Continued

Agency

Amount

Rank

44
17
14
42
40
5
6
45
12
35
41
33
27
43
36
23
10
38
39

$900,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,275,000
$1,320,000
$1,800,000
$1,900,000
$2,000,000
$2,082,000
$2,100,000
$2,517,037
$2,600,000
$3,909,500
$4,800,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,600,000
$7,000,000
$8,000,000

19
17
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
4
4
3
2
1

Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sample Size

$1,381,016
$474,950
$240,000
7,972,300
27,700
8,000,000
50
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Table 5
Amount of Local Funding for Executives' Agencies
Agency

13
25
22
24
8
19
28
3
44
42
1
29
48
34
16
31
11
37
40
18
46
14
32
35
17
23
39
38
2
49
30

Amount

Rank

$0
$0
$0
SO
$0
$0
$0
$0

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
22
21
19

so
so
SO

so
so
SO
SO
SO

so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
$1,200
$3,500
$10,000
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Table 5-Continued

Agency

5
4
26
50
47
7
15
21
9
20
6
10
27
36
33
41
45
12
43

Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Sample Size

Amount

Rank

$10,000
$12,900
$13,000
$15,000
$16,000
$20,000
$25,500
$40,000
$49,000
$75,800
$100,000
$112,000
$127,000
$150,000
$260,000
$300,000
$500,000
$550,000
$1,400,000

19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

$75,818
$0
$0
$1,400,000
$0
$1,400,000
$3,790,900
50
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Table 6
Amount o f State Funding for Executives' Agencies
Agency

Amount

Rank

13
25
30
22
24
8
19
28
4
3
44
42
1
29
48
50
34
16
31
11
21
7
15
2
47
37
20
5
49
40
18

SO
$0
$0
SO
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
SO
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$5,600
$7,000
$9,800
$10,000
$10,000
$10,100
$16,500
$20,000
$28,000
$41,750
$50,000
$60,000
$80,000
$80,000

34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
33
32
31
29
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
20
20
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Table 6—Continued

Agency

Amount

46
14
9
26
32
33
27
6
35
45
17
41
12
23
39
43
10
36
38

$88,000
$120,000
$127,000
$180,800
$213,000
$260,000
$382,500
$600,000
$600,000
$750,000
$750,000
$750,000
$800,000
$800,000
$800,000
$1,500,000
$1,965,600
$2,900,000
$3,500,000

Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Sample Size

Rank

19
18
17
16
15
14
13
11
11
8
8
8
5
5
5
4
3
2
1

$350,313
$24,000
$0
$3,500,000
$0
$3,500,000
$17,515,650
50
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Table 7
Amount of Federal Funding for Executives' Agencies
Agency

Amount

Rank

2
13
25
16
49
30
22
24
8
19
28
4
3
44
42
40
1
47
14
46
15
11
29
48
5
45
37
18
32
21
31
9

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
SO
$0
$0
$0
$3,900
$4,000
$5,000
$6,000
$6,000
$9,800
$11,000
$20,000
$24,000
$25,000
$28,000
$31,000
$32,000
$40,000
$40,000
$0,000

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
34
33
32
30
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
19
19
19
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Table 7- -Continued

Agency

Amount

26
50
20
17
33
7
34
12
41
6
35
27
43
36
10
38
23
39

$46,000
$76,000
$87,297
$100,000
$260,000
$430,000
$450,000
$582,000
$750,000
$800,000
$1,000,000
$1,360,000
$1,600,000
$1,900,000
$2,402,400
$2,800,000
$3,500,000
$6,400,000

Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sample Size

Rank

18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

$497,388
$24,500
$0
$6,400,000
$0
$6,400,000
50
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Table 8
Amount of Other Funding for Executives' Agencies
Agency

2
49
18
20
13
34
36
16
25
32
1
30
21
50
31
9
17
12
47
26
11
46
48
37
22
43
24
8
7
6
19

Amount

$10,000
$15,000
$30,000
$35,153
$47,000
$50,000
$50,000
$64,400
$66,000
$81,000
$86,000
$94,000
$100,000
$139,000
$148,000
$149,855
$150,000
$150,000
$160,000
$176,200
$176,400
$206,000
$220,000
$224,000
$278,000
$300,000
$302,402
$385,000
$390,000
$400,000
$450,000

Rank

50
49
48
47
46
44
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
33
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
19
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Table 8—Continued

Agency

28
4
15
35
29
3
23
38
41
45
39
14
44
10
40
42
5
33
27
Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sample Size

Amount

$450,000
$487,000
$498,400
$500,000
$539,000
$639,000
$700,000
$700,000
$717,037
$725,000
$800,000
$875,000
$900,000
$1,120,000
$1,240,000
$1,275,000
$1,716,000
$1,820,000
$2,040,000

Rank

19
18
17
16
15
14
12
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

$457,497
$289,000
$50,000
$2,030,000
$10,000
$2,040,000
50
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The median budget was $474,950. Other sources identified by the executives included
United Way, fees for service, private donations, and revenue generated through other
fundraising activities such as candy sales and raffles. The executives are well connected
with governmental sources of funding and had a sufficient rationale and the opportunity
to be in contact with policy makers at all levels.
Twenty-eight of the executives report no local funding. The amount o f local
funding in the agency budgets of the 22 executives reporting local funding ranged from
$1,200 to $1,400,000, with a mean o f $172,314, a median o f $44,500, and a mode o f
$1,000. Seventeen of the executives report no state funding. The amount o f state funding
in the agency budgets of the 33 executives reporting state funding ranged from $5,600
to $3,500,000 with a mean of $530,777, a median o f $127,000, and a mode o f $750,000.
Sixteen o f the executives report no federal funding. The amount o f federal funding in the
agency budgets of the 34 executives reporting federal funding ranged from $3,900 to
$640,000, with a mean o f $731,453, a median o f $61,000, and a mode o f $40,000. All
o f the executives reported some funding from other sources. The amount o f funding from
other sources reported ranged from $1,000 to $2,040,000 with a mean o f $457,497, a
median o f $289,000.
Unfortunately, the amount of funding from each source is not usable in examining
lobbying. In response to the question on the source o f funding it appears that some exec
utives identified the original source and some reported the allocation point, or the pass
through agency where the lobbying efforts should have been directed. The problem first
came to light during one of the last interviews when an executive raised the question o f
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how to consider federal funds passed through state agencies. It was only then that it
became apparent that executives may have been responding differently to the question
about the amount o f funding from different sources. This investigator did not anticipate
the variation in the executives' response sets. Consequently, an analysis of the relationship
between the sources of funding and the target o f lobbying is not possible with the availa
ble data.

Age o f the Organization

The age o f the organizations included in the research sample ranged from less than
10 years to more than 61 years. Forty-four percent (22) of the organizations were
between 1 and 20 years old (Table 9). Twenty percent (10) o f the organizations were
between 21 and 40 years old. Thirty-four percent (17) were more than 41 years old.
There was one missing case in these data.

Table 9
Age o f the Organizations Participating in the Study

Years in Existence

Frequency

1 to 20

22

45

21 to 40

10

20

41 and older

17

35

Total

49

100

Percent
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Single Provider

Sixty percent (30) o f the executives indicated that they believe that their organi
zation is the single provider of their particular service in their counties. Forty percent (20)
of the executives indicated that they were aware of other organizations that provided the
same service(s).

Lobbying as Percent o f Budget

Executives were provided with a definition o f lobbying at the beginning of the
interview. They were asked to estimate the percentage of the overall agency budget that
was spent on lobbying during the past twelve months. Sixty-six percent (33) o f the exec
utives stated that they spent less than 1% o f their agency budget on lobbying. Ten per
cent (5) o f the executives stated that they could not name a figure for the amount o f
resources spent lobbying, Six percent (3) o f the executives stated that they did not spend
any agency resources lobbying. One subject each reported amounts o f 1%, 2%, 28%, and
30%. Two executives reported figures o f 5% and 10%.

Legislative Committees

Table 10 summarizes several of the organizational characteristics perceived to
influence the lobbying activity of the executives. Eighty-eight percent of the directors
indicated that their organization did not have a legislative or political action committee.
The twelve percent of executives reporting legislative committees had several names for
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Table 10
Characteristics of the Organizations

Characteristics

% of Respondents

Single Provider o f Service

60

Membership in National Associations

60

Membership in State Associations

48

Participation in Local coalitions

44

Lobbying Included in Executive's Job Description

40

Board Very Supportive of Lobbying

40

Legislative or Political Action
Committee o f the Board

8

Frequent Board Participation in Lobbying

2

them including public presence, advocacy, and government liaison. The committees were
described as being event driven in their lobbying activity (e.g., responding to a pending
vote on a specific piece of legislation or an announcement o f a pending cutback in fund
ing for a specific type o f service) so that the organizations lobbied in a reactive rather
than a proactive mode. Further, the organizations that did have legislative or political
action committees lacked specific plans to insure their effective use. Rather, the com
mittee members were used to write letters or make phone calls in response to events as
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they surfaced. In some cases, the committee members were friends with policy makers,
employees o f policy makers, or policy makers themselves. These conditions were more
often described by the Ingham County executives. In some cases the executives indicated
that their by-laws required them to be apolitical.

Local Coalitions

Fifty-four percent o f the executives indicated that they belonged to a local coali
tion that lobbied. The executives reported being involved in both formal and informal
coalitions. In some cases, these coalitions were groups o f representatives o f nonprofit
organizations that had a common client population, such as the homeless or pregnant
teenagers, and the coalition focused on lobbying for the particular population. In other
cases, the coalitions were described as being multiservice and/or multiclient oriented but,
organized around a specific policy or pending legislation.
Five of the executives stated specifically that they believe the time spent in coali
tions was counterproductive to meeting their mission. These directors also described their
overall level o f lobbying as very low or non-existent. Several o f the directors reported
membership in the local chamber of commerce and labeled this as a local coalition that
lobbied. Executives in each county reported being a member o f an informal coalition of
organizations that shared a common funding source, such as Community Mental Health
or the Department of Social Services. The purpose of these coalitions was to work more
effectively as purchase o f service contractors. Meetings were often held to review and
interpret regulations and contractual relationships with these funders. Some of the
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coalitions were formed to address needs in a specific geographical area such as a neigh
borhood or a development district.

Lobbying and Job Descriptions

Forty percent o f the directors indicated that the concept o f lobbying appeared in
some form in their job description although rarely was the word itself used. Executives
offered words and phrases from job descriptions that conveyed the expectation that they
would have strong and effective relationships with policy makers. The words advocacy
and public education often appeared, as did government liaison. One subject commented
that "it's not in the written jo b description, but it certainly is in the practical jo b
description." Another subject had this to offer; "Lobbying itself? No, it's called advo
cacy, it really means the same thing”. Another respondents offered this, "It's called
advocacy, I think many people have shied awayfrom the use o f the term lobbying, It's
gotten such stigma attached to it." Other terms were mentioned as alternatives to lobby
ing such as collaboration, community education, coordination, and identifying issues of
concern. Several executives made the connection between their obligation to secure a
sound financial future for the organization and their relationship with the legislature.
Several directors indicated that job descriptions did not exist for their positions or they
had not been reviewed in several years.

State Associations

Forty-eight percent of the executives indicated that they deferred at least some of
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their lobbying to a state association. Fifty-four percent indicated that a state association
had asked their agency to lobby. Fifty-two percent indicated that they would still belong
to the state association even if it did not lobby.

National Associations

Sixty percent of the executives indicated that they deferred at least some o f their
lobbying to a national association. Fifty-eight percent o f the directors also stated that the
national association had requested their agencies to engage in lobbying. Sixty-two percent
indicated that they would still belong to the national association even if it did not engage
in lobbying.

Importance of Lobbying to Executives and Boards

Directors were asked how important lobbying was to them in comparison to other
activities, how supportive their board was of lobbying, and how much lobbying the board
members participated in. The executives were asked to use a five point scale. The actual
ratings indicate that lobbying is ranked low by the executives in comparison to other
responsibilities they hold as executive directors o f nonprofit organizations (Table 11).
The directors shared the opinion that the importance of lobbying is a very time
sensitive consideration. Most executives believe that when there is an issue that is imme
diately pending in the realm of policy making at the local, state or federal level, and that
issue directly affects their agencies, then they place a high value on lobbying. Executives
report the perception that their boards view lobbying as somewhat more important than
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Table 11
Comparison of Board and Executives Ratings of Lobbying, N = 50

Exccutives'Ratings
Not important
Somewhat important
Very Important

40%
44%
16%

Board Support
Not supportive
Somewhat supportive
Very supportive

18%
42%
40%

Board Participation
Never Lobby
Occasionally lobby
Frequently lobby

68%
30%
2%

most of the executives do. While boards are generally supportive of executive director
lobbying, the board members themselves were described as having minimal participation
in lobbying overall.

Lobbying Practices

Introduction

During the interviews, 50 executive directors were asked to report on both grass
roots and direct lobbying practices. They were asked about their lobbying efforts as well
as those that involved others, either as companions or intermediaries. Several types o f
face-to-face visits with policy makers at the federal, state, and local level were assessed.
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The interviews also focused on telephone calls and writing letters to policy makers, and
group or committee meetings with policy makers. In addition, the executives were asked
about their use of letters to the editor and public opinion columns. The use of television
and radio was also examined. Table 12 shows the executives' use of all of these lobbying
techniques. This section discusses the executives' reported practices in detail. In each
case, executives are quoted to add meaning to the quantitative data. Some information
has been deleted from the quotations to protect the confidentiality o f the respondents.

Executives’ Visits to Policy Makers Alone

Thirty-two o f the directors indicated they visit policy makers alone to lobby. Table
13 shows the executives' estimate of the number o f times they visited policy makers
during the twelve months prior to the interview. State elected policy makers were the
most often visited (16) followed by local elected (11), local non elected (10), and state
nonelected (9), with federal policy makers receiving the fewest numbers o f visits (4, 1).
No executives reported visiting all levels o f policy makers.
Funding issues were the most frequently mentioned topic o f discussion during
these visits. Funding was identified as a topic of discussion fourteen times. When
discussing funding, lobbying for an increase was mentioned ten times, lobbying against
a decrease was mentioned once, and lobbying for the purpose o f maintaining the current
level was mentioned three times. Maintaining funding was discussed in terms of avoiding
cuts or restoring funding to levels that had previously existed before cuts had been made
by the State administration. Some comments offered by the executives about lobbying
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Table 12
Executives' Use of Selected Lobbying Techniques, N=50

% o f Respondents Reporting Use

Techniques

Direct
Lobbying

Grassroots
Lobbying

Visiting policy makers alone

64

na

Asking Others to visit policy makers

na

48

Telephone calls to policy makers

60

na

Asking Others to telephone policy makers

na

44

Community group or committee

58

na

Writing letters

60

na

Asking Others to write letters

na

46

Visiting policy makers with others

54

na

Special events

36

5

Newspaper

20

16

Television

14

2

Radio

8

6
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Table 13
Visits by Executives Alone to Policy Makers in the Past 12 Months, H=32

Level o f policy maker

once

2-5 times

6 or more

Row total

State elected

1

12

3

16

Local elected

3

6

2

11

Local nonelected

2

4

4

10

State nonelected

1

7

1

9

Federal elected

2

2

0

4

Federal nonelected

1

0

0

1

All levels

0

0

0

0

regarding funding follow.
It's almost always funding issues, maintaining what we've got. Recently, it has
been around the budget bill- trying to get some language into the budget bill, man
dating DSS to negotiate a per diem rather than just setting a rate. So, it was in the
budget bill but not specifically regarding the amount of money, it was a matter of
process, I guess you would say. We have lobbied to insure that funding for our
(name of program) program was in fact in the (state department) budget. So, we
focus on die dollars and the processes and that happened to be in the budget bill.
Medicaid waiver
major funding issue for us, being designated as the recipient
o f the waiver. The waiver had already been approved, it was available in the state,
the issue was who was going to get it in the state. It was critical.
Yes, two issues, senate bill (bill number), legislation that would have added
(amount) dollars to the (type o f fee) fee and that money would have gone to
(name o f state board) and then back to us. It didn't make it through. There was
bipartisan support, but people were very hesitant to support what appeared to be
a tax.
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We typically talk about funding, fighting against the decreases at the local level.
There was a threat about having all o f our funding eliminated and I talked with
them several times about that.
Field of service regulations were the topic o f discussion eight times and regula
tions applying to all nonprofit organizations were only mentioned four times. Examples
o f regulatory issues are the interpretation o f Department o f Social Services (DSS) or
Department of Mental Health (DMH) regulations. Some executives' comments about reg
ulations follow.
Child support issues. We serve on the (name o f board) council with a local policy
maker. We frequently talk about ways in which we can work together on some
of the issues affecting the courts and our clients
Yes - (administrative office), it's either an issue of funding or program definition regulatory issues. We have regular meetings at least every two weeks. The
(administrative office) engages in close observation o f our operation. They are in
our face a lot. There is always a list o f four or five issues, often minor, that come
up at our regular meetings, I'd say every couple o f months or so there is a more
significant issue that has to do with the level o f funding or the definition o f the
program.
Visits by executives alone to policy makers were described as being for educa
tional purposes nine times. Advocacy was mentioned as the purpose o f the visit eleven
times. The executives' comments that illustrate their advocacy and/or educational focus
follow.
Yes, state level - we talk about how good we are and how cost effective we are.
Most people just assume that we provide basic care to (type of client) and we let
them know that we do a a lot of high tech stuff for people o f all ages so we offset
some lobbying that has been done by the folks in the (type of client) network to
provide a balanced story. It's a lot o f educational stuff.
The last big thing that we were involved with was the elimination of the general
assistance program. I even talked with the governor and said, Hey! this is crazy,
these people are unemployable! Mostly advocacy issues like that.
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It was an attempt to advocate not only for our funding but to educate the legis
lators (state elected) about (type o f client), the needs and problems. The other
issue that I spent some time with this past year was trying to raise the level o f
awareness about sexual harassment - we worked with the legal council for the
state house in the development o f a (type o f civil offense) policy that would per
tain to the legislators themselves. We made some headway - but lets just say it's
gotten nowhere fast. There were individual and group meetings with legislators
and the legal counsel for the House.
Relationship building was reported as another reason for visiting policy makers.
Executives commented on the need to get to know policy makers personally to be effec
tive lobbyists.
Yes, state elected, about twice in the last twelve months, it was not on a specific
issue. It was more the general direction in which we are going (as an agency). It
also was to insure that when something like what came down later - then they
know who we are. It was relationship building.
Yes, state level, she to seven times, typically when I visit a policy maker alone it
is education and get aquatinted time, this is who we are, this is what we can do
for you, hand out brochures, that type o f thing. We also encourage them to call
us if they have questions regarding our field o f service. I use these as opportuni
ties to build relationships, provide information.
Reasons provided for not using this lobbying technique varied. For example, one
executive offered that they always take a board member with them. Another stated that
he/she simply did not have an opportunity to visit a policy maker in the past twelve
months.

Executives' Visits to Policy Makers With Others

Slightly more than half of the directors (27) indicated they were accompanied by
others during visits to policy makers to lobby. Table 14 shows the number o f these visits
for each level o f policy maker.
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Table 14
Visits by Executives With Others to Policy Makers in the Past 12 Months, N =27

Level o f poiicy maker

6 or more

Row total

once

2-5 times

State elected

3

9

1

13

Local nonelected

1

3

7

11

Local elected

3

5

2

10

State nonelected

0

5

1

6

Federal elected

2

1

0

3

All levels

1

0

1

2

Federal nonelected

0

0

0

0

State elected policy makers were the most frequently visited (13) by executives
accompanied by others. Local nonelected (11) and elected (10) policy makers were the
second and third most frequently visited policy makers by executives accompanied by
others.
In response to a follow-up question about who these "others" were, coalitions o f
professionals from other organizations were mentioned twelve times, board members
were mentioned five times, and board members along with professional employees o f the
organization were mentioned three times. Board members and coalitions o f professionals
from other organizations were mentioned three times. One executive stated that employ
ees from his/her own organization accompanied him when lobbying. Another executive
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stated that he/she was accompanied by professionals from the organization and coalitions.
Some relevant comments offered by the executives include:
Primarily other directors o f agencies that receive (name of funding source)
funding - primarily at the local level, about every two months. But also sometimes
at the state level with elected officials. Periodically, we... a group o f agency
directors including non-(name o f funding source) funded agency directors will
meet with a group o f legislators to discuss policy issues, once or twice per year.
About 40 visits - with program directors of this agency and other agencies, clients
- being youth and parents - Issues vary depending on who I am talking to. One
had to do with boilerplate language in the state contracts and maintaining that.
Another issue was cuts on the federal level.
Yes, with other agencies doing similar things on the other side o f town. We
formed a coalition to address (type of client) needs.
Yes - with board members or other (type o f nonprofit) managers - coalitions,
federal visits once per year (regarding funding source). About once per month,
I guess for the last year we have really focused on maintaining funding.
When agency staff accompanied the executive to lobby they were typically pro
gram directors who could speak to the magnitude o f a particular human service need and
the importance of government assistance to fund programs to meet the needs. For exam
ple: "Yes, other employees - we have been expanding the (name o f program) program they are new programs so I would take staff members from those programs to talk about
which ever program it was and the issue."
There was disagreement among the executives about taking clients, and or client
family members with them when visiting policy makers to lobby. Two o f the executives
spoke in favor of taking clients when lobbying, as these comments illustrate:
We have asked others to testify for us as well as before the city and before the
state. We do that. From time to time I have testified before the city commission
and a couple times at the state level. They have hearings here locally, and I will
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make presentations, and ask others to do that as well. And generally we will ask
clients, staf£ and board members. But that is very effective i f you can get a client
to go.
Usually it's parents, same issues as above. About ten percent o f the time I would
take a parent with me - about once very two months.
One executive took a different point of view regarding clients assisting with
lobbying, stating: "Yes, board and staff - never consumers or clients - mostly local-level
bureaucrats - that's almost a monthly activity. Funding issues are what we deal with
mostly." The different points of view are based on the executive's perception o f the use
fulness of the client's presence. Clients can offer success stories highlighting the effective
ness of the nonprofit organization's programs and services. Parents and family members
can also play a role in lobbying by providing a compelling and personalized case for sup
port, putting a face on the numbers documenting the unmet need for services or unde
served populations. In some cases, clients lack the expressive language and conceptual
skill to be effective lobbyists or their presence was not feasible due to age, physical or
mental status, or other conditions, therefore executives would not take clients with them
when visiting policy makers.
Visits by executives with others cover much o f the same issues as visits by execu
tives alone, but are also unique opportunities to present a common position as a class or
group of service providers. One executive said:
We are in constant contact with bureaucrats at the county level and there it gets
well beyond funding issues and has much more to do with regulations about ser
vices and general provision of service issues. And we tend to do this as a group.
It is part of the culture o f the county that we would first get together as service
providers and then approach the county together.
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Funding was mentioned fifteen times when discussing visits to policy makers with
others.
If we are talking about us losing ten thousand bucks a year then I will do that. If
we are talking about general impact in the community, then it is o f less
importance for me to do that.
With state legislators - education issues and to bring funding (for services) into
the state prisons and to earmark monies for our services.
The second most frequently mentioned topic following funding is field o f service
regulations, mentioned ten times. Directors also referred to these as contract issues,
boilerplate language, and other guidelines. Some o f the executives' comments on these
issues are provided below:
At state level conferences we sometimes meet with state legislators to discuss
issues. We also have a legislative luncheon that is a coalition of other profes
sionals. The most recent issue was access to records in the state central registry.
Yes, other members of the federation, mostly state, about three times. Mostly in
regard to administrative rules, contract language, rates o f reimbursement, that
sort o f thing.
Lobbying efforts of executives are often described as advocacy. For this lobbying
technique of visiting policy makers with others, advocacy was mentioned ten times. For
example:
It's more of an advocacy approach and very often it comes down to service issues
or the way the funds are allocated. A lot of times we are representing the people
that we serve and making sure that (name o f funder) is getting that perspective
in their thinking and planning.
We may not meet on a specific piece o f legislation every time, it more often than
not is on a general policy direction, there could be some legislative action coming
out of it, more often it is on critical directions. For example, when we meet with
state legislators about general assistance for example we are not working with
them on a specific piece of legislation we are simply suggesting the introduction
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o f some kind o f legislation or some direction
Although we have also looked
at how administrative rules are applied, we are more often advocating for a spe
cific policy direction.
Visits regarding general nonprofit regulations were mentioned once and visits
regarding educational purposes were mentioned twice. Two executives stated that they
did not visit policy makers because they were relatively new to the position. However,
both planned to lobby and take a board member with them. Another stated that he/she
had not personally used this technique but understood that it was widely used by peers.

Asking Others to Visit Policy Makers Without the Executive

Twenty-four o f the executives stated that they had asked others to visit policy
makers without the executive being present. Examples o f the types of individuals who
executives might ask include staff board members, and occasionally family and clients.
Table 15 shows the number of executives reporting these visits for each level o f policy
maker.
Ten executives reported their representatives discussing funding issues and ten
executives reported their representatives discussed regulatory issues during these visits.
Nine discussed field of service regulations and one discussed general nonprofit
organization regulations. Ten described these efforts as advocacy and six executives
described these efforts as education. Some relevant executives' comments are:
Yes, staff from the agencies we serve - about once in the past year regarding the
congressional (type of social problem) legislation - state issues were things like
general assistance. Most of the time it's providing background and a position on
pending legislation on (type of social problem) issues, letting them know what our
position is.
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Table 15
Executives Asking Others to Visit Policy Makers Without the Executive, N = 24

once

2-5 times

6 or more

Local elected

4

4

3

11

State elected

4

4

3

11

Federal elected

1

2

0

3

Local nonelected

0

1

2

3

State nonelected

0

3

0

3

Federal nonelected

0

0

0

0

All levels

1

0

1

2

Level o f policy maker

Row total

Yes, state elected and nonelected - with (visits by ) our board members, all hav
ing to do with rate increases and generally trying to educate them about what we
do.
Executives felt comfortable using this technique when they could send individuals
to lobby who are well versed in the field of service issues. For example, in a large agency,
a program director may be asked to testify regarding a particular program element. Sim
ilarly, a senior clinician may be sent to advocate on behalf of the agency's clients. Exec
utives most often asked professionals to lobby in their absence. Eleven executives
reported that they asked professionals from their own organization, one accompanied by
a board member. Four executives asked board members. Three asked professionals from
other organizations that were associated with the interviewed executive's organization
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in some form o f coalition. Some comments on these decisions follow.
Yes, based on information we have received from our national association, if I
think it is an issue that is pertinent. I might direct it to one o f our specialists that
is on staff. We have a (name of service) program w here
I was just thinking o f
some legislation that was recently passed where (type of professional) can provide
(type of service) in the home. So that would have been an issue that would have
been passed on to the appropriate manager in that area. This would have been
state level elected officials.
Actually - authorizing the (name o f federal agency) - one of our board members
went to testify in support. We asked board members at almost every meeting to
contact a legislator. We do a lot of work on maintaining funding and support for
the (name o f field o f service).
Only tw o executives mentioned asking clients or family members of clients to
lobby without them being present. Their opinions are provided below.
We have certainly urged family members to go, in fact, some of them did show
up at public hearings and I have personally
especially dealing with waiting
lists. We, as professionals are expected to ask (the legislature for more money)
I mean because after all it's my job and all o f that.... when families give that per
sonal perspective and that doesn't happen with any degree o f regularity ... but
when ever I get a chance to talk with families I do encourage that.
We try to get a lot of client involvement - mostly at the state level - issues are
possibility o f cuts - reinforcing the fact that services are valuable and effective some parents and youth will go talk to legislators and explain how the program
worked for them, more of an educational approach.
One executive shared an interesting perspective with his opinion about the culture
of the community and lobbying by nonprofit organizations.
There is another piece to this. In West Michigan we have this ethic that we
can probably do the job ourselves. And we will do the job and we are a little shy
to ask for more resources to do the job with. We just kind o f sit back and figure
that the state will give us what we need and we really haven't been very vocal in
our lobbying and our advocacy for ourselves.
We kind o f think, well, we will just do a good job and the state will split
the pie evenly and we are not going to wony about it. It's more of a mind set, we
don't want to go, and we are not going to go to Lansing and Washington to fight
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for what is ours. It is just a sense, a mind set, a group think, that we can handle
our problems ourselves. And then when the problems begin to get out o f
control... I guess it takes something serious, maybe hitting us over the head
before we think, "Hey, maybe there is more equity that we should look for."
Other parts of the state are by far more active and effective lobbyists on behalf of
their communities. I would say we have not been good lobbyist on behalf o f our
communities. We are very modest.

Participation in Community Group Meetings With Policy Makers

Twenty-nine of the executive directors interviewed indicated that they lobby as
participants in group or committee meetings with policy makers in their community.
Table 16 shows the number of executives reporting various frequencies of meetings with
each level o f policy maker. Lobbying in community groups was most frequently men
tioned as occurring with state elected policy makers (16) and local elected policy makers
(14). Federal elected policy makers and local nonelected policy makers were tied for the
third most frequently mentioned policy makers with which meetings were held by com
munity groups.
While similar to the interview item on belonging to local coalitions that lobby, this
question asked specifically about participation in such group activities. These groups or
committees were described sixteen times as being composed of coalitions of professionals
from other organizations in the community and three times as professionals from the
executives' organization. Board members along with coalitions were identified four times.
Employee professionals together with coalitions were mentioned twice as were board
members together with employee professionals. Some specific comments follow to illu
strate the variety of group compositions mentioned.
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Table 16
Executives' Participation in Community Group Meetings
With Policy M akers, H=29

Level o f policy maker

once

2-5 times

6 or more

Row total

State elected

2

12

2

16

Local elected

4

6

4

14

Federal elected

1

6

0

7

Local nonelected

3

2

2

7

State nonelected

0

2

1

3

Federal nonelected

0

0

0

0

All levels

0

0

0

0

Yes, h was like a town hall meeting with a federal elected official. There were all
types of people there - our board members and other coalitions.
A typical thing might be the United Way sponsoring a legislative breakfast and
there you might have agency directors and board presidents. These are mostly
with state officials.
With directors o f other agencies providing the same type o f service. Every year
we have a legislative luncheon, usually at a local church basement and ask state
legislators to come and talk with us. Some meetings we have monthly, it depends.
In one program we have legislators come in a couple times a year to talk about
issues (field o f service).
Yes, we do it twice a year and our board and staff meet with state elected offi
cials for breakfast. We talk about issues that are o f concern to programs in the
agency. That tends not to be so much dollar issues as programmatic issues regulations, etc.
Funding emerged as a dominant topic o f conversation at these meetings as did
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regulations relating to the specific services and general nonprofit regulations. Funding
was mentioned twelve times, field o f service regulations were mentioned six times,
general nonprofit organization regulations were mentioned six times also. Some
illustrative comments follow.
We have met with people at DSS. They invited all of us who provide this service
to get together to decide what would be the best way to spend the money. So I
guess we influenced their decision on how to spend the money. They also met
with a coalition of board members separate from the directors for the same
purpose.
A lot of the time the meetings with the state legislators are about the state budget
and how that impacts on health and human service agencies. For example, the
administration's decision to eliminate the general assistance program.
Lobbying efforts were also described as education five times and as advocacy nine
times.
We meet about six times per year with the nonelected types who control the dis
tribution of funds, I don't call that lobbying, I call it educating or something like
that. Some of this occurs rather informally. For example, DSS was looking at cut
backs about a year ago, and four or five agencies providing direct care got
together and met with DSS. That occurs not as often as it needs to in terms of
together. They (DSS) would prefer to have people to talk to individually rather
than to have a group to meet with them,
strength in numbers.
Most of the coalitions are meeting monthly and are organized around a specific
issue. I do most of my lobbying through boards and commissions. I am on the
(name o f commission) for the city o f (name o f city), so that reports to the city
council. That's the way I do most of my lobbying rather than direct interventions.
It is a thread that weaves through everything that I do. We call it advocacy basic
ally. I don't see any difference between lobbying and advocacy.
State elected and nonelected officials were mentioned in connection with lobbying
that addressed field o f service regulations for the executives' agency.
I have been to meetings sponsored by groups like (name o f advocacy coalition)
where Debbie Stabenow might be there or Lyn Johndal (state elected officials)
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talking about issues that are pertinent to the population. They are typically ser
vice, or lack o f service issues.
Yes, we have met with some groups to lobby about what I would call the social
contract - mostly in addressing the issues o f child care and welfare reform.
Recently we met with members of the state DSS and other departments - the
bureaucrats.
Yes, coalitions o f professionals from other organizations, about quarterly - mostly
nonelected officials. The issue was about a particular piece o f family support
legislation. We were trying to broaden the scope o f people who could be served
under the legislation.
Several executives identified task forces and advisory boards as a type o f com
munity group that also engaged in lobbying activity. Some executives reported being on
more than one advisory board or task force and that they would use these as opportuni
ties to interact with policy makers and to lobby.
Yes - other agencies, like community mental health, have a legislative breakfast
every year and I go to that. The (name o f regional government office) - 1 sit on
the advisory board there and they often have legislators come in to talk about
issues. I sit on the (name of service) board and we have a number of legislators
on that board and we talk about (type o f service) issues. Mostly we tend to meet
with state elected officials on these issues.
Only one executive identified the timing of community group meetings as being
related to elections. One executive described participation in these groups as more for
networking with other service providers than for lobbying.
Twenty-one o f the executives indicated that they did not participate in community
group meetings with policy makers. For some executives their reasons for not doing so
were consistent with their rationale for not engaging in other lobbying practices. They
either did not see lobbying as a legitimate activity for their organization because of their
organization's mission and values, or their budget did not include any public tax dollars
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and they saw no connection with policy makers for their organization. One executive
expressed a different perspective in terms o f the perceived futility of lobbying efforts
because o f the state budget deficit. This executive's comments are provided below to
illustrate the point of view of powerlessness he felt in lobbying endeavors.
The environment at the state level has not been good for the last several years.
One could ask the question, "what is to be gained by even trying? The answer is
always that we don't have any money." So, in that sense we wouldn't call a group
meeting say with agency directors, if we feel like we are wasting our time. And
in a lot of ways recently we are. So our meetings are less frequent because o f the
financial condition of the state. Right now we are planning a legislative breakfast
and we have not had one in a couple o f years because money has been so poor.
We want to talk about distribution and policy issues so we don't get bogged
down in "Well, we just don't have any more money" because after that, what's the
point, and that has been the theme for the past several years.

Executives Writing Letters to Policy Makers

Thirty directors stated they write individually composed letters to policy makers.
Table 17 shows the number o f times executives reported writing letters to each level of
policy maker.
Executives wrote letters to elected officials more often than they wrote to non
elected officials. State elected officials were the most frequently written to, followed by
federal elected officials and local elected officials. When asked what they had written let
ters about, these thirty executives reported writing letters about funding fourteen times.
Similarly, they reported writing letters about field o f service regulations nine times and
regulations affecting nonprofit organizations in general five times. Letters were described
as educational three times and for advocacy six times.
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Table 17
Executives Writing Letters to Policy Makers, M = 30

Level of policy maker

6 or more

once

2-5 times

Row total

State elected

6

6

9

21

Federal elected

3

9

3

15

Local elected

2

3

3

8

Local nonelected

1

1

2

4

State nonelected

0

0

2

2

Federal nonelected

1

0

0

1

All levels

1

0

0

1

Letters concerning funding addressed both new legislation and renewal o f existing
legislation. Letters were written with regard to funding specific programs and services
at both the state and federal level. Letters addressed proposed cuts in funding as well as
advocated for increased funding. The comments o f the executives provided below serve
to further describe the issues addressed and the use o f letter writing as a lobbying
technique.
On the state level it's almost always having to do with money. On the federal
level, letters typically address more broader policy issues.
Yes, local state and federal levels - several times - on the national level (name of
service) was the issue. On the state level it has been in the area mostly revolving
around cuts, or in trying to encourage state funding. On the local level it has been
primarily encouraging the implementation o f (name o f federal legislation).
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On the federal level we talked about a specific piece o f legislation that would
have required an additional appropriation - the (name o f federal legislation).
Mostly fimding increases for a specific program. There were a couple o f letters
that I wrote at the state level advocating for increased funding through the (name
o f state department). Also for increased funding for a (type o f service recipient)
program.
Yes, I would say at least every two weeks and sometimes more frequently a letter
goes out - state and federal level but probably more geared toward state though.
Funding is an issue, protection at the federal level.
Yes, primarily federal elected officials probably once or twice per year, usually
about cuts in services, budget cuts and when the law (name o f federal legislation)
comes up for renewal every three years to let people know that we are still out
here and the services are valuable and needed.
Letters about field of service regulations are also written by executives. The type
of regulations varied, although some o f the regulations also were ultimately concerned
with funding issues because they had to do with regulations affecting reimbursement for
a specific type of service. An example o f this is the executive who wrote about Medicare
payments for psychologists. Another executive addressed the issue o f access to records
of a state agency by a local nonprofit. These records were viewed by the executive as
essential to providing the agency services.
Executives also reported invitations to respond in writing to pending legislation
by a state or federal government office. These opportunities are consistent with the defi
nition o f lobbying found in P. A. 94-455, however executives would typically describe
these as advocacy or education opportunities. On executive commented that they were
increasingly using a fax machine to send letters to policy makers. Some relevant com
ments follow.
That is primarily over regulations - the "review and comment" thing is very
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common over Medicaid and the Department of Social Services. And that happens
with some frequency. I am responding to something at least once per month.
There are probably between three hundred and fifteen hundred individuals state
wide who receive this "opportunity to respond" depending on the administrative
rule in question. It's a fairly common activity.
Yes, federal mostly, about four times. One had to do with President Clinton's
health care plan including (type of service) services. One had to do with the (fed
eral legislation). One had to do with postage for nonprofit mailings, I wrote about
that. One of my board members asked me if I would write a letter about the (type
o f service) issues.
Executives revealed that these are also situations where they are likely to be asked
by a state or national association to write a letter on a specific issue. Some comments
follow to illustrate these situations:
Yes, all three - local, state and federal. For example on tax credits we will get
sample letters from our national association and I won't have time to make phone
calls and all these sorts of things. So I'll take the letter and touch it up, make it a
little more local and send it out. At the local level it is a little more personalized.
Typically, written letters often go to elected officials rather than nonelected, pro
bably on an average o f once per month.
Yes state and federal elected. If somebody asks me to I will, or I have talked to
a state legislator who then asks for something in writing on our letterhead. On the
federal level it's primarily the national organization asking us to write something
in response to a legislative alert they send out.
In some cases the letters written by executives dealt with issues that apply widely
to nonprofit organizations. Two specific issues were identified, nonprofit postal rates and
tax credits. These are also issues concerned with operating capital for nonprofit organ
izations. Having access to reduced mailing rates for nonprofits reduces operating costs
and the cost o f fundraising campaigns. Similarly, the availability of tax deductions for
donating to a nonprofit is an important issue for private philanthropists. Some comments
follow.
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Yes - when the issue of bulk mail rates comes up we always write letters. Also
about re-authorizing the (name o f federal legislation).
Yes, federal elected - NPO regulations. I have lobbied by signing my name to let
ters that are frequently composed by somebody else and then put on my letter
head. In the last year I have probably sent out one per quarter. It was an issue
around the tax legislation and how that applies to charities - whether or not we
were going to eliminate the three percent that applies to charitable deductions.
Executives offered several reasons for not writing letters to policy makers as a
lobbying technique, all of which were concerns about the effectiveness o f the letters ver
sus other types o f lobbying. A preference for personal modes o f lobbying such as face-toface meetings or telephone calls was identified. Some relevant comments follow:
Having been a fund-raiser, I would personally always prefer to go see them, the
face-to-face is the most effective. Next would come phone calls and then letters.
I only use letters when distance is a problem. Letters get thrown in the basket.
On the phone, they can put me on hold or have someone tell me they are not in,
but face-to-face they have to take a stand one way or the other. Based on my
fundraising background this appears to be the way things work.
I have not done any letters in the last twelve months, I have threatened to but I
haven't had to cany it out. I rarely send letters. Maybe on things where I have not
been able to be persuasive in conversations and now it's time to send out a little
more formal putting people on notice that we have an interest and concern about
this. We are willing to put it down on paper and expect some action on it. And
that's the reason that I rarely have to use it.... I mean if you have ongoing rela
tionships with people...I think that's the technique (face-to-face) I prefer because
I find it much more successful.
I most generally do not write letters. I am not one who would advocate strongly
for writing letters. It is not personal enough. I enjoy the approach where a group
gets together in a positive environment and presents not only what they think the
issue is or the problem but also some resolution. In fact in our area our legislators
are so knowledgeable that they don't need to be approached about how an issue
is going to effect us, they know that. They have heard things enough. What they
are looking for is "OK hey, help me, tell me what is feasible" and that is kind of
more where we get involved.
Other comments from executives about the weaknesses o f letters as a lobbying
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techniques include being limited in space and therefore not being able to make a case in
its entirety, not being able to provide context, seeing letters as too formal, and often mis
interpreted as too adversarial.

Executives Asking Others to Write Letters to Policy Makers

Twenty-three directors stated they write individually composed letters to policy
makers. Table 18 shows the number of times executives reported asking others to write
letters to each level of policy maker.
Executives asked others to write letters to state elected officials 15 times. Federal
elected officials were the second most frequently mentioned (9 times) and local elected

Table 18
Executives Asking Others to Write Letters to Policy Makers, M = 23

Level of policy maker

once

2-5 times

6 or more

State elected

3

8

4

15

Federal elected

5

3

1

9

Local elected

2

2

3

7

State nonelected

0

0

3

3

Federal nonelected

0

0

3

3

Local nonelected

0

0

0

0

All levels

0

0

0

0

Row total
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officials were the third most frequently mentioned officials (7 times) that executives
would ask others to write to. In response to a follow - up question about who these
"others" were, coalitions o f professionals from other organizations were mentioned six
times, board members along with coalitions was mentioned four times, and clients and
their family members were mentioned four times. Professionals employed by the execu
tive's organization were mentioned three times as were board members and employee
professional together.
The status, or "clout" o f the individuals asked to write letters was mentioned sev
eral times. Some specific examples follow:
I ask citizens who have clout, business owners, and/or people who pay a iot of
taxes or have some other kind of influence that I can perceive.
My board members were very active in giving legitimacy to the effort, the whole
range. My board members' names get attention, especially when you are talking
major employers in the area." (e.g., board members are well known, highly ranked
employees o f major companies in the community) and this service (health care).
Now, the community feels strongly about this - we have a petition going now, we
have written various state legislators. The community has really rallied behind
this. I have talked to three people just this week who have written letters. That
may not sound like much but in our community - and this is not a slight on our
community by any means - we don't have a lot o f powerful people in government
circles or whatever - but those who do have some position in town will write let
ters or whatever and be very supportive.
For some executives the power and influence o f the letter writer was perceived
to be important to the impact the letters might have, and that influenced who the execu
tives sought to write letters. Others favored an approach that would yield many letters.
Some comments follow:
Last fall I wrote a sample letter and enclosed it in our newsletter, and asked
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people to send them (sic) to state legislators. The newsletter goes to all the peo
ple who donate money or time to us. They become members, plus some organ
izations that we have a relationship with and we think that they should know what
we are doing. There were ten or eleven bills pending relating to our field o f ser
vice and the letter was in support o f these bills.
Yes, we use our newsletter - it goes out to five thousand people - we put infor
mation in there - in the last one we asked people to write to federal legislators.
The agencies we serve - we are sort of the hub o f a wheel that includes seven
hundred and sixty agencies, churches and rescue missions, etc. all of whom do
not have any sort of information link with Lansing or Washington. So, one o f the
roles we can play is just the dissemination o f information. There is legislation up
before congress to eliminate the government commodities that are now coming
through. We tell them - you care - you should write to... etc.
The use of an indirect approaches to generating letters to policy makers was also
mentioned by executives. For example:
We informed some of the people we subcontract with about potential changes in
the rules and although we did not tell them specifically to lobby we did highlight
the implications of the pending changes for them, and they were significant, so it
amounted to the same thing.
I don't tend to ask anybody directly! At that time I informed my board that this
was an issue and if they felt like it, (writing a letter) they might want to. I mean,
I don't directly ask people, I just make suggestions. That's my style. It was more
informing them about the situation and that they might choose to do something
about it.
Yes, I have done that and it was a very tenuous sort o f thing to do. I had to
approach it in a very general type of way and I had to make sure that certain peo
ple that I know would not be offended by my asking. I am supposed to be apolit
ical. I cannot express my views one way or the other when our support is sup
posed to be coming from all sides.
In comments describing widespread and indirect appeals to write policy makers,
the act of asking is implied by providing information about a troublesome situation that
merits attention. There are subtle messages along the lines o f "writing a letter is the
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correct and responsible thing to do, if you truly care about the population being served."
It is a less directive approach that may have evolved out o f the executives' perception of
the permissibility of nonprofit lobbying. Discussed in more detail in later sections is the
related finding that twenty- two of the executives where not aware o f the P. A. 94-455,
also known as the lobby law. Similarly fourteen o f the executives expressed concern that
lobbying would put their status as a nonprofit organization in jeopardy.
Executives who spoke more o f directly asking others identified these others as
groups and individuals professionally tied to the organization, either as coalitions o f ser
vices providers, staff, or board members. Some additional comments concerning who
executives ask to write letters follow:
Yes, about quarterly, members o f our coalition groups and things like that. Most
of the groups that we have asked to send letters have been related to local ques
tions. We have asked board members to send letters but not very often, though.
Yes, I will ask staff to write to state and federal level (policy makers) about any
issue that I would also write.
Parents and clients were also mentioned as people who were asked to write letters
to policy makers to lobby. Executives made these comments about asking parents and
clients to write:
Directors and former clients and parents of people involved in programs. Letters
go mostly to federal elected officials although we have done it on occasion to
state people, but not in the last twelve months. Issues are usually cuts in services
We lobby a lot on training issues. There are not a lot o f people to provide ser
vices to our clients. Parents really have to become involved. Change just doesn't
happen by itself I try to give them the analogy that we didn't get (type o f service)
until people became vocal, until there was a critical mass o f people.
Usually people who have been served by our organization. Mostly it has been the
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state level, on an average of three or four times per year. The issues are housing,
transportation, health care, etc.
Funding was mentioned ten times. Funding as reported so far is consistently de
scribed as the dominate topic in lobbying efforts. Field o f service regulations were men
tioned ten times, and advocacy was mentioned six times in discussing asking others to
write letters. Education was not mentioned in regard to letter writing. As mentioned in
earlier discussions, executives believe that the sustained contact of face-to-face meet
ings, individually, or with others is necessary to educate policy makers about services.
Issues that nonprofit organizations address, particularly social policy issues are complex
and the limited space afforded by a letter does not serve educational purposes well.

Executives Telephoning Policy Makers

Thirty of the directors interviewed indicated that they telephone policy makers to
lobby. Table 19 shows the number of executives reporting various frequencies o f tele
phoning each level of policy maker.
State elected officials were the most frequently mentioned (19 times). Local
elected officials were the second most frequently mentioned (11 times). State nonelected
officials were the third most frequently mentioned policy makers (eight times) that execu
tives would telephone to lobby. In response to a follow-up question about the topic of
the telephone conversations, executives identified funding thirteen times, field o f service
regulations eleven times, and general nonprofit organization regulations three times.
Executives mentioned education five times and advocacy eleven times as a topic o f phone
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Table 19
Executives Telephoning Policy Makers, E = 30

6 or more

Row total

once

2-5 times

State elected

4

4

10

19

Local elected

1

3

7

11

State nonelected

0

0

8

8

Local nonelected

1

0

6

7

Federal elected

3

2

1

6

Federal nonelected

1

0

0

1

All levels

0

0

0

0

Level o f policy maker

calls to policy makers. Some illustrative comments on these topics follow:
Usually funding, but sometimes regulations. We recently called a state legislator
to see if we could get a quicker response getting one o f our programs qualified
for some state funding. It helped to speed up the process.
I have talked to the person who wrote the bill that created the funding for our
program. When I think of lobbying I think o f trying to get someone to vote on a
bill, to take a position that you want them to take. So, it's not like I'm after new
support, but I guess it is lobbying. When this legislation was created it had a
three year sunset provision - so, recently I was talking with him about getting it
re-authorized. When I talked with him it was more along the lines o f asking what
we need to do to have the legislators satisfied with us. We were really interested
in maintaining the funding and some changes in the wording of the legislation.
The executives interviewed offered explanations of what factors influence them
to call, write, or visit policy makers and also when they would combine various tech
niques. Some o f the factors identified include timeliness o f the policy decision or issue,
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the complexity of the issue, and the level o f personal relationship between the executive
and the policy maker. Several quotations provided below illustrate these points. The first
quotation is lengthy, but is included in its entirety because it is representative of opinions
widely shared among directors.
The decision whether to make a personal contact, write, or call is based on how
much bang I am getting for my buck. If I thought that my discussion with a fed
eral elected official was going to make a significant difference on how they voted
on something, I probably would make a personal visit. Like, for example, the
(type o f tax credit), that is critical to our organization for some o f the develop
ment that we do. But at the federal level, there is not any federal official elected
from this area that makes a critical difference, no key tax committees. So, when
we get requests to write letters and make phone calls and all this, typically the
best I can do is write a letter. Because I know that in this situation, my phone call
or letter is not going to make that much o f a difference.
On the other hand, on state issues, I have personal relationships with some
o f the state legislators, and I know that by calling them and talking with them,
because I have worked on their campaigns or because I have been involved with
them, I know that I will have an influence
So when I have a personal rela
tionship with a legislator in any way, if I know I've got influence, then that would
help me to make a decision as to my approach. I f I know I am going to have a
significant influence, then I will make that personal contact. The same thing is
true at the local level. I am far more likely to make the effort or phone call at the
local level. At the state level, it is legislators that I have a personal relationship,
or administrators or whatever. At the federal level it is not very often because I
don't have that.
Yes, state legislators and a lot of times with their aides. On the federal level it
always seems to be their aides. Mostly following up on letters that I wrote. The
other issue I think is the comfort level - the personal relationship issues - how
familiar am I with that bureaucrat or legislator. I f it is someone that I know or
that I have had prior interactions with I am more inclined to pick up the phone or
try to meet with them face-to-face. If it's some faceless person in Washington, I
am probably much more inclined to send a letter.
Yes, sometimes - to state and local. I call people I know personally. I write a
lot, more than I do call, in particularly to this advocacy business. It's important
for people to see on paper what I am trying to convey. I mean, I don't necessarily
know all these people personally so writing seems a bit more appropriate than
calling.
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Clearly, one factor that influences executives to call, write, or visit is the level of
personal relationship that exists between the executive and the policy maker. It seems that
the closer the personal relationship with the policy maker the more likely the executives
are to call. I f there is no close personal relationship they are more likely to use other
methods. Executives identified additional considerations as they responded to this partic
ularly interview item on telephoning policy makers to lobby. One of the considerations
for executives in choosing to telephone policy makers to lobby is the timing o f the issue.
Lead time is real important. If something is happening tomorrow, or in the next
couple of days, I would be more inclined to pick up the phone and make a call so
that I could insure that my voice would be timely, as opposed to writing a letter
or even trying to arrange a face-to-face visit.
The timeliness and the criticalness o f the issue influences whether I will call or
write. Do I need to get to them right away? What can I fit in my schedule? I think
the other dictating factor is whether I think the legislator that I am going to con
tact is supportive of my position or not supportive of my position. I f they are sup
portive it might be simply a telephone call - saying, "don't forget us," that kind of
thing. On the other hand if I am not sure where they are at, or if I think they are
not supportive, I'd be more likely to call and ask if I can come up and talk to
somebody.
There are times when executives will use telephone calls as a follow-up to letter
writing. There are several reasons offered by executives for using this combined
approach. One reason is the complexity o f the matter being lobbied. Complexity is
important to consider in terms of providing sufficient detail to provide a compelling case.
Another reason is the desire to provide an official position on record with agency station
ary. Letters are more formal than telephone calls and at times are used to convey a mes
sage o f support by large numbers o f people.
I like to write a letter because I feel when I do it on letterhead I am the
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spokesperson for the entire organization, I am speaking for our full membership
and it is more official looking. So, because o f my position, I like to write a letter
to get that across.
Mostly the federal level - for educational purposes and advocacy. It depends how
much one is at risk. The more the risk the more I am likely to make the contact
myself or ask somebody else. If a lot of money is at risk I will make the contact
myself. Another factor is the amount o f peer pressure I get. I like to use a variety
of approaches, but I like writing the best - 1 think it's the most effective. Even
when I make a presentation I like to leave something in writing for them to con
sider later. I use the phone where I am sure that they understand the issues
because o f the amount of traffic that there is, especially if it is a national issue. Or,
if it's a last minute thing, I will call. But otherwise I think it gets confusing for
them to get a lot of calls.
Nineteen executives stated that they did not call policy makers on the telephone
to lobby. Among the reasons provided are; the uncertainty about how the message is
being received on the other end by the policy maker, a preference for face-to-face con
tact, the difficulty of reaching policy makers via telephone, a desire to be respectful of
policy maker's time, and that a telephone call is not sufficient to be able to articulate a
position. For example:
I have an aversion to that ...I much prefer to write or have personal contact. It's
because o f how I react. You never know if you are really being listened to or if
the person on the other end is looking for a way to get out o f it as politely as pos
sible. But if I write I have an opportunity to really articulate my position, I know
that at least there is a chance that I have got an audience if the person is at least
interested in it. Phone, to me, it's just a matter (of legislators saying) ...''well that's
one for or one against". It is different if the legislators call me because at least
I know there is interest there and you are dealing with a specific issue, be that a
bill or a family issue. You never know what is going on at the other end of the
phone.
That's not successful, I don't do much of that, for a couple reasons. I think that
any time a policy maker picks up the telephone they think that it is a waste o f
time. If you are not here in person - it is difficult - difficult to get your message
through if you are not there in person. Do you know what I am saying? Because
the phone, I think, is just not as effective anymore as it used to be. I don't want
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to waste their time. I would rather get fifteen minutes of their time, schedule it,
and be respectful o f it. In some ways I think the telephone is kind o f an intrusion
when you think about it. It's there, it rings, but you don't have any control unless
you just don't answer it or shut it off. So that any kind o f contact needs to be
very specific.

Executives Asking Others to Telephone Policy Makers

Table 20 shows the number of executives reporting various frequencies o f asking
others to telephone policy makers at each level.
State elected officials were mentioned thirteen times. Local elected officials were
mentioned seven times State nonelected officials were the third most frequently
mentioned policy makers (5 times) that executives would ask other to telephone to lobby.

Table 20
Executives Asking Others to Telephone Policy Makers, N = 22

Level o f policy maker

once

2-5 times

6 or more

State elected

3

6

4

13

Local elected

2

3

2

7

State nonelected

1

1

3

5

Federal elected

1

1

0

2

Local nonelected

1

0

1

2

Federal nonelected

0

0

0

0

All levels

0

1

1

2

Row total
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In response to a follow - up question about who these "others" were, coalitions
of professionals from other organizations were mentioned five times, board members and
employee professional together were mentioned three times. Board members and coali
tions of other organizations were also mentioned three times. Board members alone were
mentioned twice and professionals employed by the organization alone were mentioned
twice as people who have been asked by executives to telephone policy makers to lobby.
Individuals other than board members, professionals, or coalitions were mentioned five
times. Some specific examples of who these other were include clients, nonprofit housing
developers, and other legislators. Relevant comments follow:
Sometimes I ask people on my staff to call, It depends on whether they know the
individuals involved and have a working relationship. If nobody knows them, then
I will make the call. Or, I would go along to make a visit, or we would see who
among us would be the best person to make the call.
I have asked board members to make calls and I have also asked other agencies
who make referrals to us to lobby on our behalf - at the local level - perhaps five
or six times.
Yes, in the sense of providing our agencies with information about what is hap
pening in the legislature - we suggest that they contact the policy makers but give
them a choice o f calling or writing - 1 don't care which they do.
In response to a follow-up question about the topic o f these telephone conversa
tions, funding was identified eight times, field o f service regulations was identified seven
times, and general nonprofit organization regulations was identified three times. Exec
utives mentioned education once and advocacy six times as a topic of phone calls to
policy makers. As with other lobbying techniques, timing was identified as a factor in
executives decisions to ask others to make telephone calls. Comments on these topics
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follow:
Yes, usually at a strategic point in the budget process, the closer to a vote the
more likely we are to call, and what you try to do is get many calls, personal calls.
We have made phone calls during hearings on budget cuts, mostly to the state
level.
Early on we were making face-to-face visits to provide education and background
on the issue. When it looked like it was going to be stalled we started making
phone calls. We made a couple of phone calls to our reps to say, Hey! could you
go see about this, we heard something was wrong (in the process). We wanted
to make sure it kept going.
In determining whether to write or call time is the major factor, the immediacy
o f the issue. I am part o f a rapid response network where I will get issue state
ments and then be asked to call or write. This comes out of Lansing, our associa
tion at the state level, and is specific to our field o f service. A very large part o f
what they do is lobbying.
Twenty-seven executives stated that they had not asked others to telephone to
lobby. Again, as with previously discussed lobbying techniques, executives expressed a
preference for face-to-face ways of lobbying rather than through the use o f the telephone.
One executive framed the choice not to ask others as a trust and effectiveness issue. The
following quote illustrates this point.
No, I don't trust other people to say what I can say as well as I can say it. I don't
delegate much lobbying at all. It is a combination of knowledge and technique.
I am a believer that advocacy is more effective if it is non-adversarial. And many
people in our movement tend toward adversarial relationships. And I think you
have to speak softly and carry a big stick and I like having them out there (the
militants) and I can always say sort o f Im the good cop - bad cop sort o f thing...
lets come up with a solution to this because otherwise you are going to have peo
ple chained to your door. And that tends to be quite persuasive, but I would
never have the people who want to chain themselves to the door do my lobbying
for me.
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Executives’ Use o f Newspapers to Lobby and Asking Others
to Use Newspapers to Lobby

Only ten executives reported using newspapers to lobby, forty did not. Among
those who use this technique it is seven reported using it less than four times per year.
Funding, regulations, education, and advocacy were mentioned nearly equally with the
use of this lobbying technique. Only eight o f the executives indicated that they had asked
others to personally use the newspapers to lobby. These others were board members and
professionals o f the executives organization.

Executives’ Use o f Radio and Television to Lobbv and Asking Others
to Use Radio and Television to Lobby

Four directors reported using radio to lobby and seven reported using television
to lobby. Among those executives who do use these two media to lobby, most indicate
that they use the techniques less than twice per year. With this technique executives most
often talked about their efforts as being general education of the public about their ser
vices or the population served, or advocacy. Very few o f the directors have asked others
to use either radio (8) or television (1) to lobby. Among those who do, the use o f these
two media to lobby is infrequent, less than twice per year.

Executives Sponsoring Special Events at the Capitol and Asking
Others to Sponsor Special Events at the Capitol

Eighteen of the executives reported sponsoring something special at the capitol.
Only one of the executives indicated that they had asked others to sponsor special events
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reported that they sponsored events at state capitol whereas four directors reported they
sponsored events at the federal level. These events were described as focusing on a range
of issues affecting large groups such as homelessness, hunger, and health care, and were
specifically described as education and advocacy efforts.

Executives Reporting No Lobbying

Several of the executives were skeptical about their ability to contribute to the
research at the onset of the interviews because they believed that either they did not
lobby at all or did very little lobbying. Following some discussion of the actual lobby laws
and a closer examination of their organizations and behavior, most were able to under
stand lobbying in the broader context o f P. A. 94-455. Indeed, 90% o f the directors
reported that they engaged in one or more lobbying practices covered in the interview.
There were five executive directors who stated at the outset of the interview that
they believed that they did not engage in lobbying at all and indeed actually did not. Two
of them were employed by different local chapters o f the same nation-wide organization,
one in Kent and one in Ingham county. Both of these executives stated that their organi
zational charter required them to remain apolitical. During the interview each o f these
executives did indeed verify that they had not engaged in lobbying during the past twelve
months.
Two other executive directors who reported that they did not engage in lobbying
had a different reason for abstaining. These organizations were strongly connected by
their mission and financial support to a religious institution. They both identified lobbying
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as outside the mission o f their organization and not a requirement of their specific role
as executive director. The fifth subject o f this group did not identify barriers to lobbying
in terms of organizational mission, values, or personal beliefs. Rather, this person de
scribed other impediments to lobbying. The factors that this executive director identified
as barriers to lobbying were simply the small size o f the agency requiring the director to
work long and hard hours. The director’s lack o f information about how to lobby com
bined with a lack of confidence were also factors.
Are executive directors of nonprofit organizations aware o f the more liberal defini
tions of lobbying activity allowable under the 1990 IRS regulations? Table 21 indicates
the level of awareness indicated by the executives.
Among the executives, there is a low level o f awareness of a very important law
affecting nonprofits. Eighty-eight percent (44) o f the executives reported having limited
or.no awareness of the law, and 12 percent (6) reported having a working knowledge o f
the law.

Table 21
Awareness o f the Lobby Law, M = 50

Awareness Level

No Awareness
Limited Awareness
Working Knowledge

% executives

44
44
12
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Value Conflicts in Lobbying

Background
Lobbying by executive directors o f nonprofit organizations may lead to conflicts
between an individual executive's personal values and actions that are perceived to be in
the best interest of the organization. It is also possible that some values o f the nonprofit
organization may be in conflict with some o f the prevailing values of the community in
which it operates, for example, the pro-choice position o f Planned Parenthood verses the
pro-life position o f some community groups.
Opportunities for conflict may also arise from differences in beliefs about the role
government should play in regulating and funding nonprofit organizations. Another
potential area for value conflicts in lobbying is the selective use of information about
program operations, client needs, and policy impacts. Thus, value conflicts related to
lobbying behavior are important to consider.
In Kent county the prevailing political party is republican. Consequently, those
individuals who choose to volunteer their time or donate their money to nonprofit organi
zations are more likely to be republican than democratic. At the time o f this research a
newly elected republican governor o f the state was attempting to make major cuts in
funding to social service agencies. The General Assistance program providing aide to
unemployed individuals had been recently eliminated. The effect of these cuts was to
increase the demand for service provided by nonprofit organizations represented by many
of the executives in this research. These factors placed executive directors o f nonprofit
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organizations in sensitive positions if they chose to advocate against the cuts in social
programs and in favor o f their clients, because this advocacy had the potential to alienate
community philanthropists, board members, and other organizational stallholders impor
tant to the continued success of the agency. Thus, the executive's experience with
potential value conflicts o f this type was identified as important to understanding their
opinions and lobbying practices on behalf of their organization.
The executives were asked to respond to several questions concerning their expo
sure to the potential for these value conflicts to occur. Clearly, these are sensitive issues,
and in some cases could have been interpreted by the directors as asking them if they had
behaved improperly. For that reason, these items were asked at the end o f the interviews
after a rapport had been established with the executives. The executives were reassured
o f confidentiality at this point. Table 22 summarizes the directors experience with these
value conflicts. The questions that appear in the interview guide used in this part of the
research and a discussion o f the director's responses to each is provided below.
For the purposes of this report the term "action principles" is used to describe the
general guidelines and implications for nonprofit lobbying practice derived from the
responses and the underlying principles provided by those who were interviewed. The
action principles are identified and reported along with the findings in this section to help
the reader make the connection between the findings of the interviews and their implica
tion for nonprofit lobbying practice.
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Table 22
Value Conflicts in Lobbying

Value Conflicts

% o f Executives

Supporting the official position o f the organization when it was
significantly different from your personal beliefs.

16

Risked alienating supporters of your organization by taking a position
for, or against, a policy o f local government.

22

Risked alienating supporters of your organization by taking a position
for, or against, a policy of the federal government.

24

Concern that lobbying will put the organizations' nonprofit status in
jeopardy.

28

Risked alienating supporters of your organization by taking a position
for, or against, a policy o f state government.

30

Over-estimating the need for your services and/or programs in the
course of advocating for decisions favorable to your organization.

30

Not revealing all you know about a particular issue in the course of
advocating for decisions favorable to your organization.

40

Supporting the Official Position of the Organization That Is Different
From the Executive's Personal Beliefs

Eight executives indicated that they had experienced a conflict o f values with
supporting the official position of the organization when it was different from their
personal beliefs. Several topics were identified by the executives in discussing these
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situations.
Four of the eight executives who reported that they had experienced some conflict
mentioned abortion as an area of conflict. Abortion was described as an issue that polar
izes communities and individuals, and as a result, could quite possible jeopardize philan
thropic support for a nonprofit organization. Another issue that was identified as a value
conflict was privacy rights or access to state records about employees or prospective
employees of the organization. It was a very important issue for those providing direct
services to vulnerable populations. Directors who did experience this value conflict as
well as those who did not report that the boards of these nonprofit agencies typically take
conservative positions. Three executives stated that when faced with the conflict they
would abdicate their position as spokesperson for the agency. One stated that, "I cannot
envision myself going out and advocating for something I don't believe in." Three execu
tives stated that they coped with the conflict by keeping quiet and acquiescing to the offi
cial position of the organization. So, that while the conflict between personal and official
organizational positions was felt or experienced it was not acted on, or articulated
publicly.
One of the reasons provided for not acting was to avoid jeopardizing the agency
or the clients. One can also assume that they did not wish to jeopardize their jobs, how
ever this was not stated by any of the executives as an explicit rationale for keeping quiet
about a disagreement on agency policy. The following experience reported by one direc
tor reveals the essence of the dilemma.
Phew, yes! In this particular instance I got in trouble because I was quoted in the
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newspaper. You see they all (the media ) started calling about the government. It
was a great quote. I cant even remember it now, but one o f our republican board
members called another republican board member and said "What the hell is (the
executive) doing? (the executive) can't be quoted like this in the newspaper?!" So
then the second guy calls me - he is a friend o f mine - president o f the board
actually - He said "even if what you said is true - you can't say it". So I have
learned to just keep my mouth shut, because when people look at me, when I
speak, they can’t separate me personally from the position of the organization.
Forty-two of the directors indicated that they had not experienced this type of
value conflict. The most frequent explanation provided for this experience was the close
fit between the values of the organization and the values o f the executive director. One
person somewhat jokingly stated that it was she who ran the organization, therefore there
was no difference between the position of the organization and her personal beliefs. Two
executives indicated that they had not experienced this conflict in their current position,
but had in other jobs. Two indicated that they could see the potential for this particular
value conflict to arise.
Five directors indicated that the issue did not arise because the organization was
essentially apolitical, either by choice on an issue by issue basis, or by a condition o f their
charter, by-laws, or other formal policy decision o f the board. Another director stated
that they believed that diplomacy was essential in avoiding conflict over value differences,
thereby acknowledging the existence of differences but striving to avoid conflicts by deal
ing with them. One subject was fairly representative of the group in stating the following:
I think directors have to be very careful in their own mind about what they do. In
the eyes of the people you do continue to have a job that is twenty-four hours per
day so you really can't be an activist in ways that you want to be if it is going to
fell back on the organization in ways that might do it harm. And that is something
that I have thought a lot about in term o f political positions or supporting differ
ent candidates o f political parties in the community. You can choose to do that
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but you put your organization at a risk.
The action principle that appears to be operating here is that directors should be
careful to protect the agency from real or potential harm when they make their positions
known to the public. The other point that executives did not describe, but their comments
refer to is that executives will experience less stress in the job if their values are closely
aligned with the values o f the organization.
The most frequently mentioned area for differences in personal beliefs and the
official position of the organization was in regard to how agency boards positioned
themselves with respect to the policies of current executive branch o f state government.
The executives reported specific differences with their boards, or influential board mem
bers, and the positions the board took regarding the Governor’s elimination o f the Gen
eral Assistance Program. This action was often mentioned even though it occurred out
side the time frame required by the question (within the past twelve months). As a group,
the directors were strongly opposed to this specific action by the Governor, as they were
routinely opposed to cuts in any health or human service program. Those directors
representing arts organizations also identified this as a value conflict they experienced.

The Risk of Alienating Supporters o f the Organization bv Taking a Position
for, or Against, a Policy of the Government

Eleven executives indicated that they had experienced this value conflict with a
policy of local government. Fifteen executives indicated that they had experienced this
value conflict with a policy o f state government, and twelve stated that they had experi
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enced this value conflict with a policy o f federal government. The comment below pro
vides an example of the risk at the local level.
Also we get funding from the very groups that we lobby and that is where the
biggest difficulty comes from. I do think that on the local level there is some
impact. I was cut about five thousand dollars last year from the city o f (name of
city deleted to protect confidentiality). And I do think that is in part because of
some advocacy that I did on behalf o f (deleted to protect confidentiality).
The topics that emerged regarding government policies were: abortion, gay rights,
family leave, and cutting the general assistance program. Two somewhat different com
ments on the general assistance issue are provided below to illustrate the range of
opinions offered by those interviewed.
I think that on the general assistance question we were openly hostile to the
Governor and the budget director for the way they handled the elimination of the
general assistance program. I know it presented some real conflicts for some of
my board members, probably two thirds of whom are republican. But, they were
very supportive because they understood.... I mean republicans don't agree on
everything, as democrats don't either.
There are certainly some o f our donors and board members who would like to see
general assistance go. But, the official position of the agency, on behalf of our
clients, was that we did not support those cuts. I assume that some o f the people
who were supportive o f the cuts were miffed or unhappy, but I don't know that
it really created a big problem for us.
Executives described the need to be tactful, maintain a sense o f balance on the
issues and use discretion in addressing these types o f value conflicts. Another strategy
used to deal with this sensitive aspect of lobbying is to focus on the service recipients
rather than partisan politics. One subject described this as "keeping focused on the social
agenda." Several executives described taking this type of risk as part o f his responsibility
as the leader of an advocacy organization.
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Yes, we take the risk, but to me though the risk o f being "do nothing" is much
worse. I'd rather be known for something even if you do not agree with it than
to not be know for anything. I'd rather people know that we were doing
something than to be just this mousy little organization sitting over here. And
there are people who love the fact the we do a (type o f sendee) program, but
God forbid we should try to change the systems that create that whole
environment to begin with. And I don't have a lot o f patience for those people.
Others described a slightly different approach, seeing their role as more pragmatic.
These individuals talked about the careful selection and use o f specific words and
phrases that would be less likely to create controversy and still communicate a particular
message or position. Similarly, some of those interviewed stressed the importance of
behaving diplomatically. The following are some o f the thoughts expressed by the execu
tives on these issues:
You have to pick your battles and that was not one to go to war over.
I don't have a problem with ethics questions, it's not that I don't have any ethics
it's just that I think that I am a very pragmatic person and look at solving
problems.
I don't think that it's going to be helpful to bash any elected official. You have to
be real careful about whether we agree or not personally or professionally, but I
talk about these cuts that are being made and this is how it effects the people. So
you depersonalize it with policy makers and personalize it with recipients of ser
vice. So, I take the risk but soften it by focusing on the service aspect rather than
on the politics.
The action principle suggested here is that an executive should avoid doing open
battle with elected officials. One way to avoid these battles is to focus on the social
agenda or the needs of specific populations served by the agency. There were a variety
of specific comments offered by those directors who indicated that they did not risk alie
nating supporters o f the organization by taking a position regarding government policies.
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Again, one of the explanations offered for not experiencing these types o f situations was
that the organization is apolitical or chooses not to take a position on sensitive execu
tives.
This council has not taken a position on any issue, and there are plenty out there corporal punishment, abortion, etc. We are pretty noncommittal.
We only get vocal on issues directly related to our agency and presumably our
supporters would also support that action.
It has not happened I am glad to say, primarily because the organization does not
take many official positions on issues that do not effect its funding directly. Fortu
nately, from time to time being obscure is a benefit.
No, we sidestep all the land mines. There are some organizations who go out of
their way to take a stand on issues like that. It doesn't do them any good. They
think that it does, but in the long run it probably does not serve any useful pur
pose for their agency.
The action principle suggested by these comments is that nonprofit beards and
executives should only take positions on issues directly related to the mission and then
only in cases where there are clear benefits that outweigh any potential harm to the
organization. Three executives said that although they had not experienced this type of
conflict in their present position within the time periods covered by the research, they saw
a clear potential for these conflicts to occur. Some insights were offered by the executives
regarding the characteristics of the community they operated in that they felt were unique
and had an effect on their lobbying. The remarks below were offered by two different
executives from Ingham County:
We can take a position and not worry too much because the loss o f one particular
supporter or faction is not going to hurt us that much. We have a broad base o f
support in the community. Maybe the reason is that the case here in Lansing is we
don't have the few strong families with a lot o f money to worry about like you do
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over in Grand Rapids (Kent County). We don't have those same identified power
brokers here that I need to worry about. We don't have a lot o f high rollers that
I worry about.
Yes there is a risk there but I think that what you have to look at doing is not
focusing on the budget cuts but on the service But when go out and talk to
agencies, I have to be real careful, I mean this is Lansing!!! If I were in Detroit
it would be different, Detroit hates the Governor.
Conversely, a Kent County subject commented that,
If I go for a policy issue to lobby for or against something and it made the papers
and the donors were upset or something about it, that's not something that I
would know about, I would not get the feedback. I get concerned about angering
state elected officials but, I think in all, it tends to be state bureaucrats that I
could be more worried about, and who have been angry with me and I believe
it has had some impact. They have control over proposal review and things that
are my livelihood and our survival, so I have some concerns.
Executives acknowledge a concern about jeopardizing their funding support
through alienating policy makers by the positions they took. Some of their comments are
illuminating.
When it comes to individuals making donations we certainly are cognizant o f how
things might be perceived, and we walk on a thin line in some areas, but it has not
arisen as much with these groups and individuals as it has with the government
types.
Our national organization took a very strong pro-choice position and our board
for a long time sat on the fence and did not take a position. And four years ago
I went to our board and said we cannot do this, we cannot be an organization that
exist for the empowerment o f our clients and not take a position and they (the
board) agreed. Now, we have not been as strong as we could and I have had a
funder pull out of our organization.
Another issue that entered the conversation was that the risks far exceed the bene
fit in terms of the personal career of the executive. One o f them described the issue in
these terms.
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No, I don't take the risk, and some of that is self-interest rather than risking the
organization. And I am not apologizing for it is the reality - you have to make
choices - and I have seen people really not make that much o f a difference in a
cause that they believe in ( abortion, women's rights) but have very much done
some harm to themselves and their career in the process, because they did not see
the importance o f drawing that line - especially women, I don't know why but I
just feel that way. Even in the choice o f political parties - 1 am a moderate repub
lican - however I don't go around telling people that because o f the majority of
the people I work with are democrats. And the majority o f the policy makers are
democrats - so I take a much lower profile on political issues in general.
I think it's helped me to stay apolitical as far as party affiliation. I personally do
not belong or have I ever belonged to any political party. People assume that I am
a democrat however. But I have never belonged to any party. In fact, I have sup
ported financially more republicans than I have democrats. It is not necessarily
because any republicans are "righter" than the democrats, it's just that I am in a
republican district. I tend to be a real pragmatist about all that stuff. You know,
where am I going to get the biggest bang for my buck. I live in a republican dis
trict and therefore I will be actively involved with republican legislators. In spite
of the fact that I don't agree with everyone.
These comments by executives seem to suggest an action principle o f taking care
not to align oneself too closely on a personal level, if at all, with any particular issue or
group. The choice of how and when to lobby appears to have deep career effectiveness
implications and is not without values conflicts that require careful and deliberate analysis
prior to taking action one way or another.

Not Revealing All You Know About a Particular Issue in the Course
of Advocating for a Decision Favorable to Your Organization

Twenty executives, nearly half of those interviewed, indicated that they had exper
ienced this in the last twelve months before the interview. The directors who did not
report this experience stated that they did not engage in anything but full disclosure o f
information. Comparatively, the opposite view expressed by those interviewed is that this
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is a widespread practice.
Several recurring themes emerged in the discussion o f this issue. First among the
themes is the belief that the selective use of information is a standard lobbying technique.
One example o f the selective or strategic use o f information is the practice o f putting the
best foot forward or portraying the agency and its clients and services in the best possible
light. Five executives referred to the practice of putting the best foot forward and not dis
cussing the less appealing aspects of their circumstances. For example:
We try to promote the needs of all our clients and use the most appealing one as
representatives rather than focusing on the needs o f some o f the least socially
desirable clients. Some times we dress up the results that we achieve. Again
when you are lobbying you always want to talk best case scenario and how you
are making significant impacts on all the clients you are serving.
Yes take general assistance for example. Some o f the guys who are on general
assistance should be cut o f immediately. I mean they are on general assistance
because they are lazy assholes basically. Some o f them are! (instead) You talk
about the guy who lost his assistance and lost his eligibility for blood pressure
medicine and had a stoke and that sort o f thing. You use information that is effec
tively going to create a public opinion, a public awareness.
Four executives talked about not revealing alternative approaches to meeting a
particular need, either when asking for additional funds are talking about the impact of
other policy decisions. For example:
The alternative o f cutting us a lot as opposed to cutting someone else a lot is very
unattractive to us. My job is to make this alternative as unattractive as possible
to the funding source. That's lobbying, that's what I do. I need to let them know
what the consequences o f the cuts will be and put some affect into it and show
some outrage, use all the persuasive tools that I have. So yeah, obviously I am
not revealing all I know and I am not telling them even about all the internal alter
natives. I can do somethings that are not as painful as an alternative. I do not wish
to do that and so I make it sound as impossible as possible. I want to make that
alternative sound as devastating and disruptive as I can. And that is probably
exaggerating, and those pose internal ethical dilemmas too.
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I have lobbied for funding knowing that there were probably alternative sources
available if the particular source I was talking to did not come through, but I
didn't let on. Similarly, if it appears that I am going to get cut. I have to have
alternative plans but I am not going to tell then that, and I don't tell them that,
even if it is a shuffle or juggling money from another source. But usually I have
an idea what to do if I don't get the funding I ask for. But no, I am not totally
honest! These are not intimate loving relationships! And it works both ways, and
I won't slam people if I don't have to.
The position that it is acceptable to selectively use information, or not disclose
some information is accompanied by the belief that but it is never acceptable to commit
an outright lie. Four executives stated specifically that they never lie. The executives were
very adamant about that point. A sample of the executives' comments on this point
follows:
If some one asked me directly a question on a particular issue, I'm not going to
lie to them though. I mean, I will not lie, but, you know I'm not going to neces
sarily share everything I know about a particular circumstance.
There have been times when I have not told the whole story but there have not
been times where anyone can say that I have misrepresented or that I have lied.
I have long ago decided that If I had to make it in this business
to manipulate
people and numbers
I can't last.... I can't live that way...and I never want to
be in a position where my conscience would not bother me if I did do it.
The image of lobbying as a game was invoked by two o f the executives in
response to this item. Similarly, several executives conveyed the belief that the practice
was widespread and frequently engaged in by their peers. Some supportive comments
include:
That's just they way you play the game, and you don't learn that in school, that's
what you learn on the job.
All the time, there is a lot of conflict. I believe that everyone goes through this.
On the one hand you are really working for the good o f the community, but on
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the other hand we have gotten into the selfish mode of taking care of our own.
I think that it is done everywhere. I mean I won't hold back information that I
think is real critical, but I'm not going to help the other side win either.
The action principle suggested by these comments is that an executive should
strive to be truthful but there are also advantages to the selective use o f information.
Another way of looking at it is that there is no moral imperative to reveal information that
will hurt your organization if no one is asking specifically for that information. Another
principle suggested here is that the executive is first and foremost an advocate for the
organization that he/she works for.
Two directors who acknowledge experiencing this value conflict referred to the
difficulty o f finding useful, reliable and valid information as a reason for not revealing all
that they know in the course of lobbying. Two other executives who did not experience
this value conflict reported that good data were available for their particular service. Data
can be used or omitted depending on the situation. One o f the concerns expressed is that,
in some cases, individuals not familiar with the intricacies o f the service issue may not
understand information that is presented to them. For example:
There are times when this happens, because most o f the issues we deal with are
human development, people kinds of issues. First of all even when we have sound
research on these issues the general public doesn't believe in or abide by the
research anyway, and in a lot o f cases even policy makers don't abide by it. Peo
ple mostly take their own attitudes, I mean this one of my biggest frustrations in
life. I mean knowledge is nothing! People don't care what's known, it's like...don't
confuse me with the facts! And so sometimes we don't confuse them with the
facts because it's not going to make any difference as a strategy.
Some directors reported that they did not engage in this practice because the high
demand for their services made it helpful to provide all the data necessary. Others believe
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that their particular services had such wide public support that they would not have to
face this type o f dilemma. Only a few executives revealed that not revealing all they know
when lobbying had resulted in problems for them in the past and as a result they avoided
it.
Executives were reluctant to describe past problems in detail but did generally
indicate that a single act is likely to lead to others and overall, it is better to keep every
thing above board. Directors talked about the complexity o f funding issues influencing
their decisions to keep certain information in the forefront and not refer to other informa
tion. Again the action principle of focusing on the needs o f clients through telling com
pelling stories o f individuals rather than taking other approaches is recommended. We
have seen this approach recommended as an alternative to bashing public officials and
again, here it is mentioned as an alternative to the use o f data that may be unavailable or
inadequate. Taken together these viewpoints of the directors suggests the action principle
that the innocuous omission of information is an acceptable perhaps even necessary part
o f lobbying.

Overestimating the Need for Your Services and/or Programs in the Course
of Advocating for Decision Favorable to Your Organization

Fifteen o f the executives, approximately one third o f those interviewed, indicated
that they had experienced this type of value conflict. There was a great deal o f similarity
in the directors responses to this item and their comments about the practice o f not
revealing all they know about a particular situation in the course o f lobbying. Similar
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themes emerged in the discussion of this issue: (a) difficulty in obtaining good data; (b)
the belief that the practice is widespread and shared; (c) the game metaphor; and (d) the
notion that it is acceptable, perhaps necessary to exaggerate or overestimate needs, but
it is never acceptable to commit an outright lie. Each of these points are discussed in
more detail on the following pages and comments from the executives are provided to
illustrate them.
Poor data, or the problem of obtaining accurate data was again a trend identified
by executives in conversations about estimates. Eight o f the directors who said that they
had overestimated needs and two who said that the had not overestimated needs talked
about the problem of obtaining good solid data to use in their lobbying efforts. Some
comments to illustrate the point follow.
I worry about that. I am using data from a state wide needs assessment done by
a really reliable source in 1991 - so it's recent and all that. But, I don't feel com
fortable with the numbers because they are not actual numbers. They are projec
tions based on a mathematical formula. So, when I use those I feel nervous about
that. It's tough to get solid data - nobody has it.
It is very hard to get statistics on the population we serve so this is a difficult
question to answer. Historically, we have made projections without a real good
foundation.
Getting accurate data is always a problem - the census bureau data is hopelessly
inadequate. What you wind up doing is presenting the data that you are comforta
ble with and then discussing general trends, local trends, this is what we have
seen - and based on that we know what the population is out there that is not
being served.
Four o f the directors who said that they had overestimated needs and one who
said that the had not overestimated stated that they believed that the practice is wide
spread and shared among their peers. For example:
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Yes, everybody knows that. Everybody knows that everybody is exaggerating.
It could be over or underestimating, but that is very typical of human services.
We always tie the budget to what we think we can provide, but in terms o f other
organizations that I belong to, it is done all the time.
Similar to the previously discussed interview item on the value conflict of not
revealing all that is known, executives drew the distinction between estimates and out
right lies. Again executives affirmed the belief that while estimates and exaggerations are
acceptable, outright lies are not. For example:
It happens all the time, and it has to, but you never lie. Lies get out, exaggera
tions are understood. You never even have to back off o f an exaggeration,
someone just has to prove you're wrong and make an arbitrary decision anyway.
To specifically say that we distort data no, that we lie - no, people are going to
find you out. But, there is a fine line between that and giving a charismatic story,
a message that people will like. Lets put it this way - you put the data in the most
favorable light. You never really lie.
Exaggerations, yes - 1 have certainly expanded on the truth. I do my best to have
hard numbers, but when you don't have hard numbers
there have been times
when I make it appear to be worse than it is, because I know that there is not
enough of a safety net. I justify it as a safety net because it always ends up being
worse.
As with previous discussions of lobbying practices, particularly the interview item
regarding not revealing all that is known, The game metaphor for lobbying was men
tioned. Two comments by those executives who report that they have overestimated
needs allude to this approach as being outside o f their control. One comment provided
by an executive who has not overestimated needs also illustrates the use o f a game
metaphor.
Always, but only because that is the way the game is played.
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We do this all the time with (deleted). It is part o f the game. You know that they
are only going to give you so much so you go a certain percentage above what
you think you will get, knowing that you will never get all you ask for. It is
unfortunate that the system is set up that way. We all know it, and everybody
does it. We also bump up the figures because the (deleted) deducts certain
administrative costs so you tack on that percentage. It's all a numbers game.
I would not participate in that. Once again, If I am going to value a relationship
with somebody I don't expect them to play games with me and I don't play games
with them.
A few o f the executives described feelings of actual conflicts and the experience
of an ethical dilemma during the discussion of this issue. This in some way contrasts with
the perception that these practices are part of the "game" and other executives' beliefs
that overestimating the need for services during the course o f lobbying is widespread.
Some comments are provided below:
I don't do that kind of gray stuff because it makes me uncomfortable.
I am real careful. I am real nervous about having solid numbers. ..and I am real
careful because I think those things can come back to haunt you. But there have
been times when I have a little stomach ache about reporting something and won
dering if that was the most accurate data.
It is also helpful to examine some of the comments offered by individuals who
responded negatively to this question in comparison to those who believed that overesti
mating the need was a wide spread practice. Five o f the executives interviewed said that
they did not need to overestimate because the needs for their particular services are well
documented. Two others described the practice as unwise and a short term approach.
Executives also discussed the element of risk involved in overestimating needs. A sample
of comments from those directors who report that they do not engage in this practice are
provided below:
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We don't do that - that is very short term thinking - that is a stupid approach. We
use census data whenever we need data for prevalence. We use anecdotal things,
success stories, that kind of thing and our own data which deals with levels of
success with various clients that receive our services.
I stick to the facts because then I dont have to remember who I said what to. I
mean that's my story and I'm sticking to it.
I know the importance of being able to justify and being able to verify’ the factual
information. It's not worth it, the risk, at least I don't believe so, other people
may.
We don't have to overestimate because we have a documented waiting list with
lots o f families on it. We don't have to do that.
Another type of overestimating was discussed by the executives that was not spe
cifically asked about in the interview protocol guide, that o f overestimating service out
comes. The practice of overestimating the ability o f the organization to have an impact
on the need was another way that directors described trying to put their best foot for
ward, as illustrated in the following comments.
I think we all kind of stretch our case - like when we apply to the state (deleted)
department for re-upping our grant we try to paint our picture in the best light
that we can.
It is very difficult to get data - to say you are overestimating when the data is so
soft - 1 cant imagine that. But, I could see us overestimating the possibility of us
making an impart given the fart that there are very complex problems and all of
that - to impart on the need - which is also part o f the game.
In this arena it is not overestimating the need as much as over estimating the suc
cess rate. So, in our reports it sounds like every program is going great guns. But
I know that it is not the way it really is. We probably overestimate our successes
somewhat, not so much in number but in quality.
These comments suggest that reasonable estimates are acceptable in lobbying
practices. However, what is a reasonable estimate is open to interpretation. While
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discussing these concerns, executives also recognized their responsibility to improve the
ways and means o f identifying, collecting and reporting the kinds of data desired by for
lobbying purposes, and they discussed ongoing efforts to do so. The comments o f the
executive suggest the action principle of using the available data that one is comfortable
with, even if it is not exactly what is desired for the purposes at hand. This, along with
anecdotal local information, is helpful to make the best possible case for support o f the
organization.

Jeopardizing the Nonprofit Status o f the Organization

Fourteen executives indicated that they felt some concern or risk o f jeopardizing
the status of their nonprofit organization because of their lobbying efforts. In comparison,
over half o f the fifty directors interviewed engaged in the lobbying practices of visiting
policy makers, writing letters, telephoning policy makers, and lobbying in committees.
Some themes emerged in the discussion of the risks to nonprofit status associated with
lobbying. Five o f the executives indicated a sense of the right or obligation of nonprofit
executives to lobby. O f these five, three reported that they were concerned about the
nonprofit status of their organization and two reported that they were not. One of execu
tives described lobbying or advocacy in terms o f a moral duty as part o f serving their
clients.
It is a moral duty. The people we serve do not have the luxury o f being able to
be involved in the political process, they are too busy trying to keep a roof over
their heads and food on the table. It is our duty to do it for them as long as we are
doing it correctly and truly voicing their concerns.
It seems like if people support a nonprofit and support its mission it should be
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able to do whatever it wants to do to impact that laws that govern the people.
I don't see it as jeopardizing. I think we are within the law. Sure, if they followed
me around there are a lot of things that they could identify as lobbying that I con
sider to be part of my job in keeping this agency afloat, staying on top o f issues
and funding, that's it.
Seven of the executives reported that they did not believe they were at risk o f los
ing the nonprofit status of the organization because the amount o f lobbying that was done
was not sufficient to cause a risk. Their remarks follow.
Am I personally? No, because I don't think that we are going to get to the
posture where we are involved in that amount o f lobbying as a percentage o f our
total activity that a case could justifiably be made that lobbying is all we are
doing.
I can't imagine not doing what I do, and when the measure is a percentage o f my
time it's a veiy small amount of the overall agency resources. I don't see where
the risk is.
There were a variety of opinions expressed by the executives who believed that
they were not risking their nonprofit status by lobbying. Three executives reported that
they believed that any scrutiny of their activity is more likely to originate at the state than
the federal level. Three executives mentioned that they used words like education and
advocacy to describe their lobbying and this was a reason their nonprofit status was not
in jeopardy because of their lobbying efforts. A few comments are provided to illustrate
these points.
I think if we got audited we would be pretty safe. Under a literal interpretation
I think most things could be taken as lobbying so I try to be pretty careful and
keep it to education.
Yes, on occasion, when I read articles about organizations that have lost their
status for one reason or another. I think most agencies walk very carefully around
the issue. We are more likely to call it advocacy or education.
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Yes, and because of that we tend to call it other things like advocacy or educa
tion, even though we are doing more o f it in the past several years.
Thus, we see that there are a variety of ethical dilemmas faced by executive direc
tors of nonprofit organizations as they pursue influencing policy makers on behalf o f their
organizations. One clear theme that emerged was agreement that these value conflicts are
inevitable, and that there are number of ways to deal with them. Even those directors who
had not experienced these value conflicts in the past twelve months indicated that they
expected to experience them soon, or had experienced them in previous jobs. Thirty-four
o f the executives had five years or less in their current positions. As a result, several
remarked that they had not experienced the value conflicts but fully expected to, believing
that it was only a matter of time before similar situations would arise in their current
positions.
Executive directors of nonprofit organizations are influenced in their lobbying
decisions by the impact their actions may have on the support provided by a mix o f stake
holders and funders. Stakeholder groups referenced by the directors during the inter
views include private philanthropists and governmental sources o f funding. Executives
also expressed concern about how their lobbying practices would be perceived by client
advocates or family members and the general population.
There is a variety of opinion about these experiences and the meaning that indi
viduals attach to them. Some seem to enjoy the existential tension created by the experi
ence, evoking a game metaphor o f the political processes involved with leading their
agency. Others take a more pragmatic approach and speak in terms of what is realistic
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to expect of themselves and others as they seek to solve problems through lobbying. Still
others picture themselves as untouched by the ethical choices encountered when working
actively in the political process. These individuals described themselves as clear o f pur
pose and o f sufficient resolve to navigate safely around what other executives describe
as the grayer political areas of executive leadership in a community based nonprofit
agency.

Bivariate Analysis

M aiorilesearch Questions

The overall research questions were stated as follows:
1. D o executive directors o f local charitable nonprofit organizations lobby?
2. If they do engage in lobbying, what types o f techniques are used? What value
issues might they encounter?
3. I f they do not engage in lobbying, what are the factors that influence their
decision?
Questions one and two have been addressed in the discussion o f the findings in
the preceding section. Following an analysis o f the frequency distributions o f the quanti
tative data and the comments provided by the directors during the taped interviews, a
bivariate analysis was conducted using Chi Square. Chi Square is useful in testing the
level o f significance attained in a cross tabulation o f bivariate measures. The test begins
with the assumption of no relationship between the variables in the population and deter-
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mines if any o f the relationship examined could have occurred by chance (Meier &
Brundy, 1987). Blalock (1979) describes chi square as a general test useful for evaluat
ing if empirically obtained frequencies differ significantly from those which we would
expect under a given set of theoretical assumptions.
Chi square is often used in contingency problems through cross referencing nomi
nal or ordinal level variables. Computing chi square involves three steps. To begin, the
expected frequencies in each in the contingency table are calculated based on the
assumption that the two variables bang measured are unrelated in the population. Next,
the chi square is computed based on the differences between the expected frequencies in
each cell and the actual observed frequency in each cell. The greater the difference
between the expected frequencies and the observed frequency the greater confidence one
can have in inferring that there is a relationship between the two variables. The third step
is to compare the computed value o f chi square with a statistical table of theoretical chi
square values. In so doing one can determine the degree of confidence for inferring from
the sample cross tabulation that there is indeed a relationship in the general population.

Specific Research Questions

Executives responded to questions regarding personal, organizational, and envi
ronmental variables that the author assumed to be associated with lobbying by nonprofit
executive directors. These questions are presented in this section along with the results
o f the analysis o f the relationship between the independent and dependent variables.
Where relationships are found at the .05 level they are interpreted within the context of
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the comments obtained from the executives during the interviews. Quantitative support
for the relationships between independent and dependent variables is provided by these
statistics. Because so little is published about the association between characteristics of
nonprofit organizations, and their executive directors, and lobbying activity as defined
under PL 94-455, there was an interest in testing for an association between these charac
teristics and lobbying activity.
In this section all independent and dependent variables identified in the research
questions are listed first.

Those with statistically significant associations are then

reported and discussed, followed by of those that were not found to be significant.
1. Is there a relationship between the executive director's perception o f the rela
tive importance o f lobbying and lobbying activity?
2. Is there a relationship between the inclusion o f lobbying as a specific job
requirement o f the executive director and lobbying activity?
3. Is there a relationship between the organizational characteristic o f participating
in local coalitions and lobbying activity?
4. Is there a relationship between affiliation with state organizations and lobbying
activity?
5. Is there a relationship between affiliation with national organizations and lob
bying activity?
6. Is there a relationship between the level o f board support for executive direc
tor lobbying and lobbying activity?
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Is There a Relationship Between the Executive Director's Perception
o f the Relative Importance of Lobbying and Lobbying Activity?

A relationship was found between the executives' ratings of the relative
importance o f lobbying and several lobbying practices. Directors who ranked lobbying
high among the many tasks they had as executive directors o f nonprofit organizations
were more likely to write letters [ 2 (4, N=50)=13.88122, /K.05], The same is true for
asking others to write letters [ 2 (4, N=50)=13.17993,/K.05] and visiting policy makers
with others [ 2 (4, N=50)=21.2285,/K.05] (Tables 23,24,25). Nineteen executives rated
lobbying as very important, and 95% (18) o f them visit policy makers accompanied by
others, 84% (16) send letters to policy makers, and 47% (9) ask others to send letters.

Table 23
Executives' Perception o f the Importance o f Lobbying and
Sending Letters to Policy Makers

Level o f Importance

Not
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Yes

33% (8)

85% (6)

84% (16)

No

66% (16)

15% (1)

16% (3)

Total

100% (24)

100% (7)

100% (19)

Send Letters

N=50, Chi Square = 13.88122, df= 2, p=.05
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Table 24
Executives' Perception o f the Importance o f Lobbying and
Asking Others to Send Letters

Level o f Importance

Ask Others to
Send Letters

Not
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Yes

4% (1)

14% (1)

47% (9)

No

96% (23)

86% (6)

53% (10)

Total

100% (24)

100% (7)

100% (19)

N=50, Chi Square = 18.10305, df= 2, p=.05

Table 25
Executives' Perception o f the Importance o f Lobbying and Visits
to Policy Makers With Others

Level o f Importance

Not
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Yes

25% (6)

57% (4)

95% (18)

No

75% (18)

43% (3)

5% (1)

Total

100% (24)

100% (7)

100 % (19)

Visits with Others

N=50, Chi Square = 21.22854, df= 2, p=.05
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The executives' ratings o f the importance o f lobbying were also found to be
related to two value conflicts: the risk o f alienating supporters o f the organization by
taking a position for or against policy o f state government [2 (4, N=50)=12.99083,
/?< 05], and the risk of taking a potentially controversial position on local policy issues
[2 (4, N=50)= 18.01305, /K .05] (Tables 26 and 27). There is less o f a tendency to exper
ience these value conflicts as the ranking o f the importance of lobbying decreases. Fortyeight percent (24) rated lobbying as not important. Of these, over ninety percent indicated
that they did not experience these value conflicts.

Table 26
Executives' Perception o f the Importance of Lobbying and
the Value Conflicts With State Policies

Level o f Importance

Not
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Yes

8% (2)

29% (2)

58% (11)

No

92% (22)

71% (5)

42% (8)

Total

100%
(24)

100% (7)

100% (19)

Value Conflict

N=50, Chi Square = 12.98083, df= 2, p=.05
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Table 27
Executives' Perception of the Importance o f Lobbying and
Value Conflicts With Local Policies

Level o f Importance

Not
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Yes

4% (1)

15% (1)

47% (9)

No

96% (23)

85% (6)

53% 10)

Total

100% (24)

100% (7)

100% (19)

Value Conflicts

N=50, Chi Square = 18.10305, df= 2, p=.05

Is There a Relationship Between the Inclusion o f Lobbying
as a Specific Job Requirement of the Executive
Director and Lobbying Activity?

Forty percent (20) of the executives indicated that lobbying was mentioned in their
job description in some manner. A relationship was found between the job description
variable and the lobbying practice o f writing letters to policy makers [ 2 ( 1 , n=50) =
7.03125, p < 05.] (Table 28).

O f the 20 executives, eighty-five percent (17) reported

writing letters to policy makers. Forty-three percent (13) o f the executives who did not
have lobbying in their job description also reported writing letters to policy makers.
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Table 28
Inclusion of Lobbying in the Executives' Job Description and
Writing Letters To Policy Makers

Lobbying In Job Description

Yes

No

Yes

85% (17)

43% (13)

No

15% (3)

57% (17)

Total

100% (20)

100% (30)

Writing Letters

N=50, Chi Square = 7.03125 with Yates correction, df=l, p=.05

Is There a Relationship Between the Organizational Characteristic of
Participating in Local Coalitions and Lobbying Activity?

Forty-four percent (22) of the executives indicated that their agencies participated
in local coalitions to lobby. This characteristic o f the organizations is related to the lob
bying technique o f sending letters to policy makers [2 (1, £J=50) = 9.50014, p < 05.]
(Table 29). Eighty-six percent (19) o f those who participated in local coalitions sent
letters to policy makers to lobby.

Is There a Relationship Between Affiliation With State
Organizations and Lobbying Activity?

Organizational affiliation with a state association is related to the lobbying practice
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Table 29
Executives Participation in Local Coalitions and
Writing Letters to Policy Makers

Local Coalitions

Yes

Yes

86%(19)

No

39% (11)

Write Letters
No
Total

14% ( 3 )
100%
(22)

61% (17)
100% (28)

N=50, Chi Square = 9.50014 with Yates Correction, df= 1, p= 05

o f asking others to write letters to policy makers, [2 (1, H=50) = 3.86177, p < 05.]
(Table 30). Executives who were members o f state associations were more likely to ask
others to write letters to policy makers than those who were not members of state asso
ciations. Sixty-three percent (15) o f those who are members o f state associations
reported asking others to write letters to policy makers. Seventy percent (18) of those
who are not members o f state associations reported that they did not ask others to write
letters to policy makers.

Is There a Relationship Between Affiliation With National
Organizations and Lobbying Activity?

The lobbying activity o f asking others to visit policy makers was related to
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Table 30
Membership in State Associations and Executives' Asking Others
to Write Letters to Policy Makers

State Association Membership

Yes

Asking others to
Write Letters

No

Yes

63% (15)

30% (8)

No

37% (9)

70% (18)

Total

100%
(24)

100% (26)

N=50, Chi Square = 3.86177 with Yates Correction, df= 1, p=.05

affiliation with national associations [ 2 ( 1 , £i=50) = 4.52009, p < 05.] (Table 31). Those
executives whose organizations hold memberships in national associations were more
likely to ask others to visit policy makers than those who did not belong to national asso
ciations. Sixty percent (30) o f the executives reported membership in national associa
tions. Of these, sixty-three percent (19) engaged in the lobbying practice o f asking others
to visit policy makers. Seventy-five percent (15) o f those who do not belong to national
associations do not ask others to visit policy makers.

Is There a Relationship Between the Level o f Board Support for
Executive Director Lobbying and Lobbying Activity?

Four lobbying activities were associated with the level o f board support for
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Table 31
Membership in National Associations and Executives'
Asking Others to Visit Policy Makers
National Association Membership

Yes

No

Yes

63% (19)

25% (5)

No

37% (11)

75% (15)

100% (30)

100% (20)

Asking Others

Total

N=50, Chi Square = 5.61231 with Yates Correction, df= 1, p=.05

lobbying. First among these is visiting policy makers alone [ 2 (4, £J-50) = 10.67226,/?
< 05.] (Table 32). The level of board support for lobbying is reported in three categories;
high, medium and low. O f these twenty nine executives who reported a high level o f
board support for lobbying, 79% (23) reported visiting policy makers alone. Sixty-two
percent (18) reported that they visited policy makers with others [ 2 (4, £1=50) =
11.18551 p < 05.] (Table 33). Seventy-six percent (22) reported telephoning policy
makers to lobby

[ 2 (4, £J=50) = 13.54461 p < 05.] (Table 34). Finally, there was a

relationship between directors sending letters to policy makers to lobby and the level o f
board support [ 2 (4, £{=50) = 10.62500p < 05.] (Table 35) Seventy-six percent (22)
of the executives who reported a high level of board support also reported writing letters.
With all o f these, the stronger the board support the more likely it seems that the
executives would engage in these lobbying practices.
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Tabie 32
Board Support for Executive Lobbying and Executives'
Visits to Policy Makers Alone

Level o f Board Support

Low

Medium

High

Yes

35% (6)

75% (3)

79% (23)

No

65% (11)

25% (1)

21% (6)

Total

100% (17)

100 (4)

100% (29)

Visits

N=50, Chi Square = 10.67226, df= 2, p=,05

Table 33
Board Support for Executive Lobbying and Executives' Visits
to Policy Makers With Others

Level o f Board Support
Low

Medium

High

Yes

47% (8)

50% (2)

62% (18)

No

53% (9)

50% (2)

38% (11)

100% (17)

100% (4)

100% (29)

Visits

Total

N=50, Chi Square = 11.8551, d£= 2, p=.05
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Board Support for Executive Lobbying and Executives'
Telephoning Policy Makers

Level of Board Support

Low

Medium

High

Yes

41% (7)

50% (2)

76% (22)

No

59% (10)

50% (2)

24% (7)

Total

100% (17)

100% (4)

100% (29)

Telephoning

N=50, Chi Square = 13.54461, df= 2, p=.05

Table 35
Board Support for Executive Lobbying and Executives'
Writing Letters to Policy Makers

Level o f Board Support
Low

Medium

High

Yes

29% (5)

75% (3)

76% (22)

No

71% (12)

25% (1)

24% (7)

Total

100% (17)

100% (4)

100% (29)

Letter Writing

N=50, Chi Square = 10.62500, df= 2, p=.05
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Ten independent variables do not have a statistically significant association with
any lobbying techniques. Among these ten independent variables are: (1) age, gender,
educational level, and time in position o f the executive director; (2) the organization as
a sole provider o f service; (3) age of the organization; (4) the field o f the service o f the
organization; (5) board member participation in lobbying; (6) the size o f the organizations
budget; and (7) the legislative or political action committees o f the board.

Executive Directors Recommendations About Lobbying

At the close of the interview executives were asked: "Do you have any advice to
offer to new executive directors of nonprofit organizations about lobbying?" Thirty-eight
percent (19) of the executives did indeed have some advice to offer about lobbying. Their
advice indicated a close fit between the interpersonal skills and tactics described in the
literature for successful nonprofit lobbyists (Smucker, 1991). Smucker emphasizes that
interpersonal relationship skills are the most essential element for successful lobbying.
This opinion was widely shared by the executives participating in this research. Their
comments reveal a high value placed on personal relationships with policy makers, both
elected and nonelected. Common themes that emerged during the directors recommen
dations about lobbying translate into action principles for nonprofit lobbying. These
action principles are described in the following paragraphs along with relevant quotes
from the executives.
1.

Develop close personal relationships with policy makers. The comments about

personal relationships underscore the difference between knowing about lobbying and
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doing it. Specific lobbying techniques are not complex or highly technical however. The
ability to use them effectively throughout the lobbying process is highly dependent on the
executive director’s ability to relate to and work effectively with the variety of personality
types that one is likely to encounter in the course o f lobbying.
I think that one o f the things that I believe strongly in is interpersonal skills. I
prefer personal communication verses written.
What works is knowing people. I work an awful lot with bureaucrats. Knowing
the staff and knowing the people who are actually working with the material is
important. So, knowing the politicians to the extent that you can is important.
The executives suggested five methods o f developing close personal relationships
with policy makers. Each of them are described in the following paragraphs along with
relevant comments.
1(a). Develop the relationships earlv on. before a maior issue develops.
I think you need to know who the local representatives are before you run into
problems. I made it my business when I took this job to get involved and to get
to know who the policy makers are.
1(b). Mutual trust and respect is a kev element o f these relationships.
I think that the best advice I can offer is that you need to have long term
relationships with legislators that are based on trust, not a relationship that is
based on an issue.
1(c). Avoid the appearance of always asking for something from the policy maker.
Develop the relationships early on so that way you are not always asking for
something every time you see them.
I f you think you are going to need someone's assistance on something get to
know them. Don't ask for anything at first. Just get to know them and then
gradually you can share things so that it becomes a matter of sharing opinions. If
you do this, you won’t be viewed as someone always coming to them asking for
a favor.
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1(d). Be helpful, inform policy makers what vou can do for them and their con
stituents. This is similar to the principle that executives should avoid having every inter
action with a policy maker be one in which the executive asks for something from the
policy maker. Executives should spend time and effort informing policy makers o f the
services and benefits that the agency brings to the community. For elected officials, this
information can be used to assist constituents in solving problems, and thereby provides
opportunities for the elected officials to prove they can be o f service and helpful to their
constituents.
This is particularly important during election years. Part o f developing good rela
tionships and establishing credibility is informing policy makers what you can do for them
and their constituents. This provides an opportunity to be o f service and create some
"political currency’ that can be cashed in at another time. Providing assistance to policy
makers also creates an opportunity to demonstrate competence in the field or service area
and thereby adds to the credibility o f the organization and the executive director.
Let them know that you have some information that they need to do their jobs.
Try to be a resource to them. If you do this, they usually will check with you and
recognize you as a resource. Remember that it works both ways. If they have a
problem with one of their constituents that you can be helpful with, be responsive
to helping them solve the issue. Try to be there for them and deliver your services
to their constituents.
It's good just to call them up and let them know who you are and what you can
do for them and their constituents. You never know what kind of opportunity that
may bring in the future. They are often very curious about these things. They
really do want to know. I have never, ever had a legislator refuse to meet with me.
1(e). Give sincere praise, recognition, and thanks to policy makers for their
efforts. Executives should carefully develop and maintain their relationships with policy
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makers. It is important to give thanks and appreciation for a policy maker's efforts on
behalf o f the nonprofit organization. Even if the desired effect was not achieved most
efforts are still worthy o f being recognized in the context o f developing and maintaining
relationships. This strategy recommended by the directors is really no more than common
courtesy. This seems simple enough but could be easily overlooked in part because of the
tendency to view politics as adversarial.
It's most important to say thank you when they do a job for you. It is important
to simply thank them for their time. Do not to be afraid o f them, they are just
people. And make sure you get to the ones that serve the area that you represent.
It's more effective when you can do that.
We will be there a lot of times giving praise or supporting them on an issue. We
write letters that are also in praise and thanks for work done on other issues that
they are involved in.
2. Establish credibility. The issue of credibility is an important one for nonprofit
lobbying. Executives identified the issue and how to gain or create credibility by having
reputable board members, matching volunteers to the task and using rational approaches.
There were several different strategies suggested to establish credibility; being visible in
the community, being well informed on issues, choosing issues carefully, and taking a
rational logical approach. For example:
Grassroots efforts require very credible and visible people who have a passion for
the issues. It also helps if the issues are politically correct, like domestic violence.
Well connected and balanced board members add a lot o f legitimacy to lobbying
efforts. Training volunteers in grassroots techniques is very important, as is
matching their skills to the tasks and activities.
2(a). Be visible in the community. Executives can be visible in the community by
attending events relating to nonprofit organizations, and events where major community
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leaders and organizational stakholders are present, and where policy makers are present.
The directors cautioned against lobbying extensively during these times but focused on
making their presence and support known. Being visible in the community was identified
as an action principle that promotes the credibility and effectiveness o f a nonprofit exec
utive director. The executives had several interesting comments regarding visibility.
My advice is that it is important to be visible in the community with as many fac
tions as possible. Be involved in government support and all the various commun
ity activities that really work toward making the community a better on a total
level. Do not limit yourself to being involved specifically with just political peo
ple. To me that is not genuine. That new person (executive director) really has
to prove to all of those people out there in the community that they are genuinely
committed to their mission. Get some credibility in the community with the
chamber of commerce and the various factions that really do influence policy
makers.
To be effective as a nonprofit executive, I think you have to be very known, very
visible in the community. One of the reasons that I think this board hired me is
not just because of the skills I have, but also because o f the contacts that I bring
to the organization.
2(b). Be well informed about the issues. Executives believe that it is important
to be well informed on issues. Being knowledgeable and conversant in a variety of issues
effecting the nonprofit world and the local community, particularly those that are in the
policy making spotlight at the moment is helpful. Executives should be able to demon
strate that they are well rounded persons and critical thinkers who are able to see the
interconnections between the mission of their agencies and the larger community. The
executives recommended that the effective lobbyist would have a good understanding o f
the legislative process. Several executives agreed on the importance o f knowing both
sides of every issue that is the focus of the lobbying efforts. A related issue to this general
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theme was the importance of using solid facts whenever possible and having a clear
agenda when meeting with policy makers.
I think it is important to surround yourself with a broad spectrum o f viewpoints.
It is important for me, as someone who advocates for families, to also be in
touch with the other sides argument.
Don't go in there and get all self-righteous about the downtrodden o f society and
all that kind o f stuff. If you don't know both sides o f the issues I don't think you
can truly have a solid or legitimate argument or discussion. You are not going to
go anywhere then, you will just end up screaming against a wall. It is important
to hear their points, correct them or learn how you can work together.
I think you will be seen as more credible. Some people may say that you will be
perceived as being wishy-washy. Or, they might say that you can't do anything if
you are so busy trying to hear everybody's opinions and trying to please every
body else. I think you have to have a degree o f information from both sides
before you can take a credible stand. You can still go back to your position. At
least you will know how to better defend yourself. You can at least say that you
have seen their side and their viewpoint. You may not agree but at least you will
understand.
You need to let the legislators know that you are concerned about the full range
of constructive community issues and not just those relating xo your specific field
of service.
2(c).

Carefully select issues that merit lobbying. Many executives strongly

expressed the opinion that all lobbying efforts should have a clear tie to the mission o f the
agency. Another slant on this same concept was the expressed belief that executive direc
tors of nonprofit organizations need to choose their battles carefully. Related to this was
the importance placed on lobbying in coalitions as means of increasing effectiveness and
reducing risk.
U se caution and go very slowly. Don't jump out there on the first issue that
comes along and take a very polarized stand. Listen to others,, discuss and listen
to the opposing view. Be thoughtful as you look for the win, win situations. You
know what you need. Find out what they need and see if you can find a way to
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get them to lighten up. We have compromised in some situations where the law
did not require a compromise. This is progress.
You need to choose your topics very carefully and not be all over the board. You
really need to know what it is that can be most helpful. Lobby around that one
issue that can gamer public support and member support.
I guess my recommendation is to be careful about not getting too close in any one
camp. Do not tie yourself too closely to one person, especially at the state level.
It really takes all o f them. You have to choose your battles carefully. Make sure
it really is a key issue before you say it is a key issue. Avoid the practice of
running to them all the time and becoming known as the boy who cried wolf.
2(d). Be rational and logical. It was recommended by the directors that indi
viduals in this leadership position be the rational, logical one and let others make the
emotional appeal.
I am a promoter of the idea that your stance on something is very important.
Your position should be logical and based on as many facts as you can identify
and not be emotional. It is very important as an executive director to be seen as
logical and rational. It’s also important to present the emotional side, but let other
people and other groups do it. Let the clients and the client advocates get
everyone all teary-eyed. You need to present the facts and the plan. You can't let
emotion influence your logic. It's the data that get legislators to perk up.
3. Use coalitions and networks.
We have found it very important to be part o f larger networks and coalitions. It
has been beneficial for us to be part o f larger issues such as homelessness rather
than just the housing issues o f our clients, for example. The other thing that we
have done, which is very important, is to be part o f various committees in the
community. This provides a frame o f reference for us to be recognized and
become known as having expertise in a certain area. It is a process rather than a
one-time thing.
Get involved with groups. You are more effective with large numbers of
supporters. Build relationships by taking an educational verses an aggressive
approach.
4. Lobbying is essential. Good programs and demonstrated needs for services are
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not sufficient to maintain program support. Finally, many o f the executives offered the
opinion that lobbying is an essential part of the work o f the executive director o f a
nonprofit organization. Several related comments follow.
You have to do it, it's survival. You know, I hate that because it's not based on
the quality of your program or how good it is. It's based on who you know, and
what you do, and the information you pass out and the strength o f your advocacy
group or your board. It's POLITICS!!!
It is a very disillusioning kind o f process because that is not what you learn as a
therapist in social work. You leam to help people and you find that does not have
any correlation to how your program survives financially.
You do a good job. I still believe that you have to do the best job. You have to
be accountable, but that's not what it is all about. It's about who you know, and
how powerful your board is. It's about how many connections you have, and how
well you keep that up. It's amazing!
Start it immediately. What worked for me is that I got wonderful advice from our
board chair. I was acting director for a year before he convinced me to take the
job. He told me to network and to meet people. That is what I did and that is how
I became committed to the organization. My stories that I tell during my lobbying
efforts are my personal interactions with people.
I believe that lobbying ought to be one o f the responsibilities of an executive
director. I believe that lobbying should be directed primarily on the issues that
impact on the agency. Examples of these are funding issues, policy issues, and
program issues that have a direct impact on the services provided by the agency.
In other words, advocacy ought to flow from the needs and experiences o f the
agency and not just from the issue that might not be a particular issue for the
services of the agency.
Any organization, from my perspective, that operates in the greater environment,
has an absolute need to be on some kind o f relationship basis with the political
powers that be. Those powers may be the Governor, the state senators, state
representatives, mayor, city council members or what have you. I think it
behooves the executive director of a nonprofit organization to at least have some
kind o f passing acquaintance with the key political figures in the environment,
including the business leaders, the chamber of commerce etc.
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CHAPTER VH

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This research has examined lobbying practices o f executive directors o f nonprofit
organizations. The type and scope of their lobbying practices has been described. The
value conflicts or ethical dilemmas encountered by the executives in the course of
lobbying on behalf o f their organizations have been documented. A bivariate analysis was
conducted to help examine the relationships between personal and organizational factors
and lobbying activity. The respondents recommendations about lobbying by executive
directors o f local nonprofit organizations have been reported.

Lobbying Techniques in Use

Executive directors of community-based nonprofit organizations do indeed engage
in lobbying. Table 36 summarizes the lobbying activity reported by the executives inter
viewed. The strategies used by the executive respondents in the sample population are
consistent with those described by experts on the practice of lobbying in the private and
nonprofit sector. Executives make personal visits alone (64%) and with others (54%).
They also write letters (60%) and telephone policy makers (60%), and asks others to do
the same (46% and 44% respectively). They meet with policy makers in coalitions in their
local communities (58%), and they sponsor special events at the capitoi (36%).
One o f the most frequent observations provided by the executives was that
161
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Table 36
Summary of Lobbying Practices

rechniques

%

Level Freq.

Topic Others

Visiting policy makers alone

64

SE

2-5

F

na

Telephone calls to policy makers

60

SE

6+

F

na

Writing letters

60

SE

6+

F

na

Community group or committee participation

58

SE

2-5

F

C

Visiting policy makers with others

54

SE

2-5

F

C

Asking others to visit policy makers

48

LE

2-5

F

s

Asking others to telephone policy makers

44

SE

2-5

F

c

Asking others to write letters

46

SE

2-5

F, FOS

c

Special events

36

SE

1

Ed, Ad

c

Key:
% = percent of executives reporting using this lobbying practice
Level = level most frequently lobbied:
LE= local elected, SE= state elected, FE = federal elected,
LN= local nonelected, SN= State nonelected, F= Federal nonelected
Freq. = the number of instances in the 12 months preceding the data collection
Topics: F= funding, FOS = field of service regulations, Ed=education, AD= advocacy
Others = those most often identified as participating in lobbying:
B= board members, S= staff, C=coalitions
Note: more than one entry appears in the topic column only when the topics were
reported equally, otherwise only the most frequently reported topic is indicated.
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successful nonprofit lobbying is dependent on personal relationships with policy makers,
their aides, and with peers with whom they lobby in coalitions. By far, the directors ex
pressed a preference for personal contact and relationships with policy makers. O f the
top five lobbying techniques reported by the executives, four are techniques that require
personal contact, writing letters is the exception. Executives described the importance o f
developing personal relationships with policy makers early and nurturing these relation
ships for the long term investment. Sound personal relationships serve as a foundation
for other aspects of effective lobbying, such as demonstrating credibility, providing good
service, looking for win-win relationships, compromise, and providing appreciation and
recognition to policy makers for their efforts.
Executives direct most of their lobbying to elected state officials and funding is
the primary focus of these lobbying efforts. The lobbying reported by executives related
to regulations also has a relationship to fimding because a nonprofit organization's ability
or willingness to comply with certain regulations may be a deciding factor in what pro
grams and funding are include in the organization's operations. Some federal funding for
nonprofit organizations is passed through the state bureaucracies responsible for con
tracting for services (Kettner & Martin, 1987). With the current trend toward returning
power from the federal government to the states, lobbying of state officials is likely to
prevail.
Table 37 provides a more detailed analysis of where executive directors target their
lobbying efforts. Clearly, state elected officials are the most frequently lobbied policy
makers, followed by local elected and federal elected officials, in that order. Federal
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Table 37
Summary of Lobbying Targeted to Various Levels of Policy Makers

Frequency o f Contact

Most

Techniques

Least

Visiting policy makers alone

SE

LE

LN

SN

FE

FN

Telephone calls to policy makers

SE

LE

SN

LN

FE

FN

Asking others to telephone policy makers

SE

LE

SN

FE

LN

FN

Community group or committee participation

SE

LE

FE

LN

SN

FN

Visiting policy makers with others

SE

LN

LE

SN

FE

FN

Writing letters

SE

FE

LE

LN

SN

FN

Asking others to write letters

SE

FE

LE

SN

FN

LN

Asking others to visit policy makers

LE

SE

FE

LN

SN

FN

7
1
0
0
0
0

1
4
1
0
2
0

0
3
1
2
2
0

0
0
4
3
1
0

0
0
1
3

0
0
1
0
0
7

Column totals:
SE= state elected
LE= local elected
LN= local nonelected
SN= State nonelected
FE = federal elected
FN= Federal nonelected

3
1

Key:
LE= local elected, SE= state elected, FE = federal elected,
LN= local nonelected, SN= State nonelected, FN= Federal nonelected
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nonelected officials are the least likely to be lobbied. There are nonprofit programs which
are funded by a combination of state and federal sources where the federal money is
passed through state departments prior to being delivered to community based nonprofits
through purchase of service contracting. In some social, health, and educational fields,
local boards at the county level also make allocations decisions and award contracts to
direct service providers such as those who participated in this study. Providers o f com
munity based mental health and public health services are examples o f local nonprofits
that are involved in this funding arrangement. Fifty-four percent (27) o f the executives
participating in this survey were employed by social service organizations. Health services
and education services each comprised an additional fourteen percent (7). Social services,
health and educational services combined comprised eighty-two percent (41) o f the
organizations participating in the study. Thus, the structure o f funding and regulatory
administration compel many executives to lobby at the state level o f government.
Five of the top nine lobbying techniques involve work with some form o f coali
tion. Executives belong to coalitions that consist o f various combinations o f executives,
board members, and staff of other nonprofit organizations. There is a relationship
between membership in national associations and lobbying. National associations issue
legislative alerts and call on their members to contact policy makers regarding specific
legislation. National Associations also provide detailed information about legislation and
how to approach policy makers. It may be that executives who belong to national
associations ask others to visit policy makers more often than those who do not belong
because o f these prompts and material assistance. It may also be that belonging to a
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national association o f a nonprofit is a conscious choice o f an executive director that is
driven by a strong appreciation for lobbying in general.
Contrary to the recommendations o f Smucker (1991) few respondents used the
media for lobbying purposes. Use of the radio and television to lobby was reported by
less than 10% o f the executive directors. Newspapers were used for direct lobbying pur
poses by 20% o f the directors and grassroots lobbying by 16% of the executives.
Smucker reports that the media can be effective vehicles for lobbying efforts. Legislators
are sensitive to how they are quoted in the media, and legislative staffers rate daily news
paper editorials and articles as important factors that influence elected officials.
No differences were found in how male and female executives lobbied. It is an
interesting finding because o f the popular notion that political activity is conducted via
a "good old boys" network. One possible explanation is that the paradigm o f a male
dominated policy making process developed with respect to private sector lobbyists,
where males outnumber females. Females slightly outnumber males among the executives
who participated in this research (fifty-four percent and forty-six percent respectively).
Eighty-two percent of the executives participating in this study were employed by social,
health, or educational service organizations. These professions typically attract more
females than males, however females are not yet proportionately represented in leadership
positions, except in organizations that have a strictly female constituency such as Girl
Scouts of America and Y.W.C.A.
Executives participating in this research emphasized the importance o f developing
relationships with policy makers and avoiding an adversarial posture. Similarly,
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executives emphasized the processes over the task nature o f lobbying. Both of these
approaches fit more closely with stereotypical female behavior than they do with
stereotypical male behavior. The absence o f a statistically significant difference in
lobbying by male and female executives may be, in part, explained by both male and
female executives using a style of lobbying that is characteristically female.
No differences in lobbying were found based on the age, time in position, and
educational level o f the executive director. The data does not support the concept that
older executives have well-established relationships with policy makers and access to
higher levels o f influence or that younger executives may not have these advantages. It
may be that because elected officials change as the voters express their preferences, that
younger and older executives are on equal footing in establishing and maintaining
relationships with policy makers. Similar to the variable of age of the executive, neither
the number of years of experience nor the educational level o f the executive were found
to influence lobbying activity. The data do not support the conclusion that more
professionally experienced or highly educated executives lobby differently as a result o f
this experience and education. Education was not found to influence lobbying, as one
might expect, given the sophisticated verbal skills and reasoning abilities that are helpful
in preparing and acting out lobbying strategy.
These are interesting findings for several reasons relating to performance issues.
First, as our society ages and individuals are living longer at improved levels o f health,
we should be less concerned with the age of individuals and look more closely at the
actual job performance o f people in leadership positions. Second, the number o f years
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o f experience is not as important as the quality o f the experience itself. There is an
important difference between an individual who performs in the same manner in a
particular job for ten years and the individual who learns and grows each o f the ten years
and thus performs at a higher level with each passing year.
These findings also have implications for the selection process for executive
directors of nonprofit organizations. It is not unusual in human service agencies for staff
who demonstrate good clinical skills over an extended period o f time to be promoted to
leadership positions. In much the same way that no relationship was found between age,
level of education, and time in position and lobbying, having good clinical skills does not
necessarily guarantee good leadership skills. Therefore, it becomes necessary for
nonprofit boards to look to other indicators o f leadership abilities such as an under
standing of the action principles suggested by the respondents in this study, and the ability
to use these principles.

Summary o f Action Principles

There are a number o f action principles that can be distilled from the executives
comments on lobbying practices, the value conflicts experienced while lobbying, and the
executives response to a specific request for recommendations about lobbying. Each o f
these have been discussed in detail in earlier sections o f this report. To aid the reader in
comprehending this research, a summary listing o f these principles follows.
1.

Develop personal relationships with policy makers and their staff that are

established long before they are needed and that are based in credibility and mutual
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support. Develop the ability to successfully work with a variety of personality types.
2. Face-to-face contacts are the most effective way to communicate with policy
makers. Rely on these types of contacts whenever possible.
3. When face-to-face contacts are not possible, use of the telephone is the next
most desirable option.
4. Use the telephone or fax machine when timing is crucial and it is not possible
to have a face-to-face contact.
5. As the time approaches for critical funding or policy decisions make frequent
contact with policy makers, particularly if you are not sure that your position will prevail.
6. Write letters when it is important to present the formal position o f the agency
and/or when documentation is important. Avoid letters when there is a risk o f being
misunderstood as adversarial, unless that is what you desire (however adversarial
relationship are rarely effective).
7. When time allows, and you desire the show o f support for a position from a
large number of people, use agency news letters to solicit grassroots support.
8. When you find it necessary or helpful to have others assist you with lobbying,
have a specific purpose in mind for the involvement of others and make sure they have
credibility and are well informed.
9. Secure board support for your lobbying efforts. Multiply your efforts by
training your board members to be effective lobbyists and make this known as an expec
tation when new board members are recruited.
10. Let others, such as service recipients, take the emotional position when that
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approach has some utility. An executive should maintain a calm, rational, logical
approach, and let others, "chain themselves to the door".
11. Establish credibility by being visible, having a good track record o f perform
ance, providing services to policy makers and their constituents whenever possible, dis
playing a solid knowledge o f all sides of the issues, and remaining calm and rational.
12. Choose your issues carefully. They must be consistent with the mission and
values o f the organization. Be sure there are clear benefits for your organization for
taking a stand on an issue. This does not, however preclude lobbying through coalitions
and supporting others who have some meaningful relationship to your cause.
13. Lobbying in coalitions can be very effective. It demonstrates an awareness of
the impact o f your issues on the broader community. It also shows that you are willing
to compromise and are not an empire builder.
14. Focus on the service needs of the population that you represent and strive to
avoid getting involved in personality issues, bashing o f policy makers, or partisan
debates.
15. Be truthful, but recognize when there are also advantages to the selective use
o f information. There is no moral imperative to reveal information that will hurt your
organization if no one is asking specifically for that information.
16. Use the data you can comfortably defend. Use compelling stories o f successful
programs and successful clients along with the available statistics to help make your case.
17. Give sincere praise, recognition, and thanks to policy makers for their efforts.
Even if the desired effect was not achieved, efforts of policy makers are still worthy of
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recognition in the context of developing and maintaining relationships.
18. Obtain a working knowledge o f the legislative process and the regulations
regarding lobbying and how they apply to your specific situation.
19. Limit your actual use o f the term lobbying when possible. Words such as advo
cacy, education, relationship building, government liaison, are some examples of accept
able alternatives.
20. If you are new to the practice o f lobbying, seek out an experienced person to
provide coaching and serve as a mentor.
21. Generally, the community associates an individual executive director with the
agency any time he/she communicates to the public. Consequently, an executive director
must be very careful about what they say when they speak in public in order to protect
the organization from real or potential harm when they make their positions known.
22. When faced with a conflict between personal beliefs and the official position
o f the agency, an executive may choose to abdicate their position as the official
spokesperson of the agency or simply not make public their personal beliefs and support
the official position o f the agency. One way to avoid these types o f conflicts is by making
sure that personal values are aligned with the official agency positions on sensitive issues
when making the initial decision to accept employment with an organization.

The Necessity o f Lobbying

Executive directors describe lobbying as vital to the continuance o f their agencies.
It is described as an essential activity by those who engage in it and crucial to maintain
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their ability to provide services. Given the structural imperative to lobby based in funding
and regulatory relationships between nonprofit organizations and governmental units,
achieving competence in effective lobbying techniques should be a priority of executive
directors of nonprofit organizations that receive government funds. Similarly, boards of
nonprofit organizations would do well to assess the potential o f individuals seeking
executive director positions to be effective lobbyists.
Lobbying interactions primarily focused on funding issues, followed closely by
regulatory issues. One possible interpretation o f this aspect o f the research is executive
directors o f nonprofit organizations are equally concerned with the amount of service
they provide as determined by funding levels and the manner in which it is provided as
determined by regulations and administrative rules. Executives provided a sound rationale
for lobbying that is directly related to their professional roles. Executives also described
the benefits of lobbying for their organization: (a) influencing the policy process, (b)
increasing revenue for their programs, and (c) increasing the visibility o f the agency. The
frequent use of the game metaphor suggests that some directors experienced satisfaction
experienced playing the lobbying game.
Those executives who reported that they do not lobby often explained their
position by focusing on the lack of a clear fit with the mission and purpose of the organ
ization. In some cases, the organization's by-laws held the organization to an apolitical
status. In other cases, the executives had very small amounts o f government funds in their
budgets or were completely independent of government contracts for services. For these
reasons they did not perceive the need to influence policy makers.
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Among the executives, there is a low level o f awareness o f lobbying activity
allowed under the IRS regulations. An increase in knowledge about the law and effective
techniques might result in an increase in lobbying activity. The perception o f risk may be
influenced by the low level of awareness o f the actual law. The executives may feel that
some lobbying activities are prohibited and therefore risky, when in fact they are allowed
under the law within some very specific guidelines.

Areas for Further Research

Board support for lobbying was described as moderate. Forty percent (20) o f the
directors indicated that their boards are very supportive o f their lobbying. Similarly, forty
percent indicated that lobbying appeared in their job description. Over 60% of the execu
tives indicated that they engaged in the three top rated lobbying practices o f visiting
policy makers alone, telephoning policy makers, and writing letters to policy makers.
Executive directors are more likely to lobby when there is board support. It may be the
case that the board members who support lobbying by executive directors are the more
powerful or influential members. The executives were asked to estimate the overall level
of board support. The overall level o f support may not be as important as having key
individual board members who support the lobbying activity o f the executive director.
Another area for further study is the development o f board members as effective
lobbyists for nonprofit organizations. Only two percent o f the executives reported that
their boards frequently participate in lobbying. Getting board members more involved in
lobbying was on the "wish list" of many of the executives interviewed and was mentioned
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when executives were asked to provide advice about nonprofit lobbying. Many of the
directors reported not being able to do as much lobbying as they would like to because
of time constraints. I f board members can be taught and encouraged to lobby on behalf
of the organization, then the overall benefits to the organization can be increased. This
is particularly important in terms of what executives described as the demand - response
characteristic of lobbying. In discussing the relative importance o f lobbying in comparison
to other responsibilities, the directors described what might be called the situational
importance o f lobbying . In the words of one subject, " When it is important it is real
important!" Having a cadre o f willing and knowledgeable board members and other
volunteers would be very valuable to the success of nonprofit lobbying efforts given these
conditions. Board support for lobbying and board participation in lobbying are topics for
further study.
While this study identified some clear trends in lobbying preferences it did not
address the issue o f effectiveness. For example, are there differences in effective
techniques at the local, state, and federal levels? If lobbying in coalitions is effective for
nonprofits, what can be done to maximize the effectiveness o f coalitions? Given that the
primary focus of lobbying reported by executives was funding, one clear measure of
effectiveness is the amount o f money obtained.
The data collection interviews ranged between one and two hours, depending on
how much the respondent was interested in talking about lobbying. There are limits to
the amount of information that can be obtained in one interview session. There are also
limits to the amount o f trust that can be developed between parties in an interview, and
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therefore limits to the amount and accuracy o f disclosure that is possible to obtain. In
some cases, the comments offered by the executives may have been those that were
perceived by them to be socially desirable rather than a report o f their actual experiences
and beliefs. This is particularly a concern for the executives comments regarding value
conflicts in lobbying. It is recommended that further research in this area involve more
sustained contact with the interviewees or direct observation of the respondents engaged
in lobbying. The use of the Delphi technique might also be effective in further research.
Bernstein (1991) interviewed nineteen managers of nonprofit program in New
York City that were providers of services through government contracts. There is a great
deal o f similarity in the experience described by her directors and the practices described
by the executives in this research. The interplay o f administrative issues, politics, and
value conflicts remains a source o f both challenge and accomplishment for executive
directors o f local nonprofit organizations. In an age o f increasing demand and decreasing
resources for the services performed by nonprofit organizations, support should continue
to be given to efforts to further understand the complexity of the relationship between
government and nonprofit organizations, so that their good works can continue to serve
the needs o f society.
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July 16, 1993

Dear :
With this letter we are announcing some information important to all nonprofit
organizations and asking for your participation in an important research study.
In 1990, the Internal Revenue Service issued regulations that have significantly
changed the extent to which nonprofit organizations may engage in lobbying.
Unfortunately, information about these changes has not been circulated widely.
The School of Public Affairs and Administration at Western Michigan University is
conducting opinion surveys about nonprofit executive director's lobbying beliefs and
practices. As a participant in this research, your responses will be kept completely
confidential. Each respondent will be given a code number so that neither the
individual nor the agency can be identified.
I will be tontacting you soon to arrange for a brief interview at your convenience.
Following the interview, you will be presented with information that details the
changes in the lobbying regulations as our way o f thanking you for your time and
participation.
Please feel free to call me at (616) 669-4426 if you have questions or suggestions. I
look forward to talking with you soon.
Sincerely,

Larry Buzas, M .S.W ., A.B.D.
Principal Investigator
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DEFINITION OF LOBBYING

Lobbying occurs when a nonprofit organization:

*
Communicates with a policymaker and the communication refers
to specific legislation, administrative rules or policies, and reflects a view o f its merits,
or
*
Communicates with the general public, urging them to
contact policy makers, in support o f legislation, administrative rules or policies and the
communication refers to specific legislation, administrative rules or policies and reflects a
view o f its merits.

Lobbying can occur before, during, and after legislation is introduced, or becomes law.
Lobbying can apply to policy makers at the county, state, or federal level of government.

DEFINITION O F POLICYMAKERS

Policy makers are defined as:
*

members o f legislative bodies,

*

employees o f legislative bodies,

*

government officials or employees,

who may participate in the formulation o f legislation, administrative rules or policies and/or
funding decisions at the county, state, or federal level o f government.
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PART 2. ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS

1-19 Does your organization have a legislative or political action committee? (19)

2-20 Does your organization belong to any local coalitions that lobby?

3-21

Is lobbying for your organization part o f your job description?

4-22 Is lobbying for your organization deferred to a state association o f which you are a
member?

5-25 Is lobbying for your organization deferred to a national association o f which you are
a member?

6-28 How important is lobbying in comparison to the other responsibilities that you have
as a leader of a nonprofit organization?

7-29 How supportive of executive director lobbying activity is your board o f directors?

8-30 To what extent do your board members participate in lobbying on behalf o f your
organization?
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PART 3. PRACTICES

9-31

Have you visited a policymaker ALONE to lobby.

10-40 Have you visited a policymaker WITH OTHERS to lobby?

11-50 Have you ASKED OTHERS to visit a policymaker to lobby WITHOUT YOU
BEING PRESENT.

12-60 Have you participated in a group or committee meeting in your community with a
policymaker to lobby?

13-70 Have you lobbied by sending individually composed letters to a policymaker?

14-79 Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby by sending individually composed letters to a
policymaker?

15-89 Have you personally telephoned a policymaker to lobby?

16-98 Have you ASKED OTHERS to personally telephone a policymaker to lobby?

17-108 Have you lobbied through the use of the newspapers?

18-111 Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby through the use o f the newspapers?

19-115 Have you lobbied through the use of the radio?

20-118 Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby through the use o f the radio?

21-123 Have you lobbied through the use of television?
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22-126 Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby through the use of television?

23-130 Have you lobbied by sponsoring something special at the capital?

24-133. Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby by sponsoring something special at the capital?
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PART 4: POTENTIAL VALUE CONFLICTS

Have you experienced the following:

25-136

Supporting the official position o f the organization when it was significantly
different from your personal beliefs?

26-137

Risked alienating supporters o f your organization by taking a position for, or
against, a policy of local government?

27-138

Risked alienating supporters o f your organization by taking a position for, or
against, a policy of state government?

28-139

Risked alienating supporters o f your organization by taking a position for
or against a policy o f the federal government?

29-140

Not revealing all you know about a particular issue in the course o f
advocating for decision favorable to your organization?

30-141

Over estimating the need for your services and/or programs in the course
o f advocating for decision favorable to your organization?

31-142

Are you concerned that lobbying will put your status as a nonprofit
organization in jeopardy?

32-143

Prior to being involved in this research to what extent were you aware of
the 1976 Lobby Law also known as P. A. 94-455?

33-145

Do you have any advice to offer about lobbying to new executive directors
o f nonprofit organizations?
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Western Michigan University
School o f Public Affairs and Administration
The Activities and Opinions o f Executive Directors of Nonprofit Organizations on
Lobbying
Larry Buzas, MSW, Principal Investigator
1993
NONPROFIT LOBBYING INTERVIEW GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
In 1990, the Internal Revenue Service issued new regulations governing lobbying by nonprofit organizations.
Information about these changes has not been circulated widely.
There is a variety of beliefs among people in your position about lobbying.
I would like to ask you some questions about your practices, opinions and beliefs, about lobbying and what
influences them.
The are two types of questions.
The first type has to do with actual lobbying activities
The second type has to do with factors that are related to lobbying practices.

INTERVIEW PROCESS
Before we begin the interview there are several points that I would like to cover:
1.

At no point will you be identified as a respondent, nor will you be identified with your answers.

2.
I would like to tape record our conversation for the purpose of insuring an accurate representation of
your opinions. The tape will be erased after being transcribed shortly following the interview.
3.

You have the right to refuse to answer any question or to have the recorder turned off at any time.
Is it all right with you if I tape our conversation?
YES
NO
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CLARIFYING TERMS
Before we begin with the actual questions there are two terms that require clarification for the purpose o f this
research. Here is a brief definition of our use of the terms "lobbying" and "policy maker", (hand this single page
of definitions to the respondents and give them a few minutes to look over the definitions)

DEFINITION OF LOBBYING
Lobbying occurs when a nonprofit organization:
*
Communicates with a policy maker and the communication refers to specific legislation,
administrative rules or policies, and reflects a view of its merits,
or
*
Communicates with the general public, urging them to contact policy makers, in support of
legislation, administrative rules or policies and the communication refers to specific legislation,
administrative rules or policies and reflects a view of its merits.

Lobbying can occur before, during, and after legislation is introduced, or becomes law.
Lobbying can apply to policy makers at the county, state, or federal level of government

DEFINITION OF POLICY MAKERS

Policy makers are defined as:
*

members of legislative bodies,

*

employees o f legislative bodies,

*

government officials or employees,

who may participate in the formulation of legislation, administrative rules or policies and/or funding decisions
at the county, state, or federal level of government.
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PART 1. Descriptive Information
1 ORG.

2 COUNTY:!

3 FOS: 1.

KENT 2

INGHAM

recreational and amusement services
2 .____ health services
3 .____ education services
4 .____ social services
5 .____ membership organizations
6 .____ other____________________ .

Approximately what amount and percent of income do you receive from each o f the following sources?

12)

AMOUNT OF FUNDING:
APPROXIMATE %
%
COUNTY
5
4
Vo
/
6
STATE
%
FEDERAL
9
8
%
ALL OTHER
11
10
TOTAL
To the best o f your knowledge are you the single provider of this service in the county?
1___ YES
2___ NO
8___ NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE

13)

How old w ill your organization be in 1993?
1 UP TO 10 years
2 11 - 20 years
3 21 -3 0 years
4 31 -4 0 years
5 41 - 50 years
6 51 -6 0 years
7 MORE THAN 61 years
8 NOT SURE
9 NO RESPONSE

14)

Which age category are you in?
1.__ up to 20 years
2 .__ 21 - 30 years
3 .__ 31 -4 0 years
4 .__ 41 - 50 years
5 .__ 51 - 60 years
6 .__ 61 -7 0
7 .__ 7 1 -8 0
8 .__ NOT SURE
9.
NO RESPONSE

15)

Gender:___ 1.___ MALE
2.
FEMALE
9.
NO RESPONSE
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16)

How many years have you been in your present position?
1.___ 0 - 5
2 ._____ 6 - 1 0
3.
11 - 15
4 .___ 1 6 -2 0
5.
21 - 25
6 .___26 - 30
7 .___MORE THAN 30
8 .__ NOT SURE
9.
NO RESPONSE

17)

What is the highest level o f education you have?
1
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
2
ASSOCIATE DEGREE
3
BS/BA
4
MA/MSW
5
PHD/DPA
9.
NO RESPONSE

18)

Approximately what percent o f your total agency budget was spent on lobbying over the past
twelve months?
________ APPROXIMATE %
8 .__ NOT SURE
9.
NO RESPONSE
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PART 2. ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS

Next I'd like to discuss some aspects of organizations that relate to lobbying. Here is a list o f what I would like
to cover.
19

D oes your organization have a legislative or political action committee?
1
YES
2
NO
8
NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE

20

D oes your organization belong to any local coalitions that lobby?
1
YES
2
NO
8
NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE

21

Is lobbying for your organization part of job description?
1
YES
2
NO
8
NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE

22

Is lobbying for your organization deferred to a state association of which you are a member?
1
YES
Ifyesgoto23.
2
NO
Ifn ogoto25.
8
NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE

23

If the association did not lobbying would you still belong?
1
YES
2
NO
8
NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE

24

Has the association ever requested that you engage in lobbying?
1
YES
2
NO
8
NOT SURE

25

Is lobbying for your organization deferred to a national association of which you are a member?
1
YES
Ifyesgoto27.
2
NO
If no go to 29.
8
NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE
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26

If the association did not lobbying, would you still belong?
1
YES
2
NO
8
NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE

27

Has the association ever requested that you engage in lobbying?
1
YES
2
NO
8
NOT SURE
9
NO RESPONSE

28

On a scale o f 1 to 5, with 1 being not important and 5 being very important, how important is
lobbying in comparison to the other responsibilities that you have as a leader of a nonprofit
organization?
NI
1 2

3

4

VI
5

NS
8

NR
9

Why does lobbying receive this amount of your attention?

29

On a scale o f 1 to 5, with 1 being not supportive and 5 being very supportive, how supportive of
executive director lobbying activity is your board o f directors?
NS
1 2

3

VS
5

4

NS
8

NR
9

What do you think influences this level of support?

30

Again on a scale on 1 to 5 with 1 being never and 5 being regularly, to what extent do your board
members participate in lobbying on behalf o f your organization?
Never
1 2

3

4

Regularly
5

NS

NR
8

9

what do you think influences this level of participation?
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PART 3. PRACTICES
There are several types of lobbying practices. Here is a list of them, nlease take just a minute to review the list
There are three things I'd like to discuss with you based on this list
First, I would like to go through the list with you and have you indicate if you have used the techniques.
Second, for those that you have used I v.ould also like an estimate o f how many times you may have used them
on behalf o f your organization in the last twelve months.
Third, I'd like to explore with you briefly a few o f the more important episodes.

31

Have you visited a policy maker ALONE to lobby.
1
Yes
2
No
8
Not Sure
9
No Response

NS

NR

32

LOCAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

33

STATE ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

34

FEDERAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

35

LOCAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

36

STATE NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 or more

8

9

37

FEDERAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

38

ALL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

39

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field of Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response
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40

Have you visited a policy maker WITH OTHERS to lobby?
1
Yes, go to 41
2
No, go to 50
8
Not sure
9
No Response

41

Who were the others?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

board members
professionals employed by your organization
coalitions o f professionals from other organizations
Other
board & employee professionals
board & coalitions
employee professionals & coalitions
Not Sure
No response

NR
42

LOCAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

43

STATE ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

44

FEDERAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

45

LOCAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

46

STATE NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

47

FEDERAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

48

ALL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 cr more

8

9

49

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field of Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response
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50

Have you ASKED OTHERS to visit a policy maker to lobby WITHOUT YOU BEING PRESENT.
1
2
8
9

51

Yes, go to 51
N o, go to 60
Not sure
N o Response

Who were the others?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

board members
professionals employed by your organization
coalitions o f professionals from other organizations
Other
board & employee professionals
board & coalitions
employee professionals & coalitions
Not Sure
N o response

NS
NR
52

LOCAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

53

STATE ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

54

FEDERAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

55

LOCAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

56

STATE NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

57

FEDERAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

58

ALL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

59

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field of Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
N o response
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60
lobby?

Have you participated in a group or committee meeting in your community with a policy maker to

1
2
8
9

61

Y es, go to 61
N o, go to 70
Not sure
No Response

Who were the others?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

board members
professionals employed by your organization
coalitions o f professionals from oilier organizations
Other
board & employee professionals
board & coalitions
employee professionals & coalitions
N ot Sure
N o response

NR
62

LOCAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

63

STATE ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

64

FEDERAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

65

LOCAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

66

STATE NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

67

FEDERAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

68

ALL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

69

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field of Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
N o response
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70

Have you lobbied by sending individually composed letters to a policy maker?
1
Yes, go to 71
2
No, go to 79
8
Not Sure
9
NO Response

NS

NR

71

LOCAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

72

STATE ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

73

FEDERAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

74

LOCAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

75

STATE NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

76

FEDERAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

77

ALL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

78

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response
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79

Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby by sending individually composed letters to a policy maker?
1
2
8
9

80

Yes, go to 80
N o, go to 89
Not sure
No Response

Who were the others?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

board members
professionals employed by your organization
coalitions o f professionals from other organizations
Other
board & employee professionals
board & coalitions
employee professionals & coalitions
Not Sure
No response

NR
81

LOCAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

82

STATE ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

83

FEDERAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

84

LOCAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

85

STATE NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

86

FEDERAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

87

ALL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

88

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field of Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response
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89

Have you personally telephoned a policy maker to lobby?
1
Yes, go to 90
2
N o, no go to 98
8
Not Sure
9
No Response

NS
NR
90

LOCAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

91

STATE ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

92

FEDERAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

93

LOCAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

94

STATE NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

95

FEDERAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

96

ALL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

97

About

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response
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98

Have you ASKED OTHERS to personally telephone a policy maker to lobby?
1
2
8
9

99

Yes, go to 99
N o, no go to 108
Not Sure
No Response

Who were the others?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

board members
professionals employed by your organization
coalitions o f professionals from other organizations
Other
board & employee professionals
board & coalitions
employee professionals & coalitions
Not Sure
N o response

NR
100

LOCAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

101

STATE ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

102

FEDERAL ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

103

LOCAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

104

STATE NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

105

FEDERAL NON-ELECTED

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

106

ALL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more

8

9

107

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response
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108. Have you lobbied through the use of the newspapers?
1
2
8
9
109

Yes, go to 109
No, go to 111,
Not sure
N o Response

How often have YOU TRIED to do this?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

once
twice
three times
four times
five times
six times
more than six
Not sure
N o Response

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response

Comments
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Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby through the use of the newspapers?
1
2
8
9

112

Who were the others?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

113

114

Yes, goto 112
No, goto 115,
Not sure
No Response

board members
professionals employed by your organization
coalitions o f professionals from other organizations
Other
board & employee professionals
board & coalitions
employee professionals & coalitions
Not Sure
No response

How often have you asked that these contributions be attempted?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

once
twice
three times
four times
five times
six times
more than six
Not sure
No Response

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response
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Have you lobbied through the use of the radio?
1
2
8
9

116

117

Yes, go to 116
No, go to 118
Not sure
N o Response

How often have YOU TRIED to do this?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

once
twice
three times
four times
five times
six times
more than six
Not sure
No Response

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
N o response
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Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby through the use of the radio?
1
2
8
9

120

Yes, go to 119
N o, go to 123
Not sure
N o Response

Who were the others?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

board members
professionals employed by your organization
coalitions of professionals from other organizations
Other
board & employee professionals
board & coalitions
employee professionals & coalitions
N ot Sure
N o response

121How often have you asked that these contributions be attempted?

122

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

once
twice
three times
four times
five times
six times
more than six
Not sure
N o Response

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
N o response
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Have you lobbied through the use of television?
1
2
8
9

124

How often have YOU TRIED to do this?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

125

Y es, go to 124
N o, go to 126
N ot sure
N o Response

once
twice
three times
four times
S'-“ times
six times
more than six
N ot sure
N o Response

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
N ot sure
N o response
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126Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby through the use of television?
1
2
8
9
127

Who were the others?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

128

board members
professionals employed by your organization
coalitions o f professionals from other organizations
Other
board & employee professionals
board & coalitions
employee professionals & coalitions
Not Sure
No response

How often have you asked that these contributions be attempted?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

129

Yes, go to 127
No, go to 130
Not sure
No Response

once
twice
three times
four times
five times
six times
more than six
Not sure
No Response

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response
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Have you lobbied by sponsoring something special at the capital?
1
2
8
9

131

How often have YOU TRIED to do this?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

132

once
twice
three times
four times
five times
six times
more than six
N ot sure
N o Response

About
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

133.

Yes, go to 131
N o, go to 133
Not sure
N o Response

Funding increase
Funding decrease
Funding maintenance
Field o f Service regulations
General NPO regulations
Education
Advocacy
Not sure
No response

Have you ASKED OTHERS to lobby by sponsoring something special at the capital?
1
2
8
9

Yes, go to 134
N o, go to 136
Not sure
N o Response

134

Lansing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

once
twice
three times
four times
five times
six times
more than six
Not sure
No Response

135
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Washington

once
twice
three times
four times
five times
six times
more than six
Not sure
No Response
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PART FOUR: POTENTIAL VALUE CONFLICTS
Next rd like to ask you seven questions about the value conflicts that may appear in the course o f lobbying. Here
is a list o f several examples and after each would you please indicate if you have had that particular experience.
We can discuss any one of these in more detail if you would like. Within the last 12 months have you experienced
any value conflict situations such as:
136

Supporting the official position o f the organization when it was significantly different from your
personal beliefs?
1
2
8
9

YES
NO
NOT SURE
No Response

Can you tell me about situations where this is likely to occur?

137

Risked alienating supporters o f your organization by taking a position for, or against, a policy of
local government?
1
2
8
9

YES
NO
NOT SURE
No Response

What would be an example of this type of policy or position?

138

Risked alienating supporters o f your organization by taking a position for, or against, a policy of
state government?
1
2
8
9

YES
NO
NOT SURE
No Response

What would be an example o f this type of policy or position?
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Risked alienating supporters o f your organization by taking a position for or against a policy of
the federal government?
1
2
8
9

YES
NO
N OT SURE
No Response

Can you tell me about situations where this is likely to occur?

140
Not revealing all you know about a particular issue in the course o f advocating for decision
favorable to your organization?
1
2
8
9

YES
NO
NOT SURE
No Response

Can you tell me about situations where this is likely to occur?

141
Over estimating the need for your services and/or programs in the course o f advocating for decision
favorable to your organization? Can you tell me more about situations where this is
likely to occur?
1
2
8
9

YES
NO
NOT SURE
No Response

Can you tell me about situations where this is likely to occur?
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Arc you concerned that lobbying will put your status as a nonprofit organization in jeopardy?
1
2
8
9

YES
NO
NOT SURE
No Response

Why or why not?

143

Prior to being involved in this research to what extent were you aware o f the 1976 Lobby Law
also known as P.A. 94-455? On a scale o f 1 to 5 with 1 being no awareness and 5 being very
aware.
Not Aware
1

2

3

Very Aware

NS

NR

4

8

9

5

145
Do you have any advice to offer about lobbying to new executive directors o f nonprofit
organizations?
1
2
8
9

Yes
No
Not sure
No Response

Comments
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M I C H I G A N STATE

210

U N I V E R S I T Y

October 14, 1994

Larry Buzas
2215 29th S treet SE
Su ite BS
Grand Rapids MI 49508
I n s t it u t e
for

P u b l ic P

o l ic y

AND
S o c ia l R

esearch

301 Ctos Hail
East Lansing. Micnican
A882A-1CA7
517/355-6372
FAX: 517/336-15AA

Collaborating Units:
Social S cien ce. L e a a C ollege
• Agnculture a n a
Natural R e so u rc e s
• Arts a n a L etters
• B u sin ess
• E cu caco n
• E n g m een n g
a H um an E c s e g y
a H um an M e c c n e
a Institute tor C hucren.
Youtn a n a Fam ilies
a L O ran es
a M ichigan S a t e
University E xtension
a

a

Dear Larry
I was pleased to hear about your p o sitiv e progres s on th e
d issertatio n , and fe e l th a t you are making a strong contribution
to our understanding o f th e nonpr o f it sector.
One aim of the Nonpr o f it Michigan Project is to dissem inate
information about th e secto r in Michigan. I am pleased th a t you
can make use o f th e data contained in She State o f Nonprofit _
Michigan, so fe e l fr e e to reproduce any tab les or information
th a t you need. A ll I ask i s th a t m aterial be attributed to th e
Nonpro f it Michigan P r o je c t/In stitu te for Public Policy and
S ocial Research a t MSU.
My b est wishes for. your d isser ta tio n defence.

Nu"'"g

a O ste o catn 'c M ecictr.e
a University O u treach
U roan Affairs P -c g ram s

MSU .s an
attirmattve-acton.
eoual-opoonumty
institution.
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Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

W

Date:

March 25, 1993

To:

Larry Buzas

estern

M

ic h ig a n

U n iv e r s it y

From: M. Michele Burnette, Chair
Re:

HSiRB Project Number 93-03-27

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled "Lobbying in the
nonprofit sector" has been ap p roved under the exempt category of review by the Human
Subjects Institutional Review Board. The conditions and duration of this approval are specified
in the Policies of Western Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the research
as described in the approval application.
You must seek reapproval for any changes in this design. You must also seek reapproval if the
project extends beyond the termination date.
The Board wishes you su ccess in the pursuit of your research goals.

Approval Termination:

xc:

March 25, 1994

Chandler, PA/A
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